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About Us

DXB Entertainments PJSC (previously Dubai Parks and Resorts
PJSC) is a Dubai-based manager of leisure and entertainment
destinations and experiences. The Company is traded on the
Dubai Financial Market (DFM) under the trading symbol DXBE.
We bring together a diverse portfolio of world-class brands
to offer entertainment in the areas of theme parks, family
entertainment centres, and retail and hospitality.
DXB Entertainments is the owner of Dubai Parks and Resorts,
the region’s largest integrated theme park destination, with five
Theme Parks (Six Flags Dubai under development), two hotels
(LEGOLAND® Hotel under development), and one retail and
dining facility, all spread over 30.6 million sq ft of land, with an
estimated AED 13.2 billion in development costs.
DXB Entertainments also manages six Dubai-based family
entertainment centres in addition to a chain of cinemas, all
owned by Meraas Holding, its parent company.
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At a Glance – Who we are

THE LARGEST LEISURE
AND ENTERTAINMENT
COMPANY IN THE REGION

DXB Entertainments manages family-friendly leisure and
entertainment assets, with world-class IP partners and
operators, spread across four locations in Dubai.
With a diverse portfolio of 16 leisure and entertainment
experiences, DXB Entertainments is the largest leisure and
entertainment company in the region.
Our attractions have been built to serve UAE residents and
the growing inbound UAE tourist market, with a special
focus on the neighbouring GCC and Indian subcontinent.
Vision

Our Goals

DXB Entertainments aims to
become a leading provider
of leisure and entertainment
offerings and services for
customers, spreading fun
and excitement throughout
the region through amazing
family experiences.

1. Establish ourselves as a key
component of Dubai’s worldclass and expanding Leisure
and Entertainment experiences
by growing visitor numbers
at our properties.

At the forefront of the thriving
leisure and entertainment industry
in the Middle East, we seek to
create and manage a portfolio of
experiences and assets that deliver
long-term shareholder value.
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2. Diversify our portfolio
by pursuing best-in-class,
profitable ventures and
opportunities.
3. Successfully construct
and open Six Flags Dubai
at Dubai Parks and Resorts
by the end of 2019, the first
Six Flags theme park in
the Middle East.
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4. Successfully expand the
number of hotel rooms
available at Dubai Parks and
Resorts by opening the
LEGOLAND® Hotel in 2019,
and pursuing other hospitality
opportunities.
5. Continuously innovate in
the area of entertainment,
and strive to become an
internationally recognised
industry leader in the field.
6. Provide a world-class
experience for our guests.

AED 8 billion equity
AED

8.0bn

DXB Entertainments has
raised AED 6.3 billion in
equity through an IPO in
2014, and an additional
AED 1.7 billion through
a rights issue in 2016.

AED 5.9 billion
financing DXBE
AED

5.9bn

DXB Entertainments has raised
AED 4.2 billion through a
financing facility for Phase I
for DPR, AED 1 billion for Phase II,
and AED 0.7 billion in a
subordinated shareholder loan
from its majority shareholder,
Meraas Holding.

Leisure and
Entertainment attractions

16
DXB Entertainments
operates a diverse portfolio
of leisure and entertainment
assets with world-class
IP partners, spread across
4 locations in Dubai.
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At a Glance – A historic perspective

A MEMORABLE
JOURNEY

2015
2014
Ground work
commenced on site

Agreed major partnerships
with globally recognised
brands, including Lionsgate,
for the fifth zone at
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai
Launched ‘Helmi’ scholarship
programme, offering
Emiratis training in
Orlando, Florida, USA

2012
Dubai Parks and Resorts
project announced

Secured AED 4.2 billion
syndicated finance
Successfully raised AED 6.3
billion equity funding through
an IPO
Dubai Financial Market listing

4
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DPR’s first ride –
The Dragon Coaster installed
at LEGOLAND® Dubai

AED

1bn

AED 993 million
in financing facility
for Six Flags Dubai

AED

1.7bn

AED 1.7 billion Rights Issue
for Six Flags Dubai
successfully completed

2016

AED

0.7bn

AED 0.7 billion secured in a
subordinated shareholder
loan from Meraas Holding

2017
Agreement with Meraas
Holding to manage select
L&E assets
DreamWorks zone in
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai
unveiled to the public

The future

LEGOLAND® Hotel, with
250 rooms, to open adjacent
to LEGOLAND® Dubai

Planned to open in late 2019,
Six Flags Dubai will be the
fourth theme park at the
Dubai Parks and Resorts
destination, and will include
over 20 rides and attractions
for all ages across six
themed zones

Broke ground on
Six Flags Dubai
DXB Entertainments name
change completed
World’s first ‘The Hunger
Games’ attractions open in
the Lionsgate zone at
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai
The year marks the company’s
move from project delivery
to operations
Company moves into
operational phase as
LEGOLAND® Dubai and
Riverland™ Dubai opened
31 October

Lapita™ Hotel and
LEGOLAND® Water Park
open to the public on
2 January

Official inauguration of DPR
on 18 December
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Overview of DXB Entertainments’ assets

IN THE BUSINESS OF
CREATING MEMORABLE
EXPERIENCES

Multiple family-friendly entertainment
options mean we can offer unique
experiences to all ages and create citywide packages for tourists and residents.
With more than 100 rides and attractions
in Dubai Parks and Resorts, spread across
three theme parks and one water park, it
is the region’s largest integrated theme
park destination.

6
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The assets that we
own and manage ensure a
broad mix of fun, family
entertainment and more
serious edutainment that
both educates and stimulates
minds of all ages.
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Overview of DXB Entertainments’ assets Continued
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DXB Entertainments manages a diversified
portfolio of 16 leisure and entertainment
experiences across 3 separate divisions:
Theme Parks, Retail and Hospitality, and
Family Entertainment Centres.

* Six Flags Dubai and LEGOLAND® Hotel due to open in 2019. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations, and LEGOLAND
are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2018 The LEGO Group. LEGOLAND is a Merlin Entertainments brand.
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Theme Parks

Retail and Hospitality

Family Entertainment Centres

Six Flags Dubai
The region’s first Six Flags theme
park, which will offer high-thrill
entertainment for all age groups
when it opens in 2019.

Lapita™ Hotel
Lapita™ Hotel, operated by the
Marriott Group with over 500
rooms, a Polynesian-themed
family-friendly hotel.

•
•
-

•	501 rooms and three villas set
across eight low-rise clusters
•	Spa and Health Club as well
as a ballroom, meeting and
event facilities
•	Four-star resort

Hub Zero
Spread over two floors and 18,000
sq m, Hub Zero is an indoor video
gaming zone which includes virtual
reality shooting, virtual reality racing,
time-warped arcade, and network
games.

Over 20 rides and attractions
6 themed zones:
Thrillseeker Plaza
Magic Mountain
Fiesta Texas
Great Escape
Great Adventure
Great America

Bollywood Parks™ Dubai
The world’s first Bollywood-themed
park, focusing on action, dance,
romance, and flavours based on
some of the major Bollywood
blockbusters.
• 16 rides and attractions
• 5 themed zones:
- Bollywood Boulevard
- Mumbai Chowk
- Rustic Ravine
-	Bollywood Film Studios featuring
Hall of Heroes
- Royal Plaza
LEGOLAND® Dubai
Where LEGO® brick comes to life,
the ultimate theme park for families
with children aged 2-12, with more
than 15,000 LEGO® models made
from 60 million LEGO® bricks.
•
•
-

40 rides and attractions
6 themed lands:
LEGO® CITY
ADVENTURE
KINGDOMS
IMAGINATION
FACTORY
MINILAND

LEGOLAND® Water Park
The region’s only water park
designed for families with children
aged 2-12, with more than 20 LEGO®
themed water slides and attractions.

• 20 slides and attractions
• DUPLO® Splash Safari for toddlers
•	Variety of water slides and
attractions including the
Build-A-Raft river, designed for the

whole family to enjoy together.
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai
Largest Hollywood movie-themed
park in the region, targeting all age
groups and nationalities.
•
•
-

27 rides and attractions
5 themed zones:
DreamWorks
Smurfs Village
Columbia Pictures
Lionsgate
Studio Central

LEGOLAND® Hotel
Built on 300,000 sq ft of land, this
will be the first LEGOLAND® Hotel in
the Middle East and DPR’s second
hotel – bringing the total hospitality
offering at the destination to more
than 750 rooms. Visitors will have
easy access to LEGOLAND® Dubai
and LEGOLAND® Water Park.
• 250 rooms
•	60:40 JV with Merlin
Entertainments plc (currently
under development)
Riverland™ Dubai
Riverland™ Dubai is a waterfront
district at the heart of Dubai Parks
and Resorts. It is an unticketed retail,
dining and entertainment destination.
•	More than 50 retail and
dining experiences
• 4 themed zones:
- The Peninsula
- India Gate
- Boardwalk
- The French Village
ROXY Cinemas
Roxy Cinemas is a fresh cinematic
experience, with theatres that allow
patrons to enjoy the movie in a
sophisticated environment that pays
homage to the magic of the movies.
•
•
•
-

25 screens
3 locations
3 classes of seating:
Platinum Plus
Gold Plus
Silver Plus

• 18 attractions
• 4 gaming zones
•	Several cafes serving food
and beverages
The Green Planet
Bio-dome housing a giant indoor
ecosystem. Visitors can explore and
interact with a whole new world of
exotic flora and fauna in this fully
immersive vertical tropical forest.
•
•
-

3,000 plants and animals
4 levels:
Flooded Rainforest
Forest Floor
The Midstory
The Canopy

Splash Pad
Safe and controlled, shaded and
gated water recreational venue, with
the perfect beach backdrop, offering
various games and activities for
toddlers and children.
• For children aged 1-12 years
•	Includes Imagination Playground
Blocks™
• 2 sections:
- Wet splash zone
- Dry play area
Mattel Play Town
Indoor interactive games and play
area for kids. Each play space is
dedicated to education and the
development of social skills.
•
•
-

For children aged 2-10 years
5 world-recognised brands:
Barney™
Thomas & FriendsTM
Bob the BuilderTM
Angelina BallerinaTM
Fireman SamTM

The VOID
Gaming experience beyond virtual
reality, combining physical set with
real-time interactive effects by a
US-based company, which brought
its critically acclaimed, awardwinning hyper-reality experience
to Dubai.
• For people aged 10 and above
•	1.2 metres – minimum height
requirement per visitor
•	1-4 people in a group, at a time,
can be accommodated
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DXB Entertainments Family

Our management
team has a wealth of
operational, media,
marketing and corporate
turn-around experience.

Mohamed Almulla

Ahmad Hussain Bin Essa

Chief Executive Officer

Deputy Chief Executive Officer

Mohamed Almulla was appointed
Chief Executive Officer in June 2017.
Mohamed brings extensive
experience from a wide range
of media and entertainment
business segments, including
radio and TV broadcasting, printing
and publishing, digital media,
out-of-home advertising,
event management, and parks
and attractions.

Ahmad Hussain joined DXB
Entertainments in August 2017.
He is a seasoned regional theme
park professional, with extensive
experience in operations and
business development.

He was previously CEO of the
Arab Media Group, where he
oversaw all operational aspects of
the group’s three major business
units: Arabian Radio Network, Done
Events, and Global Village. Since
his appointment in 2008, Mohamed
steered the group towards market
growth through innovation in the
entertainment sector and new
customer-centric strategies.
Before joining Arab Media Group,
he held several leadership positions
within the TECOM Group, including
Executive Director of Dubai Media
City, where he led the consolidation
of the business hub’s international
status, whilst playing a key role
in attracting leading global media
brands to the region.
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He joined Global Village, one of the
region’s premier cultural and family
entertainment destinations, as Chief
Operating Officer in 2013. He was
promoted in 2015 to CEO, with
responsibility for the successful
expansion of the business.
Ahmad is a board member at
the International Association of
Amusement Parks and Attractions
(IAAPA). Previously, he held
positions at Emirates Integrated
Telecommunications Company (du),
the Facilities Operation Department
of the Engineer’s Office of HH
Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
ADNOC, and as a marine engineer
with BP, North Sea.
He graduated with a degree in
Mechanical Engineering from
Northumbria, UK, and earned his
MSc in Engineering Management
from Sunderland University, UK.

Favourite ride

Favourite ride

“I couldn’t possibly pick just one
favourite ride! But what I love most
is seeing the delighted faces as
guests get off the rides.”

“I always like the rollercoasters.
The Capital Bullet train, The Hunger
Games attraction, is great – you
can hear the screams from a
long way away!! I take my wife
to Bollywood Parks™ Dubai for
a more romantic experience.”
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John Ireland

Ahmed AlRayyes

Paul Parker

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Commercial Officer

General Manager of Family
Entertainment Centres

John Ireland joined DXB
Entertainments as Chief Financial
Officer in June 2017. He has
experience across a wide range
of media, including broadcast,
digital, out-of-home, print, event
management, and recorded music.

Ahmed AlRayyes joined DXB
Entertainments in August 2017.

He was previously CFO at the
Arab Media Group, where he
oversaw the financial, strategic,
and legal aspects of the group’s
operations, including the Arabian
Radio Network, Global Village,
and Done Events.
John joined Arab Media Group from
21st Century Fox, where he held a
number of senior finance positions
across the Group’s operations in
Europe, Asia, and the Middle East,
including regional experience as
Chief Financial Officer of Rotana
Media Group.
He has a Bachelor of Arts degree
in business and management from
the University of Exeter, UK, and
is a qualified chartered accountant,
having previously worked for
Deloitte in the telecommunications,
media, and technology sector.

Before joining DXB Entertainments,
he was Chief Commercial Officer at
Global Village, one of the region’s
premier cultural and family
entertainment destinations, where
he played a key role in growing the
business. He was responsible for
managing all commercial and
revenue channels, and successfully
developed and implemented
revenue-enhancing strategies,
partnership delivery, and expanding
the market opportunity.
Previously, he headed the
commercial sourcing and
procurement department at
du – Emirates Integrated Telecommunications Company. He
spent more than eight years
with the telecom company,
developing and implementing
procurement strategies.

Paul Parker joined DXB
Entertainments as General Manager
of Family Entertainment Centres
in October 2017. He brings more
than 20 years’ management
experience covering marketing,
sales, and operations.
He previously held senior positions
at some of Australia’s most
successful media companies,
including the Nine Network and
ARN, and also built a successful
digital media business. Most
recently, he was Chief Commercial
Officer for a 21st Century Fox
joint venture in the Middle East.
Paul was educated at Dickson
College in Canberra, Australia,
where he studied psychology
and media.

He also worked in the engineering
and broadcasting division for Dubai
Media Incorporated, the official
media organisation of
the Government of Dubai.
He holds a BA in Electrical and
Computer Engineering.

Favourite ride

Favourite ride

Favourite ride

“I like mad pursuit in MOTIONGATE™
Dubai – that’s my favourite, just for
the sheer fear that it instils. you
think it’s going to be a little kiddies’
ride and then…”

“The Krrish ride in Bollywood
Parks™ Dubai, although my real
excitement is when I watch people’s
reaction to the rides.”

“I love the Lazy River at Lapita™
Hotel. I am less of a thrill-seeker
and more of a relaxer. I also like
the Virtual Arena at Hub Zero
as I am fond of shooting zombies.
I like the virtual reality stuff.
The technological side of the
entertainment business has
become key.”
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Chairman’s Introduction
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I am pleased to present the annual report of DXB Entertainments
for the year ended 31 December 2017.
DXB Entertainments continues to deliver against its strategy
to be the largest leisure and entertainment provider in the
region. It now manages a portfolio of 16 family-friendly
experiences across the city of Dubai, offering world-class
leisure and entertainment to residents and international
tourists alike.
During 2017, Dubai Parks and Resorts, the region’s largest
integrated theme park destination, became fully operational,
and attracted close to 2.3 million visits. Dubai Parks and
Resorts has been designed to appeal to UAE’s residents
and tourists, and forms part of Dubai Tourism Vision 2020,
which aims to attract 20 million visits to the city in 2020.
We remain focused on delivering value to our guests and
shareholders, and on behalf of the Board of Directors,
I would like to thank them as well as our employees for
all their continued support.

Abdulla Al Habbai
Chairman
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Key Milestones of 2017

A YEAR OF PARTIAL
OPERATIONS
DELIVERING CLOSE
TO 2.3 MILLION VISITS

14
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16
In August, the Company
reached an agreement with its
majority shareholder Meraas
Holding to manage a select
portfolio of their family
entertainment centres,
bringing the total number
of leisure and entertainment
experiences under
management to 16.

Appointment of new
management team
A new management structure
and appointments were made
during the year, to support the
business in its commercial
development.

A new winter season pricing
structure was launched in
September aimed at
encouraging repeat visits
from the GCC resident market,
as well as an attractive annual
pass offer targeting the local
resident market.

Prestige industry awards

Total visits (‘000)

LEGOLAND Water Park wins
the award for Best Water Park,
and Lapita™ Hotel the award for
the Best Family Hotel at the
Time Out Dubai Kids
Awards for 2017.
®

2.3m
Close to 2.3 million visits
to Dubai Parks and Resorts
in 2017

66%
(29)%

Optimising operational
cost structure

40%
The Company has improved
its operating cost structure
by close to 40 percent
compared to the original target.

Record visitation in December

27,000 visits
December was a record month, delivering
an average of 10,000 visits daily in the last
10 days of the month and peak daily visitation
approaching 27,000.

16%

796

Family Entertainment Centres

During 2017, the Company
focused on driving footfall
both from the GCC resident
and inbound tourist markets,
through targeted marketing
campaigns in key source
markets such as Saudi, India,
the UK, Russia and China.

479

The safety of our guests
was the key focus of our
operations, and DPR
operated with no significant
safety incidents in 2017.

Revised pricing structure

414

In 2017, the Company
focused on enhancing the
guest experience at DPR
by measuring satisfaction
across 50 touch points.

Driving footfall

586

Focus on guest
experience and safety

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Staggered
opening
DPR staggered
openings, with
LEGOLAND® Water Park
and Lapita™ Hotel in early
January, and all rides and
attractions delivered by end
October with the opening
of The Hunger Games rides
at the Lionsgate zone in
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai.

Official announcement of the
LEGOLAND® Hotel

250 rooms
The first LEGOLAND® Hotel in the Middle
East and the eighth to open worldwide will
completely immerse guests in the awesome
world of the LEGO® brick, bringing children’s
imagination to life.

15

CEO’s Statement

POSITIVE MID-TERM
OUTLOOK

16
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We ended the year on a high
note, attracting close to 2.3
million visits in 2017, with record
numbers during the December
holiday period. There was a
momentum and a buzz around
the parks, which translated into
greater numbers of visitors and
sales of annual passes, with the
fourth quarter delivering close
to 796 thousand visits.
It was a year of learning,
transitioning from a project
delivery-focused organisation
to a company that is focused
on operational excellence and
enhancing the consumer
experience across over
50 touch points.
It is clear that we have a great
asset in Dubai Parks and Resorts,
the largest integrated theme park
destination in the region – it is
truly a unique destination, on a
par with international theme park
destinations, and is testament to
the project team who delivered
the largest theme park destination
in the region in record time.
Nowhere has an opening like this
occurred before; it reflects Dubai’s
capabilities and could not have
been achieved without the
support of the Dubai Government
and the global hospitality brands
that call our city home, such as
Emirates, dnata, and Jumeirah.
The scale of this destination is
difficult to explain to someone
who has not seen it. Over 100
rides and attractions are spread
across 25 million sq ft of land, in
3 theme parks and 1 water park.
Offering experiences based on the
world’s most recognised brands
and characters from the East to

the West, Dubai Parks and Resorts
is a natural fit to the ever-growing
leisure and entertainment
landscape of the UAE, and
especially Dubai.
We are very fortunate to be
located in the city of Dubai, which
has one of the most extensive
leisure and entertainment
offerings available in the world.
Dubai is the fourth-largest
international tourist city
destination in the world, with a
growing inbound tourism market,
attracting over 15.7 million tourists
during 2017. We are ideally located
in close proximity to half the
world’s population, and Dubai
Parks and Resorts has been built
to attract UAE’s residents and
tourists, enabling us to cross-sell
and market to multiple markets
and locations.
I was appointed Chief Executive
Officer of DXB Entertainments
in June 2017. Together with my
senior management team, we
spent the first few months
conducting a thorough analysis
of the business and developing a
strategy to generate shareholder
value, and position the Company
in its new operational phase and
on the right track for growth.
The new strategy is focused
on enhancing the organisation
through the alignment of
management and organisational
structure with P&L responsibility;
clustering together similar assets
to create operating, revenue, and
cost efficiencies; and leveraging
the management and operational
capabilities of operators and
operational teams in a new
decentralised structure.

Growth in visitor numbers

2.3m

We also moved ahead with our
goal to become the largest leisure
and entertainment company in
the region, and are proud to have
reached an agreement with our
majority shareholder, Meraas
Holding, to manage a select
portfolio of their leisure and
entertainment assets, thereby
creating a larger portfolio of
assets under the DXBE umbrella
and diversifying our revenue
streams. Meraas Holding has been
instrumental to our success, and
we are very fortunate to have
agreed AED 1.2 billion convertible
instrument with them to assist
us with working capital and debt
service requirements through
to breakeven. The proposed
instrument is being put to the
shareholders at the General
Assembly in April 2018.
We celebrated the opening of
Dubai Parks and Resorts on
18 December 2016 and continued
to deliver on the rides and
attractions throughout 2017. The
whole destination was officially
complete when we launched the
world’s first ‘The Hunger Games’
ride and attractions on 20
October 2017. The staggered
opening of the destination
impacted our short-term ability to
successfully attract international
tourists, which we expect to
become a larger segment of
our visitor profile in the future.

The new strategy is
focused on enhancing
the organisation
through the alignment
of management and
organisational structure
with P&L responsibility.

We ended the year on a
high note, attracting close to
2.3 million visits in 2017, with
record numbers during the
December holiday period.
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CEO’s Statement Continued

The core focus of the
team is to accelerate
our engagement with
international visitors
through partnerships
with tour and travel
operators, airlines and
holiday companies.

18
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One of our key achievements
during 2017 was revising the
pricing strategy and ensuring a
stable pricing model. We focused
on encouraging repeat visitation
from the resident market through
attractive annual pass pricing,
increasing visits from our
proximity markets by introducing
a GCC resident rate, and a
continued push into the key
inbound source markets of India,
China, Russia, and the UK. Our
record fourth-quarter numbers are
a promising sign that the strategy
is starting to show results.
There is still much to do. While
we have made progress in terms
of penetrating the GCC resident
market with our new pricing
strategy, and generated positive
word-of-mouth feedback, we
need to continue building on
this. The core focus of the team
is to accelerate our engagement
with international visitors
through partnerships with tour
and travel operators, airlines,
and holiday companies.
A theme park destination on the
scale of DPR cannot become an
overnight sensation. Marketing and
advertising campaigns take time to
roll out and yield results. Therefore,
we continue to focus on driving
repeat visitation to help us build the
brand and to become embedded
in the public consciousness.

Our record fourth-quarter
numbers are a promising sign
that the strategy is starting
to show results.

Ours is a seasonal business, and
our key visitation periods will
continue to be the cooler months
of the first and fourth quarters of
each year.
The summer months will continue
to be a challenge, but as Dubai
continues to evolve and attract
international tourists it could also
be a great opportunity. The nature
of our business – which is common
to theme parks all over the world
– leaves us affected by factors out
of our control, such as changes in
the purchasing power of our
customers, currency fluctuations,
or weather variations such as rain
and sandstorms. Therefore, the
management team remains firmly
grounded and entirely focused on
delivering the ultimate value-formoney customer experience.
There are grounds for optimism.
The groundswell of interest we
noted in December points to a
positive future, with better
customer feedback, an energetic
and experienced management
team, world-class operators,
growing inbound tourism
numbers, and the support of
entities such as the DTCM.
Dubai’s ongoing efforts to
consolidate its position as one of
the world’s leading family-friendly
destinations will also help to build
our profile in the coming years. We
are seeing a welcome upturn in
tourism from Russia and China –
two of our key core markets.

Dubai’s ongoing efforts to
consolidate its position as one of
the world’s leading family-friendly
destinations will also help to build
our profile in the coming years.

The expected upturn in
international tourism from new
geographies will also have a
positive knock-on effect on DPR.
Further, we believe that the
opening of the LEGOLAND® Hotel
and the world-renowned Six Flags
– our fifth theme park – in 2019
will further enhance our offering
and increase our status as a
premier leisure destination.
With 2017 focused on the
transition of the Company from
project delivery to operations, we
believe that the coming year will
provide the first accurate picture
of what we can achieve. We will
evolve, much like our home city
Dubai does, and we will continue
to focus on the softer aspects
of our offering, ensuring the
consumer experience remains
fresh and differentiated.
Finally, I would like to thank His
Highness Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice
President and Prime Minister
of the United Arab Emirates,
and Ruler of Dubai, the UAE
Government, DTCM, Emirates,
and numerous other agencies
in Dubai, as well as our
shareholders and employees,
for their continued support.

MOHAMMED ALMULLA

Chief Executive Officer

With 2017 focused on the
transition of the Company
from project delivery to
operations, we believe
that the coming year will
provide the first accurate
picture of what we
can achieve.
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Key Financial Highlights

COST OPTIMISATION
RESULTING IN IMPROVED
EBITDA PERFORMANCE

Total revenue

AED

552m

The Group recorded AED 552
million in revenue during 2017,
largely driven by the theme
park segment which accounted
for 71 percent of revenue.

20
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Our 2017 results should be considered
as a ramp-up towards our first full
year of operations in 2018, which will
see us continue to stabilise the
financial performance of the business.

Visits

EBITDA loss

AED

422m

The Company focused on
getting control of its cost
structure during 2017, leading
to a quarterly improvement
in EBITDA losses.

Q1 2017

Q2 2017

Q3 2017

Q4 2017

2017

586,355

414,457

478,987

795,746

2,275,545

(29)%

16%

66%

Growth %
AED millions
Revenue

160

120

115

157

552

Cost of sales

(13)

(20)

(12)

(20)

(65)

Gross profit

147

99

103

138

487

Operating Expenses*

(284)

(232)

(204)

(211)

(932)

EBITDA

(137)

(110)

(105)

(70)

(422)

Adjusted EBITDA

(67)

(119)

(91)

(65)

(342)

Depreciation & amortisation

(111)

(124)

(121)

(121)

(478)

Finance (cost)/income

(43)

(52)

(58)

(63)

(216)

(292)

(286)

(284)

(254)

(1,116)

Loss for the period
Cash flow hedge – gain/(loss) on fair value
Total comprehensive loss for the period

4

(22)

8

27

17

(287)

(308)

(276)

(228)

(1,099)

*N
 on operating (expense)/income not presented separately in summary financial results. Due to rounding, numbers presented may not add up
precisely to the totals provided and percentages may not precisely reflect the absolute figures. 31 December 2017 figures are audited.

EBITDA

Operating cost

(AED million)

(For the year ended 31 December 2017)
Q3

(105)

Q4

(70)

Q2

(110)

(137)

Q1

33%
5%
20%
(422)

AED

932m

	Salaries and other
employee benefits
Sales and Marketing
Utility
	Supplies,
communication and IT
Repairs and maintenance
Rent
Others

42%
13%
11%
8%
6%
5%
15%
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CFO’s Statement

ESTABLISHING A
SOLID PLATFORM
FOR 2018

DXB Entertainments made
significant progress in 2017,
transitioning from a project
delivery-focused organisation
to one that puts the guest
experience at its core.

During 2017, we
prioritised volume
growth over revenue
per capita, a common
strategy adopted by
other theme park
destinations.

Our financial results for the year
ended 31 December 2017 indicate
a slow start to our operational
launch, with significant momentum
building up as we head into 2018.
We launched Dubai Parks and
Resorts starting 31 October 2016,
when LEGOLAND® Dubai opened
its doors to guests. The remaining
parks and attractions opened in
a staggered manner, with the
LEGOLAND® Water Park opening
on 2 January 2017, and the last
rides and attractions opening to
the public on 20 October 2017
with the official launch of the
world’s first ‘The Hunger Games’
attractions in the Lionsgate Zone
at MOTIONGATE™ Dubai.
During 2017, we deliberately
targeted volume growth over
revenue per capita, a common
strategy adopted by other theme
park destinations. We believe this
is critical in securing our theme
parks in the minds of our target
visitor markets. We aim to increase
visitors and let them experience
our world-class destination to tell
others about their experience. And
for them to make repeat visits.
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Therefore, the results of 2017
should be considered as a
ramp-up towards our first full
year of operations in 2018, with
valuable knowledge gained about
our guests, stakeholders, and
optimal marketing and sales
strategy to ensure steady growth
in the years to come.
Driving visits and pricing
During 2017, the Company
focused on re-shaping the
business to build the region’s
largest leisure and entertainment
company.
We agreed a deal with Meraas
Holding, our majority shareholder,
to manage some of their leisure
and entertainment brands
including The Green Planet, Hub
Zero, Roxy Cinemas, and Mattel
Play Town. This agreement adds
an additional element to our
offering and cements our position
as the largest provider of leisure
and entertainment in the region.
The financial benefit of this
agreement is not solely in the
management fee, but in the
access to direct marketing in the
heavy footfall destinations these
attractions are located in, and the
ability to reach a wider segment
of our market.
We have actively pursued
strategies to increase footfall to
Dubai Parks and Resorts (DPR),
through a revised pricing structure
which encourages repeat

EBITDA loss
(Adjusted)

AED

342m

Adjusted EBITDA loss
for the year is adjusted
for AED 80.6 million in
pre-operating and nonrecurring expenses.

Revenue contribution
by segment
	Theme parks
Retail revenue 
	Hospitality
revenue 
Others 

visitation from the GCC resident
segment via a GCC resident rate
and highly attractive annual pass
pricing to attract UAE residents.
As with any theme park business,
the residents in close proximity
markets provide the parks with a
steady stream of visitors and help
drive visits from visiting friends
and relatives.
Dubai Parks and Resorts achieved
close to 2.3 million visits in 2017,
approaching 796,000 visits in
the last quarter of the year, a 66
percent increase over the third
quarter of 2017, demonstrating
that our new strategy is working.
December was a record month
in terms of monthly and daily
visitation, and we expect that
it will help us start the new year
with positive momentum.
Our priority for 2017 was driving
footfall to the parks, which will
continue into 2018. Our per caps
have come down over the course
of the year, which reflects a lower
pricing strategy. The focus is
therefore to identify upselling
strategies and increase in-park
spend to gradually drive per
caps up.
We have started to incentivise
tour and travel operators through
attractive commissions and ticket
bundling, to make our DPR
package offer more attractive.

71%
10%
11%
8%

While this will impact the yield
from our B2B channel, it is a
planned move and part of a
long-term strategy for this
important market segment.
The ticket prices for non GCC
residents remains comparable
with global theme park operators,
and as this segment continues
to rise we expect to see a
positive impact on our per
caps and revenues.

Pre-operating expenses relate
to expenses incurred during the
project delivery phase of the
business and form part of the
total project delivery budget. In
2017 we incurred pre-operating
expenses as we continued to
deliver rides and attractions during
the first 9 months of the year.
These are non-operational costs
and are fully funded from the
original equity and debt raised.

Cost optimisation and
revenue drivers
2017 has seen us getting control
of the business’s finances as we
moved from launch to operations.
We examined our cost structure
in terms of ‘fixed cost’ and
‘variable cost’, the objective being
to make the structure less rigid,
for example, by outsourcing
non-essential functions to thirdparty operators, where possible.

The largest component of our
operating cost remains salaries and
staff expenses, which account for
42 percent of the AED 932 million
in operating costs for the year.
Sales and Marketing, and Utilities
are the other largest contributors
of operational costs. In order to
continue managing our cost base,
we are exploring options such as
rostering and hiring staff on
short-term contracts.

Having joined DXB Entertainments
in July of 2017, I have been
actively targeting an operational
cost optimisation to improve
EBITDA. Our results demonstrate
how we continue to stabilise the
financial performance of
the business and are improving
EBITDA. EBITDA loss for the
year was AED 422 million, with
fourth quarter EBITDA loss at
AED 70 million. When adjusted
for pre-operating and nonrecurring expenses, this is a loss
of AED 342 million for the year.

Operating and owning multiple
leisure and entertainment assets
gives us three distinct revenue
drivers. We expect that our theme
park business will deliver close
to 70 percent of our revenues: in
2017 the theme parks generated
AED 390 million of revenue, of
which 71 percent was through
admissions at a blended theme
park revenue per cap of AED 171.
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CFO’s Statement
continued

Revenue
(AED million)
(25)%

Operating cost

37%

(4)%

(AED million)
Operating expenses

Pre-operating expenses

204

Q3

Q4

5

157

120
Q2

115

160
Q1

211
3

232
4

71

284

213

228

199

208

552

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

932

In 2017, we generated AED 53
million from Retail revenue, mainly
from Riverland™ Dubai, the retail
and dining destination at the
heart of Dubai Parks and Resorts.
57 percent was generated
from leasing out 84 percent
of the available space to thirdparty tenants, and 43 percent
was generated from operating
ancillary services in the
destination. Due to the seasonality
of the business, we have chosen
to provide our tenants with rent
relief during the peak summer
months, and so the second and
third quarters of the year
delivered slightly lower yields.
Hospitality revenue is driven
by the Lapita™ Hotel and was
AED 61 million in 2017, of which
70 percent comes through
accommodation revenue, with
an average occupancy rate of 35
percent and an average daily rate
of AED 677 for the year. The
fourth quarter results indicate a
steady increase in occupancy,
which rose to 48 percent during
the last quarter of the year. This
is an encouraging trend, but does
come at the expense of theme
park admission revenue as tickets
are bundled into the room rates.
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It is important to address
seasonality and to stress it is not
particular to hot countries, but to
theme parks everywhere. Ours is
a seasonal business, so the impact
of seasonality should be accepted
as reality. One of the important
lessons of 2017 is that Q1 and Q4
emerged as key quarters for visits
and revenue.
The new VAT regime that came
into force on 1 January 2018 has
already been factored into the
new winter season ticket prices,
which we expect to have a
marginal impact on our margins.
Debt management and funding
The operating loss for the year,
excluding depreciation and
amortisation, was AED 445
million with the loss for the year,
including depreciation and
amortisation, of AED 1,116 million.
Depreciation accounts for AED
478 million, and the remaining
non-operating losses relate to
debt servicing of AED 237 million.
It is important to note that
with Six Flags Dubai and the
LEGOLAND® Hotel due to open
in 2019, the business will continue
to report losses that not only
include depreciation but also
pre-operating expenses relating
to these two assets currently
under construction.
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Therefore, we are focusing on
our EBITDA margins as an
accurate reflection of our
operational performance.
To manage our working capital
requirements and debt service,
during the year we received an
AED 700 million unsecured
subordinated shareholder loan
from our majority shareholder,
Meraas Holding. The terms of
the loan were approved by our
shareholders at the General
Assembly held in November
2017. In early 2018, the Board
of Directors, subject to the
necessary shareholder and
regulatory approvals, approved
taking on an additional AED 500
million and rolling the combined
AED 1.2 billion into a convertible
debt instrument, with interest
payable at maturity, which will
give the business sufficient
liquidity as we move towards
EBITDA breakeven.
We actively looked at our
debt structure and received
overwhelming support from our
financing partners to realign the
key terms of the AED 4.2 billion
debt used to finance Phase I of
Dubai Parks and Resorts. We
agreed a waiver on the covenant
testing that was due at the end
of the year, and in early 2018
received further support with an
agreement to realign the principal
terms of the debt, including a
3-year moratorium on principal
payments and covenant testing.

Q1 2017

Q2 2017

Q3 2017

Q4 2017

2017

586,355

414,457

478,987

795,746

2,275,545

Revenue

160

120

115

157

552

Theme Park Revenue

127

Revenue per capita

216

206

Admissions

67%

64%

In-park spend

23%

26%

Others

10%

10%

10%

Visits
AED millions

Retail Revenue
GLA leased

19

79%

12%

85

8

84%

84%

Leasing

61%

Non-leasing

39%

Hospitality Revenue

10

Average occupancy

22%

Average daily rate

6%

71%

68

59%

142

7%

110

70%

390

138

171

57%

59%

62%

33%

30%

27%

11%

11%

11

10%

15

10%

53

84%

84%

29%

52%

73%

57%

71%

48%

27%

43%

11

9%

27%

15

13%

42%
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16%

48%

61

749

590

523

831

677

64%

69%

74%

70%

Other

30%

36%

31%

26%

30%

3%

16

13%

21

18%

7

11%

35%

70%
4

10%

84%

Accommodation
Other Revenue

71%

4%

48

8%

Strong balance sheet

The first principal payments are
now due in 2021. The realignment
further enhances our liquidity
profile and strengthens our
balance sheet in the coming years.
We remain very grateful to our
principal shareholder and our
financing partners for maintaining
their conviction in the long-term
growth prospects of the business,
and for providing us with the
required support for the Company
to focus on the operations of
the business.
Outlook
In many respects, 2017 was a
trial run for establishing a solid
platform for 2018. We have
identified the issues and have a
far better understanding of the
market dynamics. A new
operationally geared management
team is now in place, but the new
strategies implemented during
the second half of the year will
take at least six months to yield
positive results. So it is on our
2018 performance that we should
really be assessed.
We have a strong balance sheet
with liquidity secured thanks to
debt realignment agreed in early
2018, as well as the additional
funds secured from our majority
shareholder, Meraas Holding.

Our future projects are fully
funded, but we will continue to
see an impact on our cash flows
in 2018 and 2019 as we release
retentions from Phase I and incur
CAPEX for Phase II, neither of
which impact our underlying
operational performance.

We have a strong balance
sheet with liquidity
secured thanks to the
debt realignment agreed
in early 2018, as well as
the additional funds
secured from our
majority shareholder,
Meraas Holding.

Depreciation will continue to
impact our reported losses in the
coming years, with over AED 490
million of depreciation for 2018.
This is a non-cash expense and
we therefore focus on EBITDA
improvement as an accurate
measure of our operations.
We have the experience and
collective will to make DPR
successful during its first years of
operations and ensure steady
growth in the years to come.
This, allied to a world-class
product that is unique to the
region, gives us grounds for
optimism as we move into 2018.

John Ireland
Chief Financial Officer
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Market Overview

STRONG
MACRO
ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENT

6% – Americas

With the addition of the region’s largest leisure and
entertainment destination to its portfolio of world-class
attractions, Dubai has taken another major step towards
becoming the global family-friendly destination of choice.
When our Six Flags theme park opens in late 2019, it will
consolidate DPR’s reputation as a premier leisure venue in
a city that is investing heavily to position itself as offering
something for everybody.
The city’s strong local economy is being further boosted by
the growing influx of international visitors keen to sample
Dubai’s many delights. DPR is well positioned to benefit from
this and major initiatives, such as Expo 2020, when Dubai
hopes to attract 20 million visitors.

Recent analysis by the
Dubai Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
suggests that total
spending in the UAE’s
travel and tourism sector
will exceed AED 154
billion (US$42 billion)
by year end.
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Dubai 2020 visitor target

20m
Dubai is on target to attract
20 million visitors by 2020,
double the number in 2012.

Source of visitors by region
(% in Jan-Dec 2017)

7% – Russia,
5% – Russia,
CIS, EE CIS, EE
(Eastern
(Eastern
Europe)Europe)

21% – 21%
Western
– Western
Europe Europe

11%
– North
9%
– North
AsiaAsia
and and
South-East
South-East
Asia Asia

23% –19%
GCC – GCC

18% – South Asia

18% – South Asia
11% 11%
– MENA
– MENA

5% – Africa

2% – Australasia

Source: Department of Tourism and Commerce Marketing (DTCM)

Fourth most-visited city
USD

Top billing for Dubai
International Airport

30bn

88.2m

Overnight international visitors
to Dubai – the world’s fourth
most-visited city – spent a record
$28.5 billion in 2016, more than in
any other international destination.
Expenditure in 2017 is expected
to top $30 billion.*

Dubai International confirmed
its ranking as the world’s busiest
airport for international travel,
serving 88.2 million passengers
in 2017, an increase of 5.5 percent
on the previous year. Traffic in 2018
is forecast to top 90 million.

*Source: Mastercard Destination Cities Index

Total inbound tourists to Dubai
(Jan-Dec 2017)

Families and couples
now account for
more than half the
travellers visiting
Dubai, the world’s
second safest city.

15.79m
Visitors from top 10 source markets
Jan – Dec 2017 (’000 visitors)
India
2,073
Saudi Arabia 1,529
UK
1,265
Oman
862
China
764

USA
Pakistan
Russia
Germany
Iran

633
598
530
506
503
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Operational Review

SETTING NEW
LEISURE
BENCHMARKS
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With each opening we learnt valuable
lessons in customer service, operating
multiple parks, staff rostering, and optimal
ride maintenance and operation schedules.

Dubai Parks and Resorts opened
to the public on 31 October 2016,
when LEGOLAND® Dubai and
Riverland™ Dubai officially opened
to guests. We subsequently
opened the remaining assets in a
staggered manner, with Bollywood
Parks™ Dubai opening on 17
November 2016; MOTIONGATE™
Dubai on 16 December 2016; the
LEGOLAND® Water Park and
Lapita™ Hotel on 2 January 2017.
Operationally, we opted to
stagger the openings to give us
time to adapt from the knowledge
gained from each opening and to
help us better train park
employees to respond to the
unique customer culture of the
United Arab Emirates.
With each opening we learnt
valuable lessons in customer
service, operating multiple parks,
staff rostering, and optimal ride
maintenance and operation
schedules. While all assets had
opened by the first week of 2017,
rides and attractions continued to
be delivered to our guests during
the first three quarters of the year,
and culminated with the launch
of the first The Hunger Games
attractions being unveiled to the
public on 20 October 2017.

Therefore, 2017 was a year of
staggered operation that allowed
us to gain understanding of our
consumer behaviour and tastes,
visitor trends, and how to adjust
our operations to accommodate
the seasonality of our business.
Theme Parks
The launch of the region’s first
integrated theme park destination
in the fast-growing and dynamic
city of Dubai heralded a new era
of leisure and entertainment in the
growing UAE theme park sector.
Dubai Parks and Resorts is a
unique destination with three
theme parks and one water park
within walking distance of each
other. Each park and each
attraction has been carefully
selected to appeal to a wide
audience, with a special focus
on family entertainment.
Operationally, it was a successful
year despite some of the initial
challenges associated with a
young business as we went
through a ramp-up in operations,
adjusted our operating hours
to suit the regional culture,
experimented with rostering
schedules to better service our
peak times, and refreshed our
in-park food, beverage, and
merchandising offering.

Visits breakdown

Total visits

(by category) % contribution by quarter

(Jan - Dec 2017)

Gate
Online
Tour Operator

Safety is of paramount importance
to our business and we are proud
to work with world-class operators
such as Merlin Entertainments and
Parques Reunidos, who can draw
on their decades of theme park
experience to ensure the health
and safety of our guests. We are
therefore happy to report that
2017 was a year of safe operations,
with a commitment from our
employees and operators to put
the safety of our guests before
everything else – a standard of
operations we continue to strive
for as we move forward.
Operating through seasonality
Dubai Parks and Resorts has
been designed as a year-round
destination and to accommodate
our guests during the heat of the
summer months, through airconditioned queuing systems,
numerous indoor attractions and
zones, short walking distances
between attractions, and shading
and cooling systems spread
across the parks.

2.3m

Other

33
24
14
29

38
31
14
17

23
14
19
44

22
5
19
54

Gate
Online & call centre
Tour operator
Others

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

29%
18%
17%
36%

Note: Others include schools,
Corporates, Annual passes, VIPs, Lapita™
Hotel visits and Complimentary passes.
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Operational Review
continued

As we head into our first full year of
operations, we are confident that we have
gained valuable insights into attendance
patterns and consumer satisfaction
to better enable us to provide a
comprehensive guest experience.

During the cooler winter months,
we expect attendance to be higher
than the hotter summer months as
the mild temperatures of the UAE
attract higher inbound tourists, as
well as increasing outdoor activities
for the residents. We experienced
a positive start to the year but due
to a much wetter than anticipated
February, followed by a few weeks
of dusty conditions, we learnt
that operating during the winter
months comes with its own set
of challenges.

The holy month of Ramadan
coincided with the peak summer
months, and with the observing
residents and tourists breaking
their fast at sunset, we opted to
keep the parks open later into the
evenings during the weekends.

As we approached our first
summer, we implemented a
comprehensive summer strategy
to offer a more comfortable guest
experience. We adjusted our
operating hours, with the
LEGOLAND® Water Park opening
at 10 in the morning with
temperature-controlled water
providing relief from the heat. We
operated the remaining theme
parks starting at 4 in the afternoon
with late evening closing times,
allowing our guests to avoid the
peak heat of the afternoons.
Our summer operating hours were
complemented with increased
shading structures and misting
fans spread across the parks and
at the key guest arrival centres.
To help facilitate guest movement
across the destination, we
increased our destination-wide
transportation network by
providing tram and buggy services
directly to the park gates. However,
due to an unforeseen vendor
glitch we were unable to provide
air-conditioned transportation,
which remains a vital part of our
summer strategy going forward.
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In the last few months of the
year, we went back to winter
operating hours and ramped
up our operations in anticipation
of higher attendance figures.
December proved to be our
busiest month with local school
holidays coinciding with the global
festive season. On our busiest
days we peaked at close to
27,000 visits a day.
The seasonality of our business
remains an operational challenge,
both from a transportation
infrastructure perspective and,
more importantly, in how we
manage staff rostering to manage
the divergence between our peak
seasons and off-peak seasons,
as well as weekends vs weekday
attendance. As we head into
our first full year of operations,
we are confident that we have
gained valuable insights into
attendance patterns and
consumer satisfaction to
better enable us to provide a
comprehensive guest experience.
Guest experience and
visitor trends
Dubai Parks and Resorts has been
designed to attract UAE’s
residents and tourists. The parks
and their attractions have been
chosen to complement each other
and to provide an offering that
suits the tastes of the residents
and the key inbound tourist
source markets to Dubai.
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In 2017, we conducted a
comprehensive study to assess
the ‘guest experience’, using
surveys at more than 50 touch
points, from the time a guest
learns about DPR until they leave
the park, to identify ways to
further enhance our offering. We
have learnt valuable lessons in
perceived value, transportation
preferences of guests, and optimal
opening hours and queuing times.
We are actively working on our
parking and transportation
options, in-park offering as well
as refining our Q-Fast option, a
service for those who are timesensitive rather than pricesensitive, to beat the queues and
get to the attractions more quickly.
In terms of transportation, paying
for parking has been a source of
customer dissatisfaction and we
have therefore opted to provide
free parking to our annual pass
holders. We have also increased
our shuttle bus service from more
than 50 hotels to offer a pick-up
and drop-off service to our
guests. Recently, we reached an
agreement with the Roads and
Transport Authority (RTA) to
provide a shuttle bus service from
key nearby metro stations.
Building awareness of our unique
destination, both with the UAE
resident market and international
destination, has been a key focus
in 2017. Our initial plans for the
destination assumed that close
to 70 percent of our guests would
be tourists, largely driven by a
growing inbound tourist segment
who would be approached
through tour and travel partners in
the key source markets of the GCC,
India, the UK, Russia, and China.

In 2017, we conducted a
comprehensive study to
assess the ‘guest experience’,
using surveys at more than
50 touch points, from the
time a guest learns about
DPR until they leave the park,
to identify ways to further
enhance our offering.
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Operational Review
continued

Building awareness of
our unique destination is
an ongoing process, and
we have invested heavily
in working with the major
B2B and B2C channels
across our key markets.
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We learnt that GCC residents
prefer to plan their Dubai holidays
independently of tour and travel
agencies, and therefore decided
to treat GCC residents as UAE
residents by targeting them with
direct consumer marketing in their
markets and with a special GCC
resident pricing offer. Our strategy
for the local and GCC market is
based on segmenting our offer
with greater focus on digital
channels and social media,
through influencers and bloggers,
whose ability to attract followers
on the back of their own
experiences increases exposure for
DPR. The focus is on maximising
marketing effort, rather than
minimising marketing spend.
In September, we launched a
new pricing strategy. After a
period of fluctuating prices and
tactical offers, which created a
‘wait and see’ mentality that held
back potential visitors, the pricing
strategy aimed at providing one
price point for all parks and to
keep it consistent for the winter
season. The headline ticket price
was simplified to one single
price for each park at AED 235
for MOTIONGATE™ Dubai,
LEGOLAND® Dubai and
LEGOLAND® Water Park, and
Bollywood Parks™ Dubai at
AED 135. We also launched
a GCC/UAE resident offer at
AED 165 per park (Bollywood
Parks™ Dubai at AED 95).
In coordination with our theme
park operators, we also decided
to relaunch our annual pass offer
at a competitive rate, aiming to
build support from our core
resident market.

In coordination with our
theme park operators,
we also decided to
relaunch our annual pass
offer at a competitive
rate, aiming to build
support from our core
resident market.

As with most international theme
park destinations, annual pass
holders provide a valuable repeat
visitor base to the parks and help
drive visits from their visiting
friends and family. With the new
annual pass offer starting at AED
275 for one park, our annual pass
sales increased exponentially and
over 60 percent of the annual
passes sold have been the multipark annual pass at AED 525.
Major campaigns in Europe,
India, Russia, and China
We have devoted considerable
resources to understanding the
cultural aspects of how different
nationalities treat their vacation.
The seasonal campaigns reflect
this, and we believe that their broad
appeal will drive additional UK,
Chinese, Indian, and Russian visitors
to the destination. We therefore
have a team of dedicated sales
people focusing on each of these
markets, and together with multiple
tour and travel agencies, we have
actively increased our marketing
presence and sales efforts in our
target markets during the year.
The Russian market remains key
as Russian tourism to Dubai grew
by 121 percent in 2017. Following a
steady decline in Russian tourism
to Dubai in 2015, flights have
resumed from major cities such
as Moscow and St Petersburg
and the regional hubs. flydubai
is undertaking a major business
drive in the country, which has
significant population centres only
3 to 6 hours from Dubai by air.

And, with some key cities about
3 hours’ flight from Dubai, we are
uniquely placed to develop short
break packages, many with
Bollywood Parks™ Dubai as the
centrepiece attraction. While our
efforts to attract this segment
are ongoing, we are happy that
8 percent of our 2.3 million visits
came from the Indian subcontinent.
With China, we have found that
senior travellers prefer to travel
in groups, and due to the size of
the market we chose to focus on
southern China in 2017. We will
continue to work with travel
agents and specialist package
operators to tap into this growing
market, as well as appealing to the
new generation of travellers who
are more tech-savvy, and tend to
book their flights, hotels, and
attractions online.
Building awareness of our unique
destination is an ongoing process,
and we have invested heavily
in working with the major B2B
and B2C channels across our
key markets.
With the ability to plan ahead for
a full operational year, and to
factor in issues such as seasonality
and the need to boost mid-week
traffic, we are focused on seasonal
campaigns – covering winter,
spring, and autumn – that address
the seasons and holidays in our
target markets.

India is the largest inbound
tourism market to Dubai, and has
increased over 2017 as nationals
with residence visas in the EU and
US are granted visas on arrival.

Annual passes sold (by ticket type)

Visits breakdown (by ticket type)

(Jan - Dec 2017)

(Jan - Dec 2017)

Single park
Two parks
All parks

20%
12%
68%

Single park
Multi-park
Annual pass
Complimentary

35%
45%
12%
8%
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Operational Review
continued

In 2017, DXB Entertainments added five
Leisure and Entertainment offerings to
the assets it manages.

Retail and Hospitality
The Lapita™ Hotel, our Polynesianthemed on-resort family hotel,
opened to the public on 2 January
2017 and went through a ramp-up
period during the first half of the
year. Average occupancy for the
year was 35 percent, with fourth
quarter average occupancy at
48 percent, and a record 90
percent average occupancy
during the last week of the year.

These events are supported by
regular free concerts and events
such as Extreme by the River,
Fairytale by the River, and
Festive on the River,

With over 500 rooms, and more
than 80 percent of guests staying
in the hotel visiting the theme
parks, we believe this is a great
opportunity to drive increased
footfall. While the occupancy
trends over the year are positive,
one of our ongoing operational
challenges is to manage
fluctuating weekend vs weekday
occupancy with manpower needs,
but we expect this to stabilise
once the hotel is fully established
as a destination.

Leasing in Riverland™ Dubai
At year end, 84 percent of
Riverland™ Dubai’s space had
been leased, but due to lower
than expected footfall certain
leased units remain nonoperational. In order to support
our tenants, we introduced rent
relief during the summer period
and continue to work closely with
them to ensure higher visitor
numbers through free events
at the destination.

To ensure more consistent
occupancy, together with Marriott,
the operator, we are actively
working on increasing alliances
with tour operators and better
integrating Lapita™ Hotel with
the theme parks, for the
international market.
Repositioning Riverland™ Dubai
Riverland™ Dubai was initially
positioned as a gateway to the
Dubai Parks and Resorts theme
parks, providing guests with
dining and retail options pre
or post their theme park visit.
During 2017, we repositioned
Riverland™ Dubai to become a
destination in its own right to
increase weekend and weekday
resident visits. During the winter
season, we launched our weekly
Friday night firework spectacular,
as well as a packed winter
schedule of celebrations such
as UAE National Day, Diwali,
and Chinese New Year.
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We have had an encouraging
response to the action-packed
programme, and are confident that
by cementing Riverland™ Dubai as
a destination, we can boost visits
to the surrounding theme parks.

Building a long-term business
model with our Riverland™ Dubai
tenants, which includes flexibility
over rent and seasonal operations,
is a key element in our plans
for 2018 and beyond. We will
continue to evaluate our F&B and
retail model, and focus on
marketing Riverland™ Dubai
as an entertainment hub, while
driving additional footfall to
other attractions.
We are also currently reviewing
the tenant mix, to identify further
opportunities to increase footfall
to Riverland™ Dubai through
unique attractions and concepts.
During the year, we were also
successful in capitalising on some
of our own brands such as Al
Mashowa, the Emirati seafood
restaurant located in Riverland™
Dubai, by finalising a franchising
agreement. The second
Al Mashowa restaurant opened
in popular retail and dining
destination City Walk at the
end of the year.
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Family Entertainment Centres
In 2017, DXB Entertainments added
five leisure and entertainment
offerings to the assets it manages.
The rationale for establishing
Family Entertainment Centres
(FEC) under the DXBE umbrella
was to capitalise on the marketing,
management, and crosspromotional synergies that
exist between DPR and the
entertainment experiences we now
manage on behalf of our majority
shareholder, Meraas Holding.
The FEC experiences are located
in high footfall areas, integrated
into the popular retail and dining
destinations of City Walk, The
Beach, and BoxPark with wide
appeal to residents and tourists.
The FEC market is a growing
market in the UAE, with most
malls providing a differentiating
entertainment experience to
supplement their typical retail and
dining tenant mix, and continue
to be anchor tenants within
popular malls.
With the increase of FECs in
the UAE, there is a noticeable
gap in FEC operators, and DXB
Entertainments is therefore
uniquely positioned to leverage
its operational experience to add
value to this market segment. Our
growing reputation for successfully
creating and managing leisure and
entertainment experiences has
sparked considerable interest, and
our aim is to become the operator
of choice for the pipeline of
FECs that are currently under
construction in the Emirates.
While our operational history of the
FEC segment is confined to the last
quarter of 2017, we have already
implemented a number of
strategies to increase footfall to the
assets, which includes changing the
retail and F&B offerings, refreshing
the experience where necessary,
and concentrating on enhancing
the range of experiences on offer.

During 2017, we
repositioned Riverland™
Dubai to become a
destination in its own right
to increase weekend and
weekday resident visits.
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Operational Review
continued

Our long-term strategy is
to market DPR as a resort
destination, and it is important
to remember that building a
loyal customer base and brand
recognition take time.
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We have realigned our sales effort,
and centralised our sales team, to
cover tour and travel and B2B in
terms of schools and groups, a
growing market for DXBE’s
‘edutainment’ offer. Online travel
agencies (OTA) are featuring
more strongly and will be a major
area of focus for us in 2018.
The FEC segment offers a wide
range of experiences suitable for
all ages: Hub Zero is an indoor
gaming centre offering high-tech
VR, 3D experiences as well as a
state-of-the-art gaming centre;
Mattel Play Town is a soft play
edutainment experience targeting
younger children; and the Green
Planet is a biodome offering both
an educational and exciting
habitat for tropical species.
Additionally, we are also managing
Roxy Cinemas, a cinema chain
with over 25 screens in three
different locations.
Together, these assets offer us
exposure to a growing market
segment, the ability to crosspromote and market across
high footfall areas, driving
synergies with our core theme
park business.
Outlook
Our long-term strategy is
to market DPR as a resort
destination, and it is important
to remember that building a
loyal customer base and brand
recognition take time. With more
hotels and attractions in the
pipeline, it is still early days, but
we believe we are poised to
become a key player in Dubai’s
tourism offer in the years ahead.

Our marketing strategy for 2018
will focus on driving repeat visits
from GCC residents and more
direct targeting of international
tourists. We will continue to focus
on both pre- and post-arrival
campaigns with key partners.

Party groups, particularly birthday
parties, have been earmarked as a
major growth area. Our goal is to
take ownership of this segment
– given our capacity and expertise
in hosting events – and then to
expand into the corporate sector.

Our close partnerships with
DTCM, Emirates, the Jumeirah
Group, and flydubai will be vital to
increasing our international
visibility in key inbound tourist
source markets.

We plan to tackle the reality of
seasonality head-on, which we
regard as a major opportunity –
as the UAE does not shut down
in the summer months. Customer
feedback immediately postopening highlighted the problem
of getting visitors from the
parking areas to the attractions,
particularly in the hot summer
months. We will be looking at
ways to improve customer
experiences in this area. Pricing
and timing will also be under the
spotlight, partly to reflect that the
operation is divided into winter
and summer, and that residents
and tourists have different time
preferences. DPR features
numerous indoor and airconditioned zones and attractions,
and if these are packaged and
marketed well, the heat should
not greatly impact visitor numbers
during the summer.

In addition, we will continue our
ongoing cooperation with schools,
companies, government
organisations, hotel travel desks,
and intermediaries throughout the
Emirates, to drive additional
footfall locally and from the wider
GCC. The Meetings, Incentives,
Conventions, and Exhibitions
(MICE) market is also potentially
key to boosting our critical
mid-week performance. We are
targeting high-profile corporates
to host corporate events, and
sales conventions in DPR, and
have introduced weddings at the
iconic Rajmahal Theatre in
Bollywood Parks™ Dubai.
Growing our already large loyalty
base of annual pass holders has
put us on full alert to launch
initiatives that will directly and
beneficially impact those
members, such as innovative
offers, discounts on live events,
and early bird rates.
We will continue to expand on
our cross-promotional abilities,
focusing on activities collaborating
with the FEC attractions, so that
consumers and guests have
something unique to experience
and purchase.

Employee breakdown
(As at 31 December 2017)

2,244
Theme parks
Retail and hospitality
Corporate

Events will feature extensively in
our local marketing to UAE and
GCC residents, and our strategy
to establish Riverland™ Dubai as
a destination. In addition to the
scheduled celebrations held at
Riverland™ Dubai, we will seek to
expand musical events such as the
one hosted in Bollywood Parks™
Dubai in November 2017, featuring
celebrated Oscar and Grammy
Awards winner AR Rahman, which
attracted over 18,000 fans.

Our marketing
strategy for 2018 will
focus on driving
repeat visits from GCC
residents and more
direct targeting of
international tourists.

73%
19%
8%

Note:
• Streamlining the corporate office and
decentralising key functions to align structure
with P&L responsibility largely completed
• Optimal employee structure has been identified
to facilitate growth in coming years
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Strategy and Outlook

POSITIONING DPR
FOR SUCCESS
Looking ahead to 2018, we have
our strategy in place to build the
Dubai Parks and Resorts brand
nationally and internationally, and
to continue driving footfall to our
market-leading portfolio of assets.
Our strategy
The central tenet of our strategy
is to increase footfall to the Dubai
Parks and Resorts destination
by encouraging repeat visits
from UAE and GCC residents,
specifically through our annual
pass programme, as well as
increasing the contribution of
international tourists to our
visitor numbers.
Pricing
Our pricing strategy for the
2017/2018 winter season focuses
on encouraging visits from our
core markets, as well as providing
a stable pricing structure with
minimal tactical offers and
discounting. Our pricing strategy
also focuses on increasing annual
pass holders, which we view as
a key segment as it encourages
visits from their visiting friends
and relatives as well as providing
off-peak season visitation.
Our pricing strategy for the
hotter summer months will focus
on enhanced packaging of
experiences to offer increased
value to our guests, including our
FEC segment. As we approach
our 2018/2019 winter season,
we will assess the existing pricing
structure to ensure optimal visitor
numbers and revenue generation.
Partnerships
We are fortunate to operate in
the fourth most-visited city in the
world, Dubai, which provides us
with a unique ability to partner with
leading international tourist brands
such as Emirates, flydubai, the
Jumeirah Group, and others.
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Additionally, we have partnered
with leading tour and travel
operators in our key source
markets of India, China, Russia, and
the UK, and continue to engage
with them through attractive
commission structures as well as
joint marketing campaigns.
Finally, we remain grateful for the
support received from the DTCM,
which offers us visibility in key
international source markets
through hosting familiarisation
trips and key industry events at
our parks, as well as being part
of their international roadshows
to promote Dubai as a destination.
Marketing and cost optimisation
We are committed to increasing
our marketing impact without
having to increase our marketing
spend. Building a brand within an
industry new to the region means
we are focused on experiential
marketing. Our marketing strategy
aims to enhance brand awareness
through the use of traditional
media, particularly radio and
outdoor, as well as social media,
with a focus on influencers,
bloggers, and brand ambassadors.
In key source markets, we are able
to partner with our tour and travel
agencies to reach Dubai-bound
visitors, using campaigns that
reflect consumer booking habits.
Recognising the key school
holiday periods and booking
lead times allows us to dedicate
campaigns to each specific region
with targeted messaging and
attractive offers.
The final element in our strategy
is the efficient management of
our cost structure to enable us
to deliver improved EBITDA.
Our efforts to consolidate key
operational functions have been
successful, and with the aid of
our theme park operators, we
continue to identify further
operational synergies.
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Challenges
The leisure and entertainment
industry in the UAE, like any
industry, is subject to challenges,
many of them beyond its control.
The key challenge to our business
is any factor that impacts visitor
numbers to our destination,
including adverse weather
conditions, changes to the
transportation infrastructure, and
a range of international macroeconomic factors such as
currency fluctuations and political
instability, which can impact
inbound tourism to the UAE.
The seasonality of our business
has been accounted for both
in our business plan and in the
design of our parks. Most of
our rides have air-conditioned
queuing systems; each park has
large indoor areas; and the
distance between attractions
has been designed to offer relief
from the peak summer heat.
However, even the cooler winter
months can offer challenges,
and in 2017 we experienced
a wetter than usual February
followed by a period of
sandstorms that negatively
impacted our visitor numbers.
Our marketing strategy during
challenging weather conditions
is to focus on existing infrastructure
of the parks by highlighting
the various indoor venues, such
as the DreamWorks zone in
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai, which hosts
12 rides and attractions within the
fully air-conditioned box.

Transportation between the parks
and the main guest arrival centres
remains a key operational
challenge, which we aim to
remedy as we approach the 2018
summer season.
In addition to weather and
seasonality, we also face broader
macroeconomic issues, specifically
currency fluctuations, which can
impact tourism from key source
markets. In 2015, the Russian
rouble devaluation had an
immediate impact on inbound
Russian tourism to Dubai.
However, despite this significant
drop and thanks to the varied
source markets of Dubai’s tourism,
the city still experienced growth in
2016, and the granting of visa-onarrival to Russians at the end of
2016 has seen a return of this key
market in 2017. What this means
for our business is that we have to
be alert and agile in the face of
macroeconomic factors, both in
terms of marketing and sales to
affected regions, but also by
continuing to build business across
varied markets to ensure minimal
disruption to our operations.
Operating a guest-facing business,
especially a theme park business,
means that safety takes
precedence above all else. We are
fortunate to have international
theme park operators operating
our parks, helping us ensure that
we have the highest international
safety standards across our parks.
2017 was a zero-incident year –
a record we intend to keep.

Looking ahead/Outlook
We start our first full year of
operations having absorbed
the lessons and knowledge
that came from operating an
extraordinary theme park
destination in circumstances
that occasionally challenged
our strategy and approach.
We believe, however, that we
are on the right path. DPR is
now fully operational; our
marketing strategy will start
yielding higher visitor numbers;
and our customer satisfaction
ratings are steadily increasing.
Having attracted close to 2.3
million visits in 2017, with our
flagship MOTIONGATE™ Dubai
theme park only becoming fully
operational in the fourth quarter,
we expect visitor numbers to
continue growing into 2018.
Bearing in mind the seasonality
of our business, we expect that
we will reach a normalised
operational state towards the
fourth quarter of 2018, once
all our marketing efforts and
international partnerships begin
to yield results.

Therefore, we are very happy
to report that in early 2018, our
financing partners agreed to
realign the key elements of our
AED 4.2 billion Phase I debt,
providing us with relief from
principal repayments, covenant
testing for the coming 3 years,
as well as a re-phasing of
remaining payments in line
with our business plan.
Furthermore, we are pleased to
report that an additional AED 500
million has been secured from
our majority shareholder Meraas
Holding, which forms part of the
AED 1.2 billion convertible that is
being proposed to shareholders
at the General Assembly in April
2018. Should the shareholders
approve the convertible, we
anticipate that our cash
requirements are met in 2018
and beyond through to breakeven.

With a relatively fixed cost base
and with our business still not
delivering its full visitor potential,
further support is required
from our shareholders and
financing partners.

DPR is now fully
operational; our
marketing strategy
will start yielding
higher visitor numbers;
and our customer
satisfaction ratings are
steadily increasing.
Our pricing strategy
for the 2017/2018 winter
season focuses on
encouraging visits from
our core markets as well
as providing a stable
pricing structure, with
minimal tactical offers
and discounting.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

SUPPORTING OUR
COMMUNITY
Our goal is to be a good
corporate citizen, with a
reputation for being a fairminded employer, a fun place
to work, and committed to
the advancement of Dubai.
Emiratisation
Our CSR initiatives aim to support
the national agenda, particularly
in the area of Emiratisation. So
we are pleased to report that our
efforts to attract Emiratis, and
encourage them to make a
career at DXBE, resulted in an
Emiratisation ratio at year end
of 7 percent of staff.
We now employ more than 150
Emirati nationals, many of them
working across key operational
roles and representing more
than two-thirds of our senior
management team, including
our CEO.
The theme park industry is still in
its infancy in the region, and we
aim to increase its attractiveness
as an industry of choice for the
coming Emirati generations.
During 2017 we launched a
collaboration with Zayed
University to encourage students
to consider taking degrees in
hospitality/tourism by showcasing
DPR and Dubai’s wider leisure and
entertainment industry. From this
came the idea of asking students
to produce case studies showing
how they would approach
increasing footfall to DPR.
The University’s participation
proved highly rewarding, with a
number of students coming to
DPR to experience the operation
for themselves and then providing
us with useful suggestions. These
were passed on to the operational
team for review. We are now
planning to invite some students
to join us on internships, so they
can experience working in one
of Dubai’s newest industries.
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Community support
and engagement
In line with our commitment
to support the Year of Giving
initiative, the Company has
sought to spread happiness to
those less fortunate. We are
pleased to have partnered with
societies such as the Emirates
Thalassemia Society and Friends
of Cancer Patients to provide
their members with dedicated
days at the Dubai Parks and
Resorts theme parks through
complimentary tickets, and the
opportunity to meet some of their
favourite characters from movies
such as Shrek and Madagascar.
The Company also participated
in the Dubai Fitness Challenge
launched by His Highness Sheikh
Hamdan bin Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince
of Dubai, by hosting a 10km
marathon for the public titled the
DPR Fun Run on 11 November
2017. Fitness and health is a
central theme to our employee
engagement programmes and
several fitness challenges were
held throughout the year,
challenging employees to
lead healthier lives.
Safety and the environment
The Company is committed to
protecting the environment,
and the health and safety of
colleagues, visitors, and vendors.
People and Safety are two of the
corporate values that form the
basis of the Company’s Health,
Safety, and Environment (HSE)
management system, and the
HSE Culture. The Company is
committed to providing a safe
and healthy workplace for
colleagues, and to protecting
the environment by preventing
pollution and minimising
the environmental impact
of operations.
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The Company seeks to manage
and operate its facilities to
maximise safety, promote energy
efficiency, and to protect the
environment by meeting or
exceeding all applicable
environmental, health, and safety
requirements as stated by the law.
During the year ended 31
December 2017 we are happy
to report that no major safety
incidents took place in the
operations of the Dubai Parks
and Resorts destination.
The Company is also committed
to protecting the natural
environment in which it operates.
To achieve this aim, an
environmental management
system has been developed that
ensures that any activities which
have an effect on the environment
are controlled and aligned to
local and federal legislation.
An extensive environmental
programme has been rolled
out to protect the surrounding
environment, including recycling
to divert waste from landfills,
efficient water management, and
actively working to reduce office
energy and water consumption.
We recognise the value of active
involvement, of being a good
corporate citizen, and of showing
sensitivity to the environment in
which we operate. DXBE remains
committed to the national agenda
and the role we can play in
supporting our nation and
community to the best of
our ability.

We recognise the value
of active involvement,
of being a good corporate
citizen, and of showing
sensitivity to the
environment in which
we operate.
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Board of Directors

Abdulla Al Habbai

Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi

Edris Alrafi

Chairman,
Non-Executive Director

Vice Chairman,
Independent Director

Non-executive Director

Mr Abdulla Al Habbai is the
Group Chairman of Meraas
Holding and Chairman of
Dubai Holding. Mr. Al
Habbai is also the Chief
Executive Officer of the
Engineering Office of H.H.
Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Prime
Minister and Ruler of Dubai,
a post he has held since
2005. Mr. Al Habbai is the
Director General of Dubai
Creative Clusters Authority
and also serves on the
Boards of Dubai Real Estate
Corporation and Museum of
the Future, amongst others,
and is the Chief Executive
Officer of Shamal.

Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi is
the Group Chief Investment
Officer of Equitativa Group, a
diversified financial services
group that is involved in
asset management, wealth
management and private
equity. He is also Chief
Executive Officer and
Board Member of Global
Investment House, a Kuwaitbased investment group.

Edris Alrafi is the former
Chief Executive Officer of
Dubai Holding, where he was
responsible for developing
and implementing the
commercial and financial
strategy for the overall
Group. He was also
previously the Chief
Commercial Officer at
Meraas Holding. Edris brings
more than 13 years of
experience in investment
banking and private equity.

Mr Al Habbai has more than
25 years’ experience in the
property and real estate
sector, including a 16-year
term with Dubai Municipality
where he was responsible for
overseeing and translating
the Emirate’s vision for
urban planning.
Mr Al Habbai holds a
Master’s degree in Cadastral
and Land Information
Management from the
University of East London,
United Kingdom.
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He has more than 20 years’
experience in the real estate
sector, with expertise in
financial restructuring, crisis
and debt management,
credit enhancements and
joint ventures. Previously
he was the Group Chief
Investment Officer of
Meraas Holding, a partner
at KPMG and has acted as
Chief Executive Officer of
Dubai Properties, a member
of Dubai Holding.
He holds a BSc Economics
from London School of
Economics and an Executive
MBA from Ecole Nationale
des Ponts et Chaussées. He
is a Fellow of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales and is
a member of the UK-based
Securities Institute.

Prior to Meraas, Edris served
as Head of UAE coverage at
Goldman Sachs. He joined
Goldman Sachs in 2008 to
manage Sovereign Wealth
Funds, UAE Commercial
Banks & large UAE corporate
clients including GREs for
Investment Banking and
Securities businesses. Prior
to Goldman Sachs, he
served as General Manager
at First Gulf Bank. He is also
presently serving on the
Board of Noor Bank PJSC.
Edris holds a Finance
degree from Higher College
of Technology in the UAE.

Mohamed Almulla

Mukesh Sodani

Amina Taher

Shravan Shroff

Managing Director

Non-executive Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Mohamed Almulla
was appointed Chief
Executive Officer of DXB
Entertainments in June 2017.
Mohamed brings extensive
experience from a wide
range of media and
entertainment business
segments, including radio
& TV broadcasting, printing
& publishing, digital media,
out of home advertising,
event management, parks
& attractions.

Mukesh Sodani has over 3
decades of experience in
finance and investments
across various industries.
In 2017 Mukesh joined
Meraas as Chief Financial &
Investment Officer. Previously
he was Chief Financial
Officer of flydubai where he
was an integral part of the
airline’s growth strategy.

Amina Taher has more than
14 years’ experience in the
field of marketing and
communications. She is Vice
President Corporate Affairs
at Etihad Aviation Group
were she is responsible for
leading the global corporate
communications strategy.
She joined Etihad Airways
as Head of Media Relations
in 2014 and was previously
Head of Social Development
and Sponsorship in the
Group Communications Unit
at Mubadala Investment
Company.

Shravan Shroff is currently
Partner at Rosewood Portal
Company LLC, a Dubaibased company engaged in
online aggregation of tourist
villas and other online
solutions. He began his
career in 1997 with Shringar
Films, the family-run film
distribution business where
he pioneered the concept
of outsourced screen
programming and
multiplexing. Under his
leadership the group rolled
out a chain of 25 multiplexes
with 100+ screens in India
under the brand name
FAME, which he sold to Inox
Leisure Ltd. in 2011.

He was previously Chief
Executive Officer at the
Arab Media Group where
he oversaw all operational
aspects of the group’s three
major business units: Arabian
Radio Network, Done Events
and Global Village. Since
his appointment in 2008,
Mohamed steered the
group towards market
growth through innovation
in the entertainment
sector and new customercentric strategies.
Prior to joining the Arab
Media Group, Mohamed held
several leadership positions
within the TECOM Group,
including Executive Director
of Dubai Media City, where
he led the consolidation
of the business hub’s
international status whilst
playing a key role in
attracting leading global
media brands to the region.

Before joining flydubai in
2011, Mukesh held senior
management positions with
Noor Bank, Emirates Airline
Group and dnata. He started
his career in finance with
one of the Big Four audit
firms in Kuwait and Dubai.
Mukesh qualified as a
member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants,
India, in 1987 before gaining
Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) and Certified Internal
Auditor (CIA) qualifications
in the US. He also has a
diploma in Business Finance
from the Institute of
Chartered Financial Analysts
of India.

Prior to Mubadala, Amina
was Executive Director of
Corporate Communications
at Zabeel Investments.
Her career highlights
also include mentoring
Emirati entrepreneurs,
starting an organic food
company, speaking at
leadership conferences,
and championing
the advancement of
Emirati women in society
and business.
Amina holds a Master of
Public Administration (MPA)
degree from Harvard
University and an MBA from
the London Business School.
She has a BS degree in
Applied Media Studies from
the Higher Colleges of
Technology, Dubai.

In 2013, Shravan co-founded
VentureNursery, India’s
first angel-based
accelerator, that incubates
and starts up companies in
various domains.
He is a graduate from
Mumbai University and
holds a Masters in Business
Administration from the
Melbourne Business School.
Shravan is also an active
member of the Mumbai
chapter of the Young
Presidents Organisation
(YPO) a US based non-profit
organisation, and is the
current Membership Chair of
the Mumbai Chapter. He has
served on the Censor Board
of India from 2008 to 2012.
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Directors’ Report

The Board of Directors of DXB
Entertainments PJSC (the
Company) and its subsidiaries
(collectively the Group)
is pleased to present the
consolidated financial statements
as at 31 December 2017.
We are happy to report that Dubai
Parks and Resorts, our largest
asset, recorded close to 2.3 million
visits during 2017. While the trends
and progress seen across the year
are promising, it is important to
note that our financial results for
the year ended 31 December 2017
reflect the staggered opening of
Dubai Parks and Resorts, starting
from the end of 2016 and ending
on 20 October 2017 when the last
rides and attractions were opened
to the public. Therefore, while we
are pleased with our progress, we
do not believe that 2017 is reflective
of our full operational potential.
Key Milestones:
Operationally 2017 was a shift
from project delivery to
operations and as the Company
made this transition, the Board
of Directors appointed Mohamed
Almulla as the new CEO.
Mohamed has decades of
experience managing media and
entertainment companies, and
was most recently the CEO of
the Arab Media Group, which
oversees one of the largest
outdoor leisure attractions
in the UAE, Global Village.
The appointment of a new
CEO was complemented with
a change in senior management
to reflect the experience and
expertise required for the
successful operation of the
Company. The new management
team is composed of industry
experts with experience in
operating leisure and
entertainment assets, business
transformation and marketing.
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In August we reached an agreement
with our majority shareholder,
Meraas, to manage their portfolio of
family entertainment centres and
cinemas located in the popular
Dubai destinations of City Walk, Box
Park and The Beach. The agreement
gives us an additional revenue
stream from the management fees,
but more importantly gives us the
ability to cross-sell and market the
Dubai Parks and Resorts offering
with complementary leisure and
entertainment experiences. We
are proud to now manage a total
of 16 leisure and entertainment
experiences across the city of Dubai,
making us one of the largest listed
leisure and entertainment
companies in the region.

The composition of the Board of
Directors changed during 2017,
increasing to 9 members following
the approval of the General
Assembly in April, and then
decreasing to 7 members
following the reconstitution of the
board for a new 3-year term after
the General Assembly held in
November. The newly elected
board includes our first female
director, something that gives us
great pleasure as we remain
committed to diversification
across the organisation. Finally,
during the year we also saw a
change in the Company Secretary
when Ms Tessa Maree Lee took
over the responsibility from
Ms Jean Fitzgerald.

We continue to receive further
support from Meraas, who has
agreed to provide us with an
AED 700 million subordinated
shareholder loan to facilitate debt
servicing and fund working capital
requirements. The loan was
approved by our shareholders
at the General Assembly in
November 2017.

Operations:
Transitioning the Company from
project delivery to customerfocused operations was the
overarching strategy for 2017.
The Lapita™ Hotel and the
LEGOLAND® Water Park opened
to the public on 2 January 2017,
thereby completing the delivery
of the different components of
the Dubai Parks and Resorts
destination. The complexity of
delivering the over 100 rides and
attractions that are spread across
the destination delayed the full
opening of the parks, and so
the first nine months of the year
each park progressively reached
completion as the remaining
rides and attractions were
delivered, with the last one being
delivered on the 20th October
2017 when The Hunger Games
attractions were opened to the
public in the Lionsgate zone at
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai.

In the last month of the year, we
received additional support from
our financing partners, who
agreed to waive the covenant
testing that was due at the end of
the year. We are very encouraged
by this continued support from
our partners, which indicates they
continue to believe in the longterm prospects of the business.
During the year, the Company
received shareholder approval to
implement an Employee Sharebased Incentive Plan for its
employees. After careful
consideration, the Board of
Directors of the Company decided
that the programme could not be
implemented as intended and
received approval to cancel the
programme at the General
Assembly held in November 2017.
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In August the Company announced
a new strategy for the 2017/2018
period. The strategy focused on
increasing repeat visitation from
the UAE and GCC resident market
with the introduction of an
attractive resident offer and a
compelling annual pass price. The
revised pricing strategy was
complemented with an enhanced
sales and marketing strategy
which aims to use more effective
marketing mediums such as radio
and social media, which are both
more cost-effective and have a
higher impact.
The staggered opening of the
parks has of course had an impact
on our visitor numbers. We
continue to target the international
tourist segment in key source
markets such as India, China,
Russia and the UK, but as with
any business it takes time for the
results to show. We are lucky to
be able to partner with the UAE’s
very well-established tourism
infrastructure with the help of
our partners, such as Emirates,
flydubai, the Jumeirah Group and
others, to leverage their reach and
attract new visitors to the parks.

Total visits

2.3m
We are happy to report that Dubai
Parks and Resorts, our largest asset,
recorded close to 2.3 million visits
during 2017.

We have already seen a positive
impact from the implementation
of the new strategy, with an
increase in visitation numbers and
positive feedback received from
guests. Total visits during the
year approached 2.3 million,
with the fourth quarter delivering
close to 796 thousand visits, an
increase of 66 percent compared
to the third quarter. December
2017 was a record month, clearly
demonstrating our new strategy
is working, and delivered the
highest daily visitation to date,
with an average of over 20,000
visits in the last 10 days and peak
daily visits approaching 27,000.
With the experience gained
from operating the destination
in the first half of the year, and
with a focus on cost optimisation,
the management team
successfully identified the optimal
staff mix to deliver an enhanced
customer experience, including
the language and technical skills
required to operate the largest
integrated theme park destination
in the region.

Agreement to a subordinated
shareholder loan with Meraas
AED

700m

We continue to receive further
support from Meraas, who has
agreed to provide us with an
AED 700 million subordinated
shareholder loan to facilitate
debt servicing and fund working
capital requirements.

Our staff numbers have decreased
accordingly from 3,184 at the end
of 2016, to 2,244 at the end of
2017. This reduction is both a
factor of the large project delivery
team being phased out as well as
more efficient staff rostering to
optimise our costs. We believe we
now have the optimal employee
mix to deliver enhanced financial
results going forward.
Financial Overview:
The financial results of 2017 reflect
the staggered opening of Dubai
Parks and Resorts to the public
and should not be considered
reflective of the full operational
capabilities of the destination.
The Group recorded AED 552
million in revenue during the year
ended 31 December 2017 with
AED 390 million being driven by
the theme parks, AED 61 million
by the Lapita™ Hotel, and AED 53
million from Retail. Theme park
revenue will rise as we attract
higher visitor numbers, but will
continue to reflect the lower
pricing strategy.

We are proud to now
manage a total of 16
leisure and entertainment
experiences across the city
of Dubai, making us one
of the largest listed leisure
and entertainment
companies in the region.

Transitioning the
Company from project
delivery to customerfocused operations was
the overarching strategy
for 2017.
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The Lapita™ Hotel revenue is a
function of its occupancy rate,
which continued to rise steadily
over the year, averaging 35
percent occupancy with an
average ADR of AED 677, ;
however, December, which was
a record month, saw occupancy
reaching 67 percent with an
average ADR of AED 718. In
Retail, most of our revenue comes
from leasing Riverland™ Dubai to
third-party tenants and during the
summer we decided to offer rent
relief to mitigate the decrease in
visitor footfall, a strategy we are
likely to continue in 2018.
Ours is a seasonal business and
we will continue to see better
performance during the cooler
winter months, with lower
visitation during the second and
third quarter of the year. Therefore,
quarterly fluctuations in revenue
and visitor numbers are the
normal course of our business and
are factored in to our operations.
The loss for the year ended 31
December 2017 was AED 1,116
million. Our operating cost for the
year was AED 932 million which
is an improvement of close to
40 percent compared to our
original target, and we are
therefore happy to report that
our operational cost optimisation
exercise has been successful
with care taken not to impact
the customer experience.
Our operating cost has improved
quarter on quarter, reaching AED
211 million in the last quarter of
the year compared to AED 284
million in the first quarter of 2017,
which is an improvement of over
26 percent. It is also important
to note that loss for the period
includes the non-cash expenses
of AED 478 million in depreciation,
which is natural for a project of
this scale and which cost AED
10.5 billion to construct, as well as
pre-operating expenses relating
to the delivery of some of the
rides and attractions in the first
9 months of the year. Phase II
of Dubai Parks and Resorts,
which includes Six Flags Dubai,
is fully funded as is and the
LEGOLAND® Hotel both due to
open in 2019, and the operating
cost of building these projects
will continue to be reflected in
our financial performance for
the coming years.
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Therefore, a better measure of
our financial and operational
performance is EBITDA, which
excluding depreciation and
interest costs shows a loss of AED
422 million for the year, with the
losses decreasing each quarter,
from an AED 138 million loss in
the first quarter to an AED 70
million loss in the fourth quarter.
When further adjusted to reflect
expenses incurred in the preoperating phase and non-recurring
costs, EBITDA improves to an
AED 342 million loss for the year.

We are pleased to advise our
shareholders that the Company
successfully concluded the
re-alignment of its Phase I bank
facility in early 2018, and has
agreed a 3-year moratorium
on principal repayments and
covenant testing, as well as the
re-phasing of the existing
amortisation schedule, which will
enable the Company to maintain
sufficient liquidity to meet its
operational working capital and
debt service as the operations
reach a steady state.

Total assets at the end of 2017
stood at AED 12.1 billion, primarily
comprising AED 10.2 billion in
property and equipment,
investment properties, inventories
and trade and other receivables, in
addition to AED 1.9 billion in cash
and other financial assets. As at
31 December 2017 we had drawn
down the total AED 4.2 billion
banking facility for Phase I but had
not drawn down on the AED 993
million available for Six Flags Dubai.

Subsequent to the year end, and
to meet working capital
requirements, replacement and
routine capital expenditure and
debt servicing through to cash
flow breakeven, the Board of
Directors of the Company has
recommended to enter into an
agreement with Meraas to provide
total financing of AED 1.2 billion
in the form of a convertible
instrument. The existing AED
700 million subordinated facility,
approved by the shareholders in
November 2017, will be rolled
forward into the convertible. This
will be presented to shareholders
for approval at the General
Assembly in April 2018.

Looking ahead:
The principal focus for the
Company in 2018 is to continue
driving footfall to our parks and
to increase the international
tourist contribution to our total
visitor numbers. With all our
initiatives and the trends seen at
the end of year, we are optimistic
about 2018, which will be our first
full year of operations.
Our sales and marketing efforts
will continue in our key
international source markets,
with more emphasis on
partnerships with the likes of
Emirates, flydubai, the Jumeirah
Group as well as with the DTCM.
We are also focused on the guest
experience across our destination
to ensure that we continue to
deliver enhanced customer service
to encourage repeat visitation.
With Six Flags Dubai and the
LEGOLAND® Hotel due to open in
2019, we are also focused on our
construction efforts to ensure we
deliver on time and on budget.
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Finally, we would like to take this
opportunity to thank our
financing partners, Meraas and
our other shareholders as well as
the Government of Dubai and the
UAE Federal Authorities for their
continued support in ensuring
that we can deliver on our target
to reach profitability.

Abdulwahab Al Halabi
Vice Chairman

Mohamed Almulla
Managing Director

Introduction to Corporate Governance

DXB Entertainments PJSC (the Company) is committed to standards of corporate governance that are in
line with international best practice, as well as following the directives of SCA’s Resolution No. (7 R.M) of
2016 Concerning the Standards of Institutional Discipline and Governance of Public Shareholding Companies
(Governance Rules).
Overview of Corporate Governance Structure
Company Secretary

Nomination and
Remuneration
Committee

Chief Executive Officer

Board of Directors

Director – Governance,
Risk and Compliance
Audit Committee

Director – Internal
Control

Executive
Committee

Emiratisation
Committee

Compliance Officer

Disciplinary
and Grievances
Committee

Tender
Committee

Operating
Committees

Human Capital
Committee

Retail and Leasing
Committee

Smart Park IT
Steering
Committee

The Board of Directors conducts assessments of its own performance and that of its committees on an annual
basis, presenting the results to the Board in the form of a report with recommendations for improvement, if any,
as well as a follow-up action plan.
Pillars of Corporate Governance

Commitment to
Corporate Governance

Board of Directors

Transparency and Disclosure
Transparency and disclosure is
one of the key considerations for
the Company when publishing
information. The Board ensures that
all disclosures provide sufficient,
accurate and true information for
shareholders and investors. We
have a separate Investor Relations
department, which is accessible
to investors through the Company
website. All Company-related
communications issued are archived
on the website, including all financial
statements, annual reports and
public statements, and the contact
details of the Investor Relations
department is provided in case
further clarification is required.
The Company is committed to
conducting its affairs in a fair
and transparent manner by
adopting the highest standards
of professionalism, honesty and
integrity, and all employees of
the Company are expected to
maintain the same standards.

Control Environment

Transparency
and Disclosure

Shareholder and
Stakeholder Rights
The Company is committed to
promoting shareholders’ confidence
by implementing internal controls
which ensure that dealings in the
Company’s securities take place
in an ethical, transparent and
informed manner. The Company
therefore has a Share Dealing Policy
in place regarding the dealings in its
securities by Directors, Executive
Management, employees and third
parties as specified in the Share
Dealing Policy.
The Company ensures that all
shareholders are treated equally
and fairly. All shares issued by
the Company are ordinary shares
with equal rights and equal
obligations. All rights associated
with the shares are vested in the
shareholder. The Company’s
processes and procedures ensure
that the shareholders are able to
exercise all of their regulatory
rights duly and fairly,

Shareholder and
Stockholder Rights

in line with the applicable laws and
regulations. The Dividend Policy
has been developed in line with
the best interests of shareholders
and the Company with respect to
dividend distribution.
The Company considers the
interests of its stakeholders, which
include its employees, suppliers,
shareholders, creditors, clients,
prospective investors, and any
other person having an interest
in the Company and its activities.
Our Board of Directors
acknowledges that the interests
of the Company are served
by recognising the interests
of stakeholders and their
contribution to the long-term
success of the Company.
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Shareholder Information

Shareholder composition
as at 31 Dec 2017
Meraas
Qatar Holding
Kuwait Investment Authority
Institutional
Retail

Institutional investor
holdings by geography
52%
11%
5%
18%
14%

Financial calendar

Principal dates for our 2018
financial calendar are:
25 April 2018:
General Assembly meeting at
4pm. Meeting to be held at the
Lapita Hotel.
Week of 13 May:
Q1 2018 financial results
Week of 12 August:
Q2 2018 financial results
Week of 11 November:
Q3 2018 financial results

UAE
GCC
Rest of the World

Retail investor holdings
by geography
68%
21%
11%

App Store
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63%
5%
32%

Key shareholder contacts

Registrar:
Dubai Financial Market
PO Box 9700, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Independent Chartered
Accountants and
Registered Auditors
Deloitte & Touche Middle East
Building 3, Level 6, Emaar Square
PO Box 4254, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Company Secretary
Tessa Maree Lee

DXB Entertainments IR App

Play Store

UAE
GCC
Rest of the World

Our IR App will keep you up-todate with the latest developments –
from latest share prices and press
releases, to investors’ days, financial
results and our reports library on
the go.
Download DXB Entertainments
IR App from the App Store
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Investor Relations
Marwa Gouda
IR@dxbentertainments.com
www.dxbentertainments.com/
investor-relations
Registered Office
DXB Entertainments PJSC
Emaar Square, Building 1, Level 2
PO Box 123311, Dubai,
United Arab Emirates
+971 4 820 0820
contact@dxbentertainments.com
www.dxbentertainments.com

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
REPORT
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Corporate Governance Report

1. Corporate Governance
DXB Entertainments PJSC (the
Company) recognises that sound
corporate governance is
fundamental to the success of its
business and for delivering
long-term benefits to the
Company’s stakeholders. The
Company complies with and
strives to exceed the corporate
governance and regulatory
requirements applicable to public
joint stock companies listed on
the Dubai Financial Market (DFM),
and adopts the highest standards
of international corporate
governance best practice.

oversight of the integrity of the
Company’s accounting and
financial reporting systems, and
ensuring an appropriate system of
internal control. The Board acts in
accordance with its fiduciary duty
to the Company, ensuring
responsibility and accountability.

The Company’s Board of
Directors (the Board) is
responsible for ensuring that the
Company complies with its legal
and regulatory obligations,
enhancing the value of
shareholders’ equity, achieving
the Company’s corporate
objectives, providing

Corporate Governance
Framework
In support of its commitment
to the highest standards of
corporate governance, corporate
responsibility, and risk
management, the Board has
established a robust corporate
governance framework.

The Company strives to maintain
transparent communication with
its stakeholders to ensure that
they are kept up-to-date in
a timely manner, including
disclosures to shareholders, the
regulator, the market, and other
stakeholders.

The corporate governance
framework provides the structure
that enables the Company to
deliver on its values and principles.
The corporate governance
framework is implemented by the
Company’s management team,
and is independently monitored
for effectiveness by the Board
and its committees, including
the Audit Committee and the
Nomination and Remuneration
Committee, and assisted by
external and internal auditors and
Company officers and employees,
including the Chief Executive
Officer, Chief Financial Officer,
Director of Internal Control,
Compliance Officer, and Director
of Governance & Compliance.

Regulatory Bodies
Securities and Commodities Authority, Dubai Financial Market
Audit Committee

Shareholders

Board of
Directors

Company
Secretary
Appoints
Reports to
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Internal
Control

CEO

Nomination and
Remuneration
Committee

Governance and
Compliance

Management

The Company’s independent
Internal Control Department
reports to and is overseen by the
Audit Committee. The Compliance
Officer is responsible for verifying
compliance by the Company
and its employees with applicable
laws, regulations, resolutions,
and by-laws.
The Company’s Governance
& Compliance Department is
headed by the Director of
Governance & Compliance, who
reports to the CEO. The
Governance & Compliance
Department is responsible for the
internal corporate governance
framework, including delegations
of authority, policies and
procedures, and oversight of
management committees.
The Company has a
comprehensive risk management
framework, which consists of
the Risk Management Charter,
Enterprise Risk Management
Policy, Risk Appetite Statement,
and Risk Tolerance Limits.
Operational risk registers have
been developed for each of the
functions across the Company,
with consolidated risks being
formally reported to the
Audit Committee.
The Company places significant
emphasis on Health, Safety and
Environment (HSE) in all aspects
of its operations and has defined
HSE policies and processes.
The Company’s Corporate
Governance Manual forms an
essential part of the corporate
governance framework, and
covers the following matters:
•	Board structure and the role of
Company officers and directors;
•	Board matters including
director independence, liability
remuneration, conflicts of
interest, confidentiality,
and evaluation;
•	Board and management
committees;
•	Stakeholder rights;
• Investor relations;
• Corporate social responsibility;
• Conduct and ethics;
• Whistleblower protection;
• Share dealing;
• Related party transactions;
• Market disclosures;

•	Internal control and
internal audit;
• External audit; and
•	Governance, risk,
and compliance.
In accordance with its obligations,
the Board ensures that
appropriate disclosures are
made of all material
developments, and the Company
maintains active shareholder
communication. The Board has
established the Company’s
Internal Control system, and
the active monitoring of and
reporting on the resourcing,
testing, and effectiveness of
the internal control system
has been delegated to the
Audit Committee.
The Company continuously
reviews and improves its
corporate governance framework
and practices to ensure
compliance with changes in the
regulatory landscape, as well
as international best practice.
The Company won the 2017 World
Finance Corporate Governance
Awards for excellence in corporate
governance for companies that
have made their boards more
diverse and dynamic, that are
transparent and best positioned
to handle risk, and that are drivers
of excellence in environmental,
social, and governance policies.
Corporate Governance Practice
Below are highlights of the
Company’s significant corporate
governance developments and
activities in 2017:
•	The Board of Directors met
10 times in 2017;
•	The number of directors on the
Board was reduced from 9 to 7,
following shareholder approval
at the General Assembly on
28 November 2017;
•	A new Board was elected upon
the expiry of the term of the
previous Board, including the
election of the Company’s first
female Board member;
•	The Audit Committee and
Nomination and Remuneration
Committee were reconstituted
following the election of the
new Board;

•	The Board Charter and Board
Committee Charters were
reviewed and updated, ensuring
that they remain consistent with
the Board’s and Committees’
objectives and responsibilities,
regulatory requirements and
best practices;
•	The Board approved and issued
a Board of Directors Delegation
of Authority, detailing its
reserved powers and those
delegated to the Company’s
senior management;
•	The Board approved the
appointment of a new Chief
Executive Officer and a revised
management structure for
the Company;
•	The Board approved an updated
Company strategy, reflecting
the Company’s restructuring,
its ongoing commitment to its
objectives, and expanding its
business verticals;
•	A new Company Secretary and
a new Compliance Officer were
appointed;
•	The membership of the Insider
and Disclosure Committee was
reconstituted, and its charter
was updated to provide for
greater committee
effectiveness;
•	The Nomination and
Remuneration Committee
reviewed and confirmed that
the Directors have complied
with independence
requirements;
•	The Company management
committees continued to
oversee key aspects of the
Company’s operations and
material risks;
•	The Board and the Audit
Committee continued to
review and oversee the integrity
of the Company’s financial
statements, significant financial
reports to regulators, and any
other formal announcements
relating to the Company’s
financial performance;
•	The Board reviewed the
Company’s performance in
light of the approved strategy
and budget;
•	The Board and Board
Committee Self-Assessment
Guidelines were updated to
provide more detailed criteria
for self-assessment;
•	The Board and Board
Committees’ Self-Assessment
Evaluations were carried out
to ensure the ongoing
effectiveness of the Board in the
governance of the Company;
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•	The Audit Committee
recommended the continued
appointment of external
auditors to the Company’s
shareholders, as well as
undertaking an annual
assessment of the external
auditor’s performance;

•	The Directors’ Business Travel
and Business Expense Policy
and Process was updated to
provide streamlined decisionmaking and consistency,
and to reduce the costs to
the Company;

•	The Company’s internal
delegations of authority were
reviewed and updated to
ensure operational efficiency;
and

•	The bank mandates of the
Company and its subsidiaries
were revised to ensure ongoing
operational efficiency;

•	The Company issued an
updated HSE Policy Statement
to continually improve the
quality of the Company’s
services and products while
protecting people and the
environment.

2. Share Dealing
The Company has adopted a share-dealing policy that applies to all Board members and employees of the
Company, as well as to vendors who have a contractual relationship with the Company. The policy includes
guidance and policies on the share-dealing framework, unpublished price-sensitive information, restrictions,
closed periods, share-dealing notification, clearance, exemptions, dealing with breach of policy, and
implementation. Any Board member or employee wishing to trade must notify the Company Secretary about
his or her intention and obtain approvals prior to dealing in the Company’s securities.
The Directors holding shares in the Company are as follows:
Name

Position/Relative

Mukesh Sodani

Director appointed
on 28 November 2017

Shares owned
as at 31 Dec 2017

Total shares sold
during 2017

Total shares purchased
during 2017

6,500

Nil

Nil

3. Board of Directors
A. Composition

S/N Name

1

H.E. Abdulla
Al Habbai

Time served
as a member
Category
of the Board
(executive,
of Directors
non-executive
Experience & from date of
or independent) qualifications first election

Chairman,
Refer note
Non-Executive below
Director

9 December
2014 to 31
December
2017

Membership Positions in regulatory bodies,
& position in or other significant government
other PJSCs or business entities

Not
applicable

•	CEO of Engineering Office – The Private
Office of H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, UAE Vice President,
Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai
•	Group Chairman of Meraas Holding LLC
•	Chairman of Dubai Holding LLC
•	Board Member of Dubai Real Estate
Corporation
•	Director General of Dubai Creative
Clusters Authority
•	Chairman of Marsa Al Seef LLC
•	Chief Executive Officer of
Shamal Holding LLC
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S/N Name

2

Time served
as a member
Category
of the Board
(executive,
of Directors
non-executive
Experience & from date of
or independent) qualifications first election

Abdul Wahab Vice Chairman, Refer note
Al-Halabi
Independent below
Director

9 December
2014 to 31
December
2017

Membership Positions in regulatory bodies,
& position in or other significant government
other PJSCs or business entities

Not
applicable

•	Group Chief Investment Officer of
Equitativa Group
•	Chief Executive Officer and Board
member of Global Investment House
PJSC, a Kuwait-based and regulated
financial services company
•	Board Member of La Tresorerie Limited,
a DIFC licensed and regulated financial
services company
•	Board Member of AA Infra
(Middle East) Ltd
•	Board Member of AA Infra
Properties Ltd
•	Vice Chairman of Planet
Pharmacies LLC

3

Amina Taher

Independent
Director

Refer note
below

28 November Not
2017 to 31
applicable
December
2017

•	Vice President Corporate Affairs of
Etihad Aviation Group
•	Board Member of UAE Tennis
Federation
•	Board Member of The Middle East
Public Relations Association

4

Edris Al Rafi

Non-Executive Refer note
Director
below

18 April
2017 to 31
December
2017

Vice
•	Vice Chairman of Noor Investment
Chairman of Group LLC
Noor Bank •	Board Member of Marsa Al Seef LLC
PJSC

5

Mohamed
Almulla

Managing
Director

28 November
2017 to 31
December
2017

Board
•	CEO and Managing Director of DXB
member of
Entertainments PJSC
Noor Bank •	Board member of Noor Bank PJSC
PJSC

6

Mukesh
Sodani

Non-Executive Refer note
Director
below

Refer note
below

28 November Not
2017 to 31
applicable
December
2017

•	Chief Financial and Investment Officer
of Meraas Holding LLC
•	Board Member of Dubai Hills Estate LLC
•	Board Member of Yvolv LLC
•	Board Member of Marsa Al Seef LLC
•	General Manager of Meraas
Healthcare LLC

7

Shravan
Shroff

Independent
Director

Experience and Qualifications of
the Board Members
H.E. Abdulla Al Habbai
H.E. Abdulla Al Habbai is the
Group Chairman of Meraas
Holding and Chairman of Dubai
Holding. Mr Al Habbai is also the
Chief Executive Officer of the
Engineering Office of H.H. Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, Prime Minister and
Ruler of Dubai, a post he has
held since 2005.

Refer note
below

23 June 2016 Not
•	Director, Shringar Film Pvt Ltd
to 26 March Applicable •	Partner and General Manager of
2017
RoseWood Portal Company LLC
28 November
•	Board Member of Rapid Ventures
2017 to 31
Limited (ADGM FZE)
December
2017

Mr Al Habbai is the Director
General of Dubai Creative Clusters
Authority and also serves on the
Boards of Dubai Real Estate
Corporation and Museum of the
Future, amongst others, and is the
Chief Executive Officer of Shamal.
Mr Al Habbai has more than 25
years’ experience in the property
and real estate sector, including
a 16-year term with Dubai
Municipality, where he was
responsible for overseeing and
translating the Emirate’s vision
for urban planning. Mr Al Habbai
holds a Master’s degree in
Cadastral and Land Information
Management from the University
of East London, United Kingdom.

Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi
Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi is the
Group Chief Investment Officer
of Equitativa Group, a diversified
financial services group that is
involved in asset management,
wealth management, and
private equity. He is also Chief
Executive Officer and Board
Member of Global Investment
House, a Kuwait-based investment
group. He has more than 20
years’ experience in the real
estate sector, with expertise
in financial restructuring, crisis
and debt management, credit
enhancements, and joint ventures.
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Previously he was the Group Chief
Investment Officer of Meraas
Holding, a partner at KPMG, and
has acted as Chief Executive
Officer of Dubai Properties, a
member of Dubai Holding. He
holds a BSc Economics from
London School of Economics
and an Executive MBA from
Ecole Nationale des Ponts
et Chaussées. He is a Fellow
of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and
Wales and is a member of the
UK-based Securities Institute.
Amina Taher
Amina Taher has more than 14
years’ experience in the field of
marketing and communications.
She is Vice President Corporate
Affairs at Etihad Aviation Group,
where she is responsible for
leading the global corporate
communications strategy. She
joined Etihad Airways as Head
of Media Relations in 2014 and
was previously Head of Social
Development and Sponsorship
in the Group Communications
Unit at Mubadala Investment
Company. Prior to Mubadala,
Amina was Executive Director
of Corporate Communications at
Zabeel Investments. Her career
highlights also include mentoring
Emirati entrepreneurs, starting an
organic food company, speaking
at leadership conferences, and
championing the advancement
of Emirati women in society and
business. Amina holds a Master
of Public Administration (MPA)
degree from Harvard University
and an MBA from the London
Business School. She has a BS
degree in Applied Media Studies
from the Higher Colleges of
Technology, Dubai.
Edris Al Rafi
Edris Alrafi is the former Chief
Executive Officer of Dubai
Holding, where he was responsible
for developing and implementing
the commercial and financial
strategy for the overall Group.
He was also Chief Commercial
Officer at Meraas Holding. Edris
brings more than 13 years of
experience in investment banking
and private equity.

1

Prior to Meraas, Edris served as
Head of UAE coverage at
Goldman Sachs. He joined
Goldman Sachs in 2008 to
manage Sovereign Wealth Funds,
UAE Commercial Banks, and large
UAE corporate clients including
GREs for Investment Banking and
Securities businesses. Prior to
Goldman Sachs, he served as
General Manager at First Gulf
Bank. He is also presently serving
on the Board of Noor Bank PJSC.
Edris holds a degree in finance
from Higher College of
Technology in the UAE.
Mohamed Almulla1
Mohamed Almulla was appointed
Chief Executive Officer of DXB
Entertainments in June 2017.
Mohamed brings extensive
experience from a wide range of
media and entertainment
business segments, including
radio & TV broadcasting, printing
& publishing, digital media, out of
home advertising, event
management, parks & attractions.
He was previously Chief Executive
Officer at the Arab Media Group
where he oversaw all operational
aspects of the group’s three
major business units: Arabian
Radio Network, Done Events and
Global Village. Since his
appointment in 2008, Mohamed
steered the group towards market
growth through innovation in the
entertainment sector and new
customer-centric strategies. Prior
to joining the Arab Media Group,
Mohamed held several leadership
positions within the TECOM
Group, including Executive
Director of Dubai Media City,
where he led the consolidation of
the business hub’s international
status whilst playing a key role in
attracting leading global media
brands to the region. Mohamed
holds a Bachelor of Science from
the University of Toledo, Ohio, USA.
Mukesh Sodani
Mukesh Sodani has over 3
decades of experience in finance
and investments across various
industries. In 2017, Mukesh joined
Meraas as Chief Financial &
Investment Officer, and is
currently the deputy CEO.

Mr Almulla has been appointed as a member of the Board of Directors of Noor Bank PJSC in 2018.
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Previously he was Chief Financial
Officer of Flydubai, where he was
an integral part of the airline’s
growth strategy. Before joining
Flydubai in 2011, Mukesh was
Group Chief Financial Officer
of a real estate conglomerate in
Dubai. He has also held senior
management positions with Noor
Bank, Emirates Airline Group, and
dnata. He started his career in
finance with one of the Big Four
audit firms in Kuwait and Dubai.
Mukesh qualified as a member
of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants, India, in 1987
before gaining Certified Public
Accountant (CPA) and Certified
Internal Auditor (CIA)
qualifications in the US. He also
has a diploma in Business Finance
from the Institute of Chartered
Financial Analysts of India.
Shravan Shroff
Shravan Shroff is currently Partner
at Rosewood Portal Company
LLC, a Dubai-based company
engaged in online aggregation
of tourist villas and other online
solutions. He began his career
in 1997 with Shringar Films, the
family-run film distribution
business, where he pioneered the
concept of outsourced screen
programming and multiplexing.
Under his leadership the group
rolled out a chain of 25
multiplexes with 100+ screens
in India under the brand name
FAME, which he sold to Inox
Leisure Ltd in 2011. In 2013,
Shravan co-founded
VentureNursery, India’s first
angel-based accelerator, which
incubates and starts up
companies in various domains.
He is a graduate from Mumbai
University and holds a Master’s in
Business Administration from the
Melbourne Business School.
Shravan is also an active member
of the Mumbai chapter of the
Young Presidents Organization
(YPO), a US-based non-profit
organisation, and is the current
Membership Chair of the Mumbai
Chapter. He served on the Censor
Board of India from 2008 to 2012.

B. Female Representation
At 31 December 2017, the Board included one female director, who was appointed on 28 November 2017.
C. Board Remuneration for 2017
The members of the Board were not paid any remuneration for 2016. No proposal for payment of
remuneration is being presented at the General Assembly for the members of the Board for the period
1 January 2017 to 31 December 2017.
Compensation
The Board of Directors were paid the following fees for carrying out additional work in relation to their
directors’ duties for the period 1 January 2017 until the end of the Board’s term on 28 November 2017, as
indicated below:

Fees (AED)

Number of meetings
attended

Name

Board position

Committee position

H.E. Abdulla Al Habbai

Chairman

–

Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi

Vice Chairman

NRC member

376,262

Board – 9; NRC – 3

Raed Kajoor Al Nuaimi

Board Member

–

130,835

Board – 4 as Executive
and 3 as Non-Executive

Fahad Kazim

Board Member

AC member

387,543

Board – 8; AC – 5

Dennis C. Gilbert

Board Member

NRC Chairman, AC Member

436,981

Board – 9; AC – 5; NRC - 4

Steven D. Shaiken

Board Member

AC Chairman, NRC Member

436,981

Board – 9; AC – 5; NRC - 4

–

–

Cristian Viorel Gheorghe Board Member

–

192,231

Board – 6

Fayez Al-Boainin

Board Member

–

74,477

Board – 1

Barton John Ireland

Board Member

–

–

Board – 3

Shravan Shroff

Board Member

AC Member

Edris Alrafi

Board Member

–

98,298
–

Board – 2; AC – 2
Board – 2

Fees to Directors are paid in
US dollars. The conversion rate
used for reporting is: 1 USD =
3.6735 AED.

Fees for Shravan Shroff were
pro-rated for the period 1 January
2017 until his resignation from
the Board on 26 March 2017.

The total value of these
expenses is AED 1,142,455 for
the period 1 January 2017 to
31 December 2017.

Fees were not paid to three
members of the Board (H.E.
Abdulla Al Habbai, Edris Alrafi,
and Barton John Ireland).

Fees for Cristian Viorel Gheorghe
were pro-rated for the period 1
June 2017 to 8 December 2017.

All retiring Directors in receipt of
fees at the reconstitution of the
Board were paid up to and
including 8 December 2017 in
accordance with their original
engagement agreements.

Fees for Raed Kajoor Al Nuaimi
were pro-rated for the period
1 August 2017 (following his
resignation from the position
of CEO), to 8 December 2017.

Fees for Fayez Al-Boainin were
pro-rated for the period 18 April
2017 to 30 June 2017.
Expenses incurred by five Board
Members (Dennis Gilbert, Steven
Shaiken, Shravan Shroff, Fayez
Al-Boainin, and Cristian Viorel
Gheorghe) have been reimbursed
by the Company.

The new Board of Directors
was appointed at the General
Assembly held on 28 November
2017. The first payment of fees
to the new Board of Directors
will be made in June 2018.

The Board has adopted new criteria for Director fees and has resolved that, under those criteria, four members
of the Board (H.E. Abdulla Al Habbai, Mohamed Almulla, Edris Alrafi, and Mukesh Sodani) are currently
ineligible to receive fees. Fees for the remaining four members (Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi, Amina Taher, and
Shravan Shroff) will be calculated in accordance with the criteria approved by the Board:
Committee Membership Annual Fees

AED 55,103

Committee Chairman Annual Fee

AED 91,838

Additional bonuses for ‘additional services in excess of
his/her regular duties as a director’

Determined on a case-by case basis and in any event no
more than AED 128,573 per annum
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D. Meetings and Attendance
The table below indicates the Board of Directors meetings that were conducted during the period 1 January
2017 to 31 December 2017 including attendance:
Dates of Meeting in 2017
Board Member

13 Feb

26 Mar

13 Apr

9 May

8 Aug

19 Sep

25 Oct

11 Nov

22 Nov

13 Dec

H.E. Abdulla Al Habbai





















Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

Raed Kajoor Al Nuaimi

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤



¤



N/A

Fahad Kazim

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤



¤

¤

N/A

Dennis C. Gilbert

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

N/A

Steven D. Shaiken

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

N/A

Cristian Viorel Gheorghe

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

N/A

Fayez Al-Boainin

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

John Ireland

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

¤

¤

N/A

¤

¤

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

Edris Al Rafi

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

By proxy











Mukesh Sodani

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

Amina Taher

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

Mohamed Almulla

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

Shravan Shroff

¤ Attended ¡ Absent
N/A indicates the board member was not a member of the Board of Directors at the time of the meeting.
All absences were for reasons acceptable to the Board.

E. Tasks and functions delegated
by the Board to Executive
Management
The authorities reserved to and
exercised by the Board comply
with the provisions of the
Chairman of Authority’s Board of
Directors’ Resolution No. (7 R.M)
of 2016 ‘Concerning the
Standards of Institutional
Discipline and Governance of
Public Shareholding Companies’.
The Board is responsible for
exercising these authorities and
carrying out these functions, but
may delegate these in writing to a
Board Committee or to Executive
Management, provided that these
delegations are set out in writing.
The powers reserved to the Board
are set out in the Board of
Directors Charter. During 2017, the
Board did not delegate any of
these reserved duties or functions
to the Executive Management of
the Company.
Key authorities other than those
reserved to the Board have
been delegated by the Board
to the Chief Executive Office of
the Company, as set out in the
Board of Directors Delegation
of Authority.
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The Chief Executive Officer
thereafter has the power to
sub-delegate such authorities in
accordance with Company
policies and procedures. Approval
responsibilities have primarily
been sub-delegated to senior
management, being Chief
Officers, General Managers, and
Vice Presidents, as well as Heads
and Directors.
F. Related Parties Transactions
The Company enters into
transactions with companies and
entities that fall within the
definition of Related Parties
as defined in the Governance
Rules and as contained in
International Accounting
Standard 24 ‘Related Party
Disclosures’. The transactions
involving the Related Parties are
governed by the Company’s
corporate governance manual.
The manual specifies the
disclosures required by the Board
of Directors, the Executive
Management, and the relevant
approvals required prior to
entering into a Related
Party transaction.
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The Related Party transactions
provisions of the Company’s
corporate governance manual
apply to all Directors, executive
management, and significant
shareholders, and any persons
or entities related to them.
Transactions with Related Parties
are based on terms and
conditions approved by the
Company’s Board of Directors. At
the beginning of each fiscal year,
members of the Board disclose
their position in other companies.
The Board is required to review
and approve all Related Party
transactions. Additionally, the
Board and General Assembly
must both approve any Related
Party transactions which exceed
5 percent of the Company’s
issued share capital.
The Company has entered into
a number of Related Party
transactions in the period 1
January 2017 to 31 December
2017. No other Related Party
transactions have been made
by the Company except those
mentioned in this report and in
the Annual Financial Statements
for FY2017.

Transactions with related parties
Amount
(AED)

Related Party

Relationship

Nature of Transaction

Meraas Leisure & Entertainment LLC

Parent

Project management services

20,833,772

Operational management services

5,000,000

Other services

(165,924)

Payment to contractors

(10,413,484)

Meraas Development LLC

Parent’s Affiliate Other consultancy services

740,000

LEGOLAND® Hotel LLC

Joint Venture

Project Management Services

5,114,134

Yvolv LLC

Parent’s Affiliate Website development services

(2,648,561)

North 25 Project Management LLC

Parent’s Affiliate Transfer of employee-related balances

(1,179,531)

Note: +ve number represents receivables and (-ve) number represent payables

Loans from Related Parties
Amount
(AED)

Related Party

Relationship

Nature of Transaction

Meraas Holding LLC

Ultimate Parent Subordinated Shareholder Loan

Meraas Leisure & Entertainment LLC

Parent

2,452,000

Subordinated Shareholder Loan

242,748,000

G. Company’s Organisation Structure
As the Company moved from project delivery to operations, the management structure changed with the
appointment of a new CEO in June 2017. Subsequently, the organisational structure was changed during
the last 7 months of 2017, and finalised in early 2018.
For ease of reference, both the previous management structure and the new one are included below.
Management structure until 1 July 2017
DXB Entertainments PJSC
Nomination & Remuneration Committee

Board of Members

Governance, Risk & Compliance

CEO

Audit Committee
Functional
Administrative

Internal Control

Strategy &
Business
Development

Sales

Marketing

Parks
Operations

Retail &
Hospitality

Projects

Finance &
Investments

Technical
Services

Business
Support

Chief
Strategy
& Business
Development
Officer

VP -
Sales

VP -
Marketing

Chief Parks
Operating
Officer

SVP Hospitality
and Retail

Chief
Projects
Officer

Chief
Finance &
Investment
Officer

Chief
Technical
Officer

Chief
Business
Support

Management structure effective 31 January 2018
DXB Entertainments PJSC
Nomination & Remuneration Committee

Board of Members

Governance, Risk & Compliance

CEO

Audit Committee
Functional
Administrative

Internal Control

Deputy CEO

Operations

Commercial

Family Entertainment
Centres

Finance and Strategy

Business Support

Position Vacant

Chief Commercial Officer

GM - Family
Entertainment Centres

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Business
Support Officer
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H. Executive Management Compensation
A. The following table shows the details related to previous senior executive management compensation
for FY2017, as outlined in section G. The date of the last working day has been included for consistency:

Date of
appointment

Total salaries
and allowances
Date of
paid in 2017
separation
(AED)

Total
bonuses
paid for
2017

Any other
bonuses cash/
in kind for
2017 or
payable in
the future

No.

Position

1

Chief Executive Officer

9-Dec-14*

31-July-17

1,714,625.00

–

–

2

Chief Financial & Investment Officer

9-Dec-14*

14-Jun-17

897,957.00

–

–

3

Chief Business Support Officer

11-Jan-15

13-Jun-17

801,709.00

–

–

4

Chief Parks Operating Officer

9-Dec-14*

8-Aug-17

1,087,129.00

–

–

5

Chief Projects Officer

9 Dec 14*

8-Aug-17

994,612.00

–

–

6

Chief Strategy & Business Development Officer

9-Dec-14*

8-Aug-17 1,202,200.00

–

–

7

Chief Technical Officer

16-Nov-14

8-Aug-17

1,229,012.00

–

–

8

Senior Vice President - Retail & Hospitality**

18-Jan-15 30-Aug-17

1,027,241.00

–

–

9

Vice President Sales**

12-Jan-16

22-Jun-17

699,546.00

–

–

10

Vice President*** - Marketing**

12-Oct-16

9-Feb-17

106,662.00

–

–

11

Vice President*** - Marketing**

13-Aug-17

12-Oct-17

221,167.00

–

–

*	These employees joined prior to the establishment of the Company. Hence the date of appointment is the same as the date of
establishment of the Company.
**	These positions reported directly to the CEO in the absence of a Chief for these divisions.
***	Due to the departure of the previous VP of Marketing, during 2017 this position was filled by 2 separate individuals as indicated
by the start and end date of their employment.

B. The following table shows the details related to the current senior executive management compensation
for FY2017 and relates to the existing organisational structure chart provided in section H.
Total salaries
Any other bonuses
Date of and allowances Total bonuses
cash/in kind for 2017
appointment
paid in 2017 paid for 2017 or payable in the future

No.

Position

1

Chief Executive Officer

2

Deputy CEO

3

Chief Commercial Officer

4

Chief Financial Officer

5

Chief Business Support Officer 4

6

General Manager - Family Entertainment Centres

2
3

31-May-17

1,505,597

–

–

14-Aug-17

685,438

–

–

14-Jun-17

659,185

–

–

14-Jun-17

672,800

–

–

9 Dec-14*

1,162,452

–

–

1-Oct-17

309,000

–

–

* These employees joined prior to the establishment of the Company. Hence the date of appointment is the same as the date of establishment
of the Company.
2
Previous title held was GM of Theme Parks 3 Previous title held was GM of Retail & Hospitality 4 Previous title held was VP of HR, Admin, and IT

4. External Auditor
A. Overview
Deloitte and Touche Middle East (hereafter referred to as Deloitte or the External Auditor) is the largest and
longest-established public accounting firm in the Middle East and comprises 120 partners, directors, and
principals in 26 offices, which includes a presence in all the GCC member states.
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B. Fees and Expenses
Name of the audit firm

Deloitte and Touche Middle East

Years served as an external
auditor of the company

9 December 2014 – 31 December 2017

Total fees for auditing 2017
financial statements (AED)

DXB Entertainments PJSC (DXBE) Consolidated Financial Statements:
AED 120,000 plus out-of-pocket expenses capped at AED 10,000

Special service fees and
expenses, other than auditing
the 2017 financial statements
(AED), if any; if not, it shall
be clearly stated

•	Year End Audit of Subsidiaries of the Company: AED 545,000 plus out-of-pocket
expenses capped at AED 10,000
•	DXBE interim review: AED 165,000 plus out-of-pocket expenses capped at AED 5,000
•	DFM XBRL Reporting: AED 20,000 plus out-of-pocket expenses capped at AED
5,000
•	Excise Goods Stock Count: AED 40,000
• Additional scope for year-end audit: AED 110,100

Details of other services
provided (if any); if not,
it shall be clearly stated

•	Audit of financial statements for subsidiaries of DXBE
•	Interim review of financial statements of DXBE
•	Agreed upon procedures for submission of financial information to SCA using XBRL
•	Agreed upon procedures for Excise goods stock count

Statement of other services
provided by an external
auditor, other than the
company’s external auditor
in 2017, if any; if not, it shall
be clearly stated

DXBE also engaged PwC and KPMG to provide advisory services during 2017
for the following:
•	Preparing feasibility studies and financial models
•	Internal audit services
•	Other advisory services

5. Audit Committee
A. Members and Responsibilities
In accordance with the
requirements of the Chairman of
Authority’s Board of Directors’
Resolution No. (7 R.M) of 2016
‘Concerning the Standards of
Institutional Discipline and
Governance of Public Shareholding
Companies’ (Governance Rules),
the Board has established an Audit
Committee (AC). Prior to the
reconstitution of the Board on 28
November 2017, the AC consisted
of Steven D. Shaiken (Chairman of
the AC), Fahad Kazim, and Dennis
C. Gilbert (Previous AC). The AC
was reconstituted with the
appointment of Abdul Wahab
Al-Halabi, Mukesh Sodani, and
Shravan Shroff (New AC) at the
meeting of the Board on 13
December 2017. The New AC
consists of 2 Independent NonExecutive Directors, and Abdul
Wahab Al-Halabi was appointed as
Chairperson at the New AC’s first
meeting held on 13 December 2017.
The composition of the Previous
AC changed during the year. Steven
D. Shaiken, Dennis C. Gilbert, and
Shravan Shroff were classed as
Independent. However, Shravan
resigned from the Board on 26
March 2017, whilst Fahad Kazim
was not classed as Independent
until April 2017.

The Charter governing the AC
has been approved by the Board.
Key responsibilities of the AC are
outlined below:
•	Make recommendations to
the Board to be put to the
shareholders with respect
to the appointment of an
external auditor;
•	Review the remuneration and
terms of engagement of the
external auditor, and report to the
Board with recommendations
regarding the re-appointment or
removal of the external auditor;
•	Review the independence and
objectivity of the external
auditor on an annual basis;
•	Review the nature, scope,
efficiency, and adherence to
approved audit standards of
the Company’s audit plan and
system of internal accounting
controls with the external
auditors;
•	Review the findings of the
audit with the external auditor,
including, but not limited to,
the effectiveness of the audit,
errors identified during the
audit, accounting and audit
judgments, and identification
of significant issues arising
during the audit;

•	Review and oversee the
integrity of the Company’s
financial statements, including
the annual, semi-annual, and
quarterly reports, interim
management statements,
significant financial reports to
regulators, and any other formal
announcements relating to its
financial performance before
their submission to the Board;
•	Review the sufficiency and
effectiveness of the Company’s
internal financial control, internal
control, and risk management
systems, and ensure the
adequacy of these systems
through independent review
of operational processes;
•	Review and approve the internal
audit plan on an annual basis
as well as the risk assessment
assumptions forming the basis
of the audit plan;
•	Review all audit reports
submitted to the Committee
and monitor management’s
responsiveness to the findings
and recommendations;
•	Review and approve the
organisational structure
and budget of the internal
control function;
•	Ensure the internal control
function has adequate standing
and is free from management
or other restrictions;
•	Ensure coordination between
the external auditor and
internal control;
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•	Review on an annual basis the
adequacy of the Company’s
internal whistleblowing policies
and procedures to ensure that
these arrangements allow
proportionate and independent
investigation and appropriate
follow-up action;

•	Make investigations and
consider the findings of
investigations into internal
control issues assigned to
it by the Board, or at the
independent initiative of the
Committee upon the approval
of the Board;

•	Oversee compliance with the
Directors’ Code of Conduct; and
•	Approve the appointment,
dismissal, and oversight of the
functional head of Internal
Control and compliance officer
as delegated by the Board.

B. Meetings and Attendance
The tables below indicate the AC meetings that were conducted in FY2017 including attendance:
Previous AC
Dates of Meeting in 2017
13 Feb

26 Mar

9 May

8 Aug

11 Nov

Steven D. Shaiken

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

Fahad Kazim

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

Dennis C. Gilbert

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤

AC Member

¤ Attended

New AC
Dates of Meeting in 2017
AC Member

13 Feb

26 Mar

9 May

8 Aug

11 Nov

13 Dec

¤

¤

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

Mukesh Sodani

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

¤

Shravan Shroff

Shravan Shroff resigned from his seat on the Board and therefore also his seat on the Audit Committee on
26 March 2017. However, he was re-appointed to the Board at the General Assembly on 28 November 2017
and to the Audit Committee on 13 December 2017 (along with Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi and Mukesh Sodani).
6.	Nomination and Remuneration
Committee
A. Members and Responsibilities
In accordance with the
requirements of the Governance
Rules, the Board has established
a Nomination and Remuneration
Committee (NR). Prior to the
reconstitution of the Board on
28 November 2017, the NRC
consisted of Dennis C. Gilbert
(Chairman of the NRC), Abdul
Wahab Al-Halabi, and Steven D.
Shaiken. The Previous NRC was
reconstituted with the
appointment of Amina Taher,
Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi, and
Shravan Shroff (New NRC) at
the meeting of the Board on
13 December 2017.
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The composition of the Previous
NRC and the New NRC both
included 3 Independent NonExecutive Directors. The
Chairperson of the New NRC will
be appointed at its first meeting
in 2018. The Charter governing
the NRC has been approved by
the Board. Key responsibilities of
the NRC are outlined below:
•	Providing advice in relation
to the remuneration packages
of the senior executive
management of the Company,
non-executive directors and
executive directors, and other
employee benefit programmes;
•	Reviewing the Company’s
nomination, retention, and
termination policies;
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•	Reviewing succession plans
of the executive management
of the Company and its
executive directors;
•	Recommending individuals for
nomination as members of the
Board and its committees, and
encouraging female nominees;
•	Ensuring that the performance
of the executive management
of the Company and members
of the Board are reviewed at
least once annually; and
•	Any other matters as requested
by the Board.

B. Meetings and Attendance
The table below indicates the NRC meetings that were conducted in FY2017 including the attendance
of its members:
Dates of Meeting in 2017
AC Member

13 Feb

13 Apr

9 May

25 Oct

Dennis C. Gilbert

¤

¤

¤

¤

Abdul Wahab Al-Halabi

¤

¤

¤



Steven D. Shaiken

¤

¤

¤

¤

¤ Attended ¡ Absent

There were no meetings of the New NRC in FY2017.
7.	Insider and Disclosure
Committee
A. Members and Responsibilities
•	The Board has constituted
the Insider and Disclosure
Committee (the IDC) in
compliance with the
requirements of the Governance
Rules. The IDC consists of the
following members (as resolved
by the Board in October 2017):
Chairperson – Tessa Lee,
Company Secretary;
•	Member – Waseem Hassan,
Vice President, Human
Resources & Administration; 5
•	Member – Jean Fitzgerald,
Director, Governance &
Compliance;
•	Member – Marwa Gouda,
Head, Investor Relations;
•	Member – Hend Alshaibani,
Compliance Officer.
The key responsibilities of
the IDC are:
•	To review and make
recommendations to the Board
with respect to approval and
implementation of Company
policies and procedures with
respect to the trading of Board
members and employees in
the securities issued by the
Company or its parent company,
subsidiaries, or its sister
companies, including but not
limited to insider and sharedealing policies and procedures;
•	To prepare and maintain a
comprehensive register of
all insiders;
•	To determine and implement the
processes for acknowledgments
and disclosures by employees
and external parties who may
be insiders;
•	To manage and supervise
insiders’ trading and holdings,
including review and
determination of share-dealing
requests and disclosures;

5

•	To recommend disciplinary
action against employees to
HR, due to non-compliance
with the Share-Dealing Policy;
•	To ensure that the Company
is compliant with all rules for
disclosure and transparency; and
•	To report annually to the Audit
Committee and the Board on
compliance with the policy and
regulatory requirements.
B. Work performed in FY2017
Below is a summary of the
business of the IDC during 2017:
•	The IDC Charter was approved
and implemented;
•	The Committee developed and
adopted a model and criteria for
identifying employee insiders
and external/third-party insiders;
•	The Committee developed a
process/procedure for creating
insider lists;
•	The Committee identified the
employee declaration, notices,
and acknowledgment forms
that need to be updated to
include revised reporting
requirements;
•	The Committee identified
employee disclosure obligations
and the need to amend the
Share-Dealing Policy to reflect
these obligations;
•	The Committee determined
what information can be
considered as unpublished
price-sensitive information;
•	The Committee identified
requirements for training for
employees regarding shares
they may hold; and
•	The Committee determined the
need to review and update the
Compliance Manual to reflect
employee obligations.

8. Internal Control System
A. Responsibility and Framework
The Board acknowledges that
it is ultimately responsible for
establishing the Company’s
internal control and for application
and review of the functioning and
effectiveness of the Company’s
internal control system. The internal
control system framework of the
Company consists of the following:
•	The Board has constituted the
AC to assist in monitoring the
internal control system and
updating the Board on the
effectiveness of internal control
in the Company. The AC also
has oversight of the Company’s
internal control department
functionally, and ensures that
the resources provided to the
Company’s internal control
department are adequate;
•	An Internal Control department
has been established and
reports to the Board and the
Audit Committee on the design
and operating effectiveness of
the internal control system.
The department achieves this
objective through a system of
internal audits and compliance
reviews. The results of the work
performed are reported to the
AC on a quarterly basis. The
department adheres to the
relevant professional standards,
including those of the Institute
of Internal Auditors (IIA). The
Department is headed by the
Director – Internal Control. The
Internal Control Department
also contains the risk function,
which established a formal
risk management process to
ensure that the Company’s
assets and activities are
appropriately insured;

During 2017, employee requests
for share dealing continued to be
referred to the Company Secretary
for review and determination.

This title has been revised to Chief Business Support Officer with management changes in 2018.
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•	The role of Compliance Officer
has been established to ensure
compliance with the regulations
per the Governance Rules. The
Compliance Officer verifies
compliance by the Company
and its employees with the
applicable laws, regulations,
resolutions, and bylaws;
•	The Governance and
Compliance (G&C) department
is a management function
responsible for developing
the corporate governance
structures, policies, and
monitoring compliance with
laws and regulations. G&C
Department reports to the CEO;
•	Executive Management has
constituted various
Management Committees to
ensure that appropriate review
has been made by all the
relevant stakeholders prior to
key decisions being approved.
In this aspect, the Board of
Directors has approved a
Delegation of Authority (DoA)
to the Executive Management;
•	The Company has additionally
formalised policies relating to
corporate governance, sharedealing and whistleblowing; and
•	Executive Management of the
Company acknowledges its
roles and responsibilities with
respect to the internal control
systems of the Company, and
has appropriately established
internal controls for operations
of the Company and specifically
over financial reporting.
The Board has conducted a
review of the internal control
system of the Company and
its subsidiaries, its efficiency,
the reporting by the Board
Committees to the Board, and
the risk management procedures
as a part of its meetings during
the period 1 January 2017 to 31
December 2017.
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B. Director – Internal Control
Krishna Prasanna Muralidharan
was appointed as the Director –
Internal Control on 19 April 2015.
He holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Engineering, a post-graduate
diploma in Management, and
was a member of the IIA. Krishna
continued in office until his
resignation on 22 June 2017.
The Internal Control Department
reported to Muhammad Shoaib
Suleman, Vice President – Internal
Audit & Risk, who is a qualified
Chartered Accountant, from 28
May 2017 until his resignation on
1 December 2017.
The Board of Directors approved
the appointment of Hend
Alshaibani, Associate Director –
Internal Audit, as the acting
Director – Internal Control on 1
December 2017 until a permanent
appointment can be made. Hend
holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Financial Services and a Higher
Diploma in Accounting from
Dubai Women’s College.
C. Compliance Officer
On 9 May 2017, the Board of
Directors approved the
appointment of Hend Alshaibani,
Associate Director – Internal
Audit, as the Company
Compliance Officer.
D. Dealing with problems or
those problems that are
disclosed in the annual reports
and accounts
As a part of its mandate, the
Internal Control department
reviews the design and
operating effectiveness of the
internal controls, and provides
independent assurance through
a system of internal audits
and compliance reviews. Any
weaknesses identified during the
audits and reviews are reported
to the AC on a quarterly basis,
together with the appropriate
resolution mechanisms as agreed
with the executive management.
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In the case of any specific
problem being identified or being
reported in the annual reports
and accounts, the Internal Control
department notifies the Audit
Committee. Depending on the
nature of the problem, the
Internal Control department
liaises with the relevant
stakeholders through various
mechanisms, as defined in the
corporate governance manual
and mandates of the various
management committees. The
results of the review performed
and the recommendations are
submitted to the Audit
Committee and notified to the
executive management and/or
other stakeholders, as
appropriate. The Audit
Committee notifies the problems
and/or the resolution to the
Board, as determined on a
case-by-case basis.
In the period 1 January 2017 to
31 December 2017 no significant
design deficiencies or operating
ineffectiveness, with a material
impact on the annual financial
statements, were reported to the
Audit Committee and the Board,
based on the internal control
reviews completed.
9. Violations
The Board of Directors confirms
that there have been no material
regulatory violations committed
during the period 1 January 2017
to 31 December 2017, to the best
of its knowledge.
10. Contributions for Local
Community Development and
Environmental Protection
The Company confirms that no
cash contributions were made
during FY2017. The Company is
committed to Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) and to
sustainability initiatives, thereby
contributing to UAE’s
development. In FY2017, the
Company has undertaken
the following initiatives:

A. Support for ‘Year of Giving’
In line with its commitment to
support the Year of Giving
initiative, the Company has sought
to spread happiness to those less
fortunate and is pleased to have
partnered with societies such as
the Emirates Thalassemia Society
and Friends of Cancer Patients
to provide their members with
dedicated days at the Dubai Parks
and Resorts theme parks through
complimentary tickets.
The Company also participated
in the Dubai Fitness Challenge
launched by His Highness Sheikh
Hamdan bin Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince
of Dubai, by hosting a 10km
marathon titled the ‘DPR Fun
Run’ on 11 November 2017 for
employees and the general public.
The winners of this fun run were
provided with free Annual Passes
to the theme parks and a stay at
Lapita™ Hotel.
B.	Employee Welfare programmes
The Company believes in creating
an inclusive environment for its
employees and promoting a
positive work culture. The flagship
‘GEMBA’ programme held various
events held throughout the year
to connect with the employees on
a regular basis.
The cornerstone of the GEMBA
programme aims to educate the
over 80 nationalities employed
about UAE culture and tradition,
as well as improving their general
well-being. During the year the
Company observed and educated
its employees on numerous events
such as the UAE Flag Day,
National Day, and Martyrs’ Day, as
well as spreading awareness and
understanding about the holy
month of Ramadan.
To further foster enhanced
communication across the
organisation, the Company has
also hosted breakfast and coffee
sessions with the CEO aimed at
increasing transparency and
providing a forum for employees
to interact with senior
management. Similarly, during the
GEMBA Action Day the senior
management team experienced
theme park operations through
training on key operational
functions and completing a full
day as a theme park employee.

Finally, to spread employee
well-being, the Company
encourages its employees to live
active lives and participate in the
Dubai Fitness Challenge.

including recycling to divert waste
from landfills, efficient water
management, and actively
working to reduce office energy
and water consumption.

C.	Health, Safety, and the
Environment
The Company is committed to
protecting the environment, and
the health and safety of
colleagues, visitors, and vendors.
People and Safety are two of the
corporate values that form the
basis of the Company’s Health
Safety and Environment (HSE)
management system, and its
HSE Culture. The Company is
committed to providing a safe and
healthy workplace for colleagues,
and to protect the environment
by preventing pollution and
minimising the environmental
impact of operations.

There is also an onsite Treated
Sewage Effluent (TSE) recycling
plant at the destination that will
provide the resort with about 30
percent of its TSE requirements.
The Company will continue to set
challenging targets and measure
progress to ensure continuous
improvement in our HSE
performance. It will also continue
to train and instruct employees to
ensure they are aware of their
responsibilities and have the
knowledge and experience to
carry them out. Key recycling
statistics are highlighted below:

The Company seeks to manage
and operate its facilities to
maximise safety, promote
energy efficiency, and to protect
the environment by meeting
or exceeding all applicable
environmental, health, and safety
requirements as stated by the
law. During the year ended 31
December 2017, we are happy
to report that no major safety
incidents took place in the
operations of the Dubai Parks
and Resorts destination.

• Plastic: 797kg;

The Company is also committed
to protecting the natural
environment in which it operates.
To achieve this aim, an
environmental management
system has been developed to
ensure that any activities which
have an effect on the environment
are controlled and aligned to local
and federal legislation. To monitor
our environmental performance,
three key goals have been
established:
•	Reduce waste to landfill;
•	Reduce electricity
consumption; and
•	Reduce water use.
Each of these environmental goals
has supporting programmes
which are tracked on a regular
basis, and include activities such
as a recycling scheme in all
offices, a water use minimisation
programme, etc. An extensive
environmental programme has
been rolled out to protect the
surrounding environment,

• Carton: 4,818kg;
• Paper: 26,490kg;
• Cans: 93kg.
11. General Information
A. Emiratisation
As at 31 December 2017, DXBE
employed 2,244 employees, of
whom 159 are UAE nationals,
comprising 7 percent of DXBE’s
staff. Close to 60 percent of the
senior executive management
team is composed of UAE
nationals, including the CEO
and deputy CEO.
UAE National Entity Wise

DXBE Corporate
DXBE Retail and Hospitality

Total

42
9

DXBE Theme Park

108

Total UAE Nationals

159

UAE National Percentage

7%

B. Innovative projects and
initiatives during 2017
The Company did not launch any
innovation initiatives during 2017,
however it remains committed to
providing innovative smart park
service to its guests, through an
integrated mobile application. The
Company has also subsequently
launched an employee
engagement programme
targeting innovation across the
Company, under the title Fikra.
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C. Company’s Share Price
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Closing Price

1.20

1.08

1.02

0.96

0.77

0.76

0.77

0.79

0.76

0.74

0.66

0.64

Highest Price

1.37

1.21

1.09

1.06

1.01

0.81

0.78

0.87

0.84

0.80

0.75

0.68

Lowest Price

1.12

1.05

0.98

0.93

0.73

0.74

0.73

0.76

0.75

0.73

0.61

0.62

D. Comparative Performance Statement
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

DXBE

1.20

1.08

1.02

0.96

0.77

0.76

0.77

0.79

0.76

0.74

0.66

0.64

% change

-4%

-10%

-6%

-6%

-20%

-1%

2%

2%

-3%

-3%

-11%

-4%

DFM

3,642.85 3,630.34 3,480.43

% change
CSD

-5%

0%

721.660

651.900

-3%

-10%

% change

DXBE

DFM General Index

-4%

3,414.93 3,339.37 3,392.00
-2%

-2%

3,633.18 3,637.55 3,563.99 3,635.87

2%

7%

0%

-2%

2%

3,420.17 3,370.07
-6%

-1%

611.580 586.260 446.360 440.090 448.880 452.750 440.540 429.630 384.220 366.850
-6%

-4%

-24%

-1%

2%

1%

-3%

-2%

-11%

-5%

Consumer Staples & Discretionary Sector

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

January 2017

December 2017

E.	Distribution of Shareholders’ equity as at 31 December 2017
Number of shares owned
Shareholder classification

Local

Individuals

Companies

Government

Total

720,682,620

4,643,131,537

7,403,978

5,371,218,135

GCC

55,207,634

1,445,004,375

0

1,500,212,009

Foreign

368,048,111

729,283,744

28,950,671

1,126,282,526

1,143,938,365

6,819,619,656

36,354,649

7,999,912,670

Total

F. Shareholders owning 5% or more of the Company capital as at 31 December 2017
S/N Name

1

Meraas Leisure and Entertainment LLC and associated group

2

Qatar Holding

3

Kuwait Investment Authority
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Number of % of shares owned in
shares held the Company’s capital

4,183,399,030

52.29%

878,314,541

10.98%

405,943,887

5.07%

G. Shareholder distribution based on size of ownership as at 31 December 2017
S/N Share ownership (shares)

Number of
shareholders

Number of shares
owned

% of shares owned in
the capital

1

Less than 50,000

1,962

29,298,755

0.36%

2

From 50,000 to less than 500,000

1,488

255,266,284

3.19%

3

From 500,000 to less than 5,000,000

503

721,732,289

9.03%

4

More than 5,000,000

106

6,993,615,342

87.42%

H. Investor Relations
The Company is committed
to a transparent and timely
communication policy with
its shareholders and wider
investment community, and has
a dedicated Investor Relations
department that reports to the
Chief Financial Officer.
The Investor Relations department
is responsible for handling all
shareholder communication,
ensuring timely disclosure of
financial updates and material
developments to the regulator, the
market, and its shareholders. The
department is also responsible for
handling shareholder queries in a
timely manner, and maintains the
Investor Relations section of the
Company website to ensure it is
regularly updated to deliver timely
and accurate disclosures.
During 2017, the Investor Relations
department attended numerous
regional and international investor
conferences as well as hosting
regular shareholder and
analyst calls.
Investor Relations Officer details
are as below:
Name: Marwa Gouda
Position: Head of Investor Relations
Email: IR@dxbentertainments.com
Phone: +971 4 820 0820
Website: www.dxbentertainments.
com/investor-relations
I. Special Resolutions
The Company held 2 General
Assemblies during the financial
year 2017. Below is a record of
the special resolutions passed
at each General Assembly and
the measures taken to
implement them.

General Assembly –
18 April 2017

1. A) Approved the launch of an
Employee Share-Based Incentive
Plan (ESOP) for employees
through the issuance of new
shares of the Company in
accordance with the provisions of
Article 226 of Federal Law No (2)
of 2015 regarding Commercial
Companies, and in accordance
with the following basic terms
and conditions:
1. The maximum number of shares
that can be issued for the
purposes of implementing the
programme: 155 million shares
to be issued on specific
allocation dates and after
the approval of the Securities
and Commodities Authority.
2. Total period of the programme:
Two years (i.e. 1 May 2017 to 30
April 2019).
3. The value of shares issued to
eligible employees: at par.
4. Functional grades eligible:
Grades U-6.

B) Authorised the Board of
Directors to take all executive
measures and adopt the
necessary conditions for the
implementation of the
programme in light of the rules
issued by the Securities and
Commodities Authority, to
regulate the terms and conditions
of Employee Share Option Plans
in public shareholding companies.
The Company sought approval
to implement an Employee
Share-Based Incentive Plan for
its employees, and received
shareholder approval to do so
under the condition that it would
be implemented under the newly
issued Securities and
Commodities Authority rules
regulating ESOP programmes.
After careful consideration, the
Board of Directors of the
Company decided that an

ESOP programme could not be
implemented as intended in the
current financial year and instead
recommended that it should be
proposed to the shareholders
to cancel the programme at the
coming General Assembly.

2. Approved to amend Article 18
of the Articles of Association of
the Company, to increase the
number of Board members to 9.
Following the approval to
increase the Board members from
7 to 9 members, the General
Assembly elected for the
remaining term of the board: Mr
Christian Georghe as a NonExecutive member and Mr Fayez
Al Boainin as a Non-Executive
member of the Board of Directors
for the additional seats created,
in accordance with the amended
Articles of Association stipulating
that the Board of Directors shall
consist of 9 members.
General Assembly –
28 November 2017

1. Approved to cancel the
Employee Share-Based Incentive
Plan (ESOP) as approved by the
General Assembly on 18 April 2017.
Following the recommendation
of the Board of Directors to
cancel the Employee Share-Based
Incentive Plan, which was
approved at the General Assembly
held on 18 April 2017, the
shareholders approved its
cancellation. The Company does
not have an ESOP in place and
will continue to assess future
ESOP plans as appropriate.

2. Approved to amend the
Company’s Articles of Association
as per the following:
a. According to the suggested
amendments published on the
Dubai Financial Market and
Company’s website;
b. Reduce the number of
board members from (9)
to (7) members.
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The Company’s Articles of
Association have been amended
as per the approval received at
the General Assembly, and the
updated Articles of Association
have been published in the
Official Gazette on 31 January
2018. Furthermore, at the
General Assembly held on
28 November 2017, the
Company’s Board of Directors
was reconstituted for a new
3-year term and is composed
of 7 members as approved by
the shareholders.
J. Material Events
Following the Grand Opening
of Dubai Parks and Resorts
celebrated on 18 December 2016,
during the financial year 2017
DXB Entertainments focused on
restructuring the organisation
from a project delivery focus to
an operational and consumer
focus. During the year the last
remaining rides and attractions
were delivered to the public in
a staggered manner, leading to
a fully operational destination in
the fourth quarter of 2017, when
The Hunger Games attractions
within the Lionsgate zone at
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai were
officially unveiled to the public,
on 20 October 2017.
January

Opening of
LEGOLAND® Water Park
and the Lapita™ Hotel
The LEGOLAND® Water Park
and the Lapita™ Hotel officially
opened to the public on 2
January 2017, completing the
staggered opening of the Dubai
Parks and Resorts destination,
which started on 31 October
2016 with the opening of the
LEGOLAND® Dubai theme park.
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February

June

Announced the addition
of a LEGOLAND® Hotel

DXB Entertainments announces
a new management structure
and appointments

DXB Entertainments announced
that it had reached an agreement
with the Merlin Entertainments
Group to open a 250-room
LEGOLAND® Hotel adjacent to
the LEGOLAND® Dubai theme
park. The agreement is a 60:40
joint venture with Merlin
Entertainments and will be built
on a 300,000 sq ft area of land
that has been earmarked for
LEGOLAND® expansion. The
construction is expected to take
approximately 2 years, and the
funding has been provided in part
from additional capital raised
during the Rights Issue in 2016.
April

All rides and attractions
within the DreamWorks zone
at MOTIONGATE™ Dubai
are delivered
With the ‘How to Train Your
Dragon’ land opening in the
DreamWorks zone at
MOTIONGATE™ Dubai, all rides
and attractions in the fully
air-conditioned zone are now
open to the public.

Shareholders approve increasing
the Board of Directors from
7 to 9 members
Mr Christian Georghe and
Mr Fayez Al Boainin were elected
as Non-Executive members
of the Board of Directors for the
additional seats created.
May

The appointment of Mr Mohamed
Almulla as the new CEO
The Company announced on
31 May that, following the
resignation of Mr Raed Kajoor
Al Nuaimi as the Chief Executive
Officer, the Chairman of DXB
Entertainments, His Excellency
Abdulla Al Habbai, had appointed
Mr Mohamed Almulla as the new
Chief Executive Officer, effective
immediately. Mr Raed Kajoor
Al Nuaimi remained as a nonexecutive member of the Board
of Directors.
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On 14 June 2017, the Company
announced the appointment of
Mr John Ireland as the new Chief
Financial Officer and Mr Ahmed
AlRayyes as the Chief Corporate
Support Officer.
July

Resignation of a member
of the Board of Directors
On 26 July 2017, the Company
announced that Mr Fayez AlBoainin had resigned from the
Board of Directors.
August

DXB Entertainments to manage
select Meraas Leisure and
Entertainment assets such as
Hub Zero, Mattel Play Town,
and Roxy Cinemas
The Company announced that it
had entered into a management
agreement with its majority
shareholder, Meraas, to manage
a select portfolio of leisure and
entertainment assets owned by
Meraas. This portfolio includes
Hub Zero, Mattel Play Town,
Green Planet, The Splash Pad,
and Roxy Cinemas.

Restructuring of business
functions and appointment
of new management team
In August, the Company
announced a new organisational
structure consisting of three new
divisions that were created to
enhance the management of DXB
Entertainments’ assets. The new
divisions consist of Theme Parks,
Family Entertainment Centres,
and Retail & Hospitality. Mr
Ahmad Hussain was appointed
General Manager of Theme Parks,
and Ahmed AlRayyes General
Manager of Retail & Hospitality.

Launch of new Annual Pass price
As part of its new pricing strategy,
Dubai Parks and Resorts
announced a new Annual Pass
price structure starting at
AED 275 per person per park
for a one-year membership, and
AED 525 per person for all parks.

September

November

DXB Entertainments agrees
Subordinated Shareholder Loan
with Meraas

Shareholders approve an
AED 700 million subordinated
shareholder loan

DXB Entertainments announced
that it had reached an agreement
with its majority shareholder,
Meraas, for a subordinated loan.
The AED 245 million loan will take
the form of an interest-bearing
unsecured subordinated
shareholder loan with no fixed
maturity. The loan will be used to
fund operational expenses and
debt repayments, and will be
drawn down immediately.

At the General Assembly held
on 28 November 2017, the
shareholders approved entering
into a related party transaction
with the Company’s majority
shareholder Meraas, to draw down
AED 455 million under its existing
subordinated loan facility from
Meraas, taking total funding
approved to AED 700 million.

October

Dubai Parks and Resorts
becomes fully operational
With the official unveiling of The
Hunger Games attractions in the
Lionsgate zone at MOTIONGATE™
Dubai on 20 October, Dubai
Parks and Resorts became fully
operational with all of its over 100
rides and attractions delivered to
the public.

Paul Parker appointed as
General Manager, Family
Entertainment Centres
DXBE concluded its organisational
restructuring, and hired Paul
Parker as General Manager of the
newly created Family
Entertainment Centres division.

December

Receives support on
its obligations towards
financial testing
The Company was granted a
waiver in relation to financial
testing on its AED 4.2 billion
Phase 1 debt facility, which
was due at the end of 2017.

H.E. Abdulla Al Habbai
Chairman of the Board
of Directors,
DXB Entertainments PJSC
Date: 25 March 2018

LEGOLAND® Water Park and
Lapita™ Hotel win industry awards
Dubai Parks and Resorts received
industry awards at the Time
Out Dubai Kids Awards 2017:
LEGOLAND® Water Park won the
award for Best Water Park, and
Lapita™ Hotel won the award for
the Best Family Hotel.

New winter season and GCC
resident rate announced for Dubai
Parks and Resorts
Dubai Parks and Resorts
announced a GCC resident rate
and a revised international visitor
rate as part of its new pricing
strategy. The GCC resident rate
for a one-day ticket is AED 165
for MOTIONGATE™ Dubai,
LEGOLAND® Water Park, and
LEGOLAND® Dubai; and AED 95
for Bollywood Parks™ Dubai.
The international visitor rate is
AED 235 for each park except
Bollywood Parks™ Dubai, which
is priced at AED 175.
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Deloitte & Touche (M.E.)
Building 3, Level 6
Emaar Square
Downtown Dubai
P.O. Box 4254
Dubai
United Arab Emirates

The Shareholders
DXB Entertainments PJSC
Dubai

Tel: +971 (0) 4 376 8888
Fax: +971 (0) 4 376 8899
www.deloitte.com

United Arab Emirates

Report on the audit of the consolidated financial statements
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of DXB Entertainments PJSC (the “Company”) and its
subsidiaries (together, the “Group”) which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 December
2017, and the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, consolidated statement of
changes in equity and consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the consolidated
financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
consolidated financial position of the Group as at 31 December 2017, and its consolidated financial performance and its
consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs).
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements
section of our report. We are independent of the Group in accordance with the International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code) together with the other ethical requirements
that are relevant to our audit of the Group’s consolidated financial statements in the United Arab Emirates, and we have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities requirements in accordance with these requirements and the IESBA Code. We
believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of the
consolidated financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of
the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a
separate opinion on these matters.
Key audit matter

How the matter was addressed

Carrying value of property and equipment and investment property
The Group has AED 9,409
million of property, and
equipment and AED 536
million of investment
property as disclosed in
note 6 and note 7
respectively. These are the
most significant balances
in the consolidated
statement of financial
position of the Group.

Our audit procedures included the assessment of controls over the impairment analysis
and calculations.

The evaluation of the
recoverable amount of
both property and
equipment and
investment property
requires significant
estimates in determining
the key assumptions
supporting the expected
future cash flows of the
business and the
utilization of these assets.
This is disclosed in note 4
and note 7 respectively.

In addition, we also performed the following substantive audit procedures:
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We tested the design, implementation and the operating effectiveness of the relevant
controls to determine the reasonableness of the impairment review process. This
included testing:
•	Controls over the accuracy and completeness of the impairment calculation
model; and
•	Governance controls, including reviewing key meetings that form part of reviewing
the impairment assessment.

•	Engaged our internal valuation specialists to assess the valuation of the assets;
•	Evaluated whether the models used by management to calculate the value in use
for each cash-generating unit complies with IAS 36: impairment of assets.
•	Obtained and analysed the financial impairment assessments provided by
management to determine whether these are reasonable and supportable;
•	Analysed the discount rates and Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)
calculated by management to compare and verify management’s calculations.
•	Challenged the reasonableness of growth rates and other key cash flow
assumptions; and
•	Performed sensitivity analysis around the key assumptions used by management
to ascertain the extent of change in those assumptions that either individually or
collectively would have an impact on the carrying value of the assets.
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Key audit matters (continued)
Key audit matter

How the matter was addressed in our audit

Management’s assessment of preparation of the consolidated financial statements on a Going Concern basis
The consolidated financial statements are prepared
on a going concern basis.
Dubai Parks and Resorts was opened in a staggered
fashion through FY2017 with the last ride open to the
public in October 2017.
As a result of the staggered opening and in response
to certain factors outside of the Group’s control,
the Group has developed and implemented a new
strategic plan, realigning the cost base whilst
implementing a revised pricing and annual pass
offering to drive domestic and overseas visitation.
Whilst the Group was loss making for the year ended
31 December 2017, the consolidated financial
statements disclose how the Directors have formed a
judgement that there is a reasonable expectation that
the going concern basis is appropriate in preparing
the consolidated financial statements of the Group.

Our audit procedures included:
•	Evaluating management’s going concern assessment by
challenging the key judgements within the Group’s forecasts
including underlying trading, key assumptions (including
visitation, growth rates and discount rates), the impact of
the Group transformation program and financial support
provided by the majority shareholder;
•	Examined the Group’s funding agreements that are in place;
•	Performed a downside sensitivity analysis over the Group’s
headroom assessment in respect of its liquidity and
compliance with its bank covenants; and
•	Considered the adequacy of the Group’s disclosures in
respect of going concern included with the consolidated
financial statements.

The Directors have concluded that the range of
possible outcomes they have considered in arriving
at this judgement is not sufficient to give a material
uncertainty regarding the Group’s ability to continue
as a going concern. As this assessment involves
consideration of future events there is a risk that the
judgement is inappropriate and the uncertainty
should have been assessed as material, in which case
additional disclosures would have been required.
Revenue recognition
The Group’s revenue arises from a number of different
sources including admission revenue from theme
parks, accommodation revenue from its hotel, the
sale of food and beverage, rental income from leasing
and sponsorship income.

Our audit procedures included:

In some instances, there are manual processes to
match cash payments to redemptions or to transfer
data to the finance systems.

•	Predictive analytical procedures (taking into account factors
such as changes in pricing and visitation);

The low value of individual transactions means
individual errors would be insignificant, but difficult
to detect, and the high volume of transactions mean
systemic failure could lead to errors that aggregate
into material balances.

•	Confirming the appropriate timing of sales cut-off by
checking the specific posting of revenue for days either side
of the period end; and

•	Testing of the design, implementation and operating
effectiveness of manual controls supporting the systems,
including reconciliations of till records to revenue journal
entries in the accounting records;

•	Performing reconciliations of total cash received to
revenue recorded;

•	Testing of deferred revenue balances through agreeing back to
ticketing system records and checking underlying calculations.

Other information
The Board of Directors and management are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises
the annual report of the Group. We obtained the Directors’ report prior to the date of this auditor’s report, and the
remaining information of the annual report is expected to be made available to us after that date. The other
information does not include the consolidated financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. Our opinion on
the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any form of
assurance or conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information
identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the consolidated
financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
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Other information (continued)
If, based on the work we have performed on the other information that we obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s
report, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that
fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
When we read the remaining information in the Group’s annual report, if we conclude that there is a material
misstatement therein, we are required to communicate the matter to those charged with governance.
Responsibilities of the management and those charged with governance for the consolidated financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and their preparation and compliance with the
applicable provisions of the Company’s Articles of Association and the UAE Federal Law No. (2) of 2015, and for
such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Group’s ability to
continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern
basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or has no
realistic alternative but to do so.
The Board of Directors and Audit Committee are responsible for overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our
opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or
error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
•	Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
•	Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Group’s internal control.
•	Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by management.
•	Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty
exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated
financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the
audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
Group to cease to continue as a going concern.
•	Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in
a manner that achieves fair presentation.
•	Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the Group and business
activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements. We are responsible for
the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements (continued)
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.
We are also providing those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with the Group’s Audit Committee, we determine those matters that were of most
significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key audit
matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about
the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our
report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest
benefits of such communication.
Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
As required by the UAE Federal Law No. (2) of 2015, we report that:
•	we have obtained all the information and explanations we considered necessary for the purposes of our audit;
•	the consolidated financial statements have been prepared and comply, in all material respects, with the applicable
provisions of the UAE Federal Law No. (2) of 2015;
•	the Group has maintained proper books of account;
•	the financial information included in the Directors’ report is consistent with the Group’s books of account;
•	note 8 to the consolidated financial statements of the Group discloses its investments in equity instruments during
the financial year ended 31 December 2017;
•	note 10 to the consolidated financial statements of the Group discloses material related party transactions, the
terms under which they were conducted and principles of managing conflict of interests; and
•	based on the information that has been made available to us nothing has come to our attention which causes us
to believe that the Group has contravened during the financial year ended 31 December 2017 any of the applicable
provisions of the UAE Federal Law No. (2) of 2015 or in respect of the Company’s memorandum and its Articles of
Association which would materially affect its activities or its financial position as at 31 December 2017.

Deloitte & Touche (M.E.)

Samir Madbak
Registration No. 386
25 March 2018
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
at 31 December 2017

Notes

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

ASSETS
Property and equipment

6

9,409,289

9,465,013

Investment properties

7

535,643

633,773

Investment in a joint venture

8

17,429

–

Inventories

9

38,782

42,056

Due from related parties

10

34,054

20,999

Trade and other receivables

11

142,047

90,336

Derivative financial instruments

12

53,953

37,121

Other financial assets

13

650,000

989,527

Cash and bank balances

14

1,218,758

1,534,862

12,099,955

12,813,687

7,999,913

7,999,913

Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Share capital

15

Cash flow hedging reserve

12

53,953
(1,755,250)

Accumulated losses
Total equity

37,121
(639,105)

6,298,616

7,397,929

16

3,947,733

3,203,645

Trade and other payables

17

1,606,828

2,212,113

Due to related parties

10

1,578

–

Loan from related parties

10

245,200

–

5,801,339

5,415,758

12,099,955

12,813,687

Liabilities
Bank facilities

Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

Abdulwahab Al Halabi
Vice Chairman

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Mohamed Almulla
Managing Director

Consolidated Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
for the year ended 31 December 2017

Notes

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

19

552,041

75,926

Cost of sales

(65,267)

(7,687)

Gross profit

486,774

Revenue

General, administrative and operating expenses

20

Marketing and selling expenses

68,239

(1,290,705)

(408,958)

(118,452)

(206,179)

Non-operating income – net

21

22,888

Finance (costs)/income

22

(216,136)

61,533

Share of loss of a joint venture

8

(514)

–

Loss for the year

(1,116,145)

527

(484,838)

Other comprehensive income
Item that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
16,832

Cash flow hedge – gain on fair value
Total comprehensive loss for the year

35,410

(1,099,313)

(449,428)

(0.140)

(0.067)

Loss per share:
Basic and diluted loss per share (AED)

23

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity
for the year ended 31 December 2017

Share
capital
AED’000

Equity
issue
reserve
AED’000

Balance at 1 January 2016

6,321,828

3,736

1,711

Additional issue of shares

1,678,085

–

–

Share issue costs

–

–

–

Transfer of equity issue reserve

–

Loss for the year

–

–

–

Other comprehensive income for the year

–

–

35,410

Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year

–

–

35,410

(484,838)

(449,428)

7,999,913

–

37,121

(639,105)

7,397,929

Loss for the year

–

–

–

(1,116,145)

(1,116,145)

Other comprehensive income for the year

–

–

16,832

Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year

–

–

16,832

(1,116,145)

7,999,913

–

53,953

(1,755,250)

Balance at 31 December 2016

Balance at 31 December 2017

(3,736)

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Cash flow
hedging Accumulated
reserve
losses
AED’000
AED’000

–

(149,257)
–
(8,746)
3,736
(484,838)
–

–

Total
AED’000

6,178,018
1,678,085
(8,746)
–
(484,838)
35,410

16,832
(1,099,313)
6,298,616

Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
for the year ended 31 December 2017

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

(1,116,145)

(484,838)

Cash flows from operating activities
Loss for the year
Adjustments for:
Depreciation of property and equipment and investment properties
Finance cost/(income)
Provision for employees’ end of service indemnity
Share of loss of a joint venture
Loss on disposal of property and equipment
Operating cash flows before changes in working capital
Increase in trade and other receivables
Decrease/(increase) in inventories

477,655

37,087

216,136

(61,533)

4,814

2,631

514

–

2,184

–

(414,842)
(42,623)
3,274

(506,653)
(64,767)
(42,056)

Increase in trade and other payables excluding project accruals

74,452

468,178

Increase in due from related parties

(12,326)

(33,874)

(392,065)

(179,172)

(6,275)

(414)

(398,340)

(179,586)

Cash used in operating activities
Employees’ end-of-service indemnity paid
Net cash used in operations
Cash flows from investing activities
Decrease in other financial assets
Additions to property and equipment, net of project accruals
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment
Additions to investment properties, net of project accruals

339,527

1,866,066

(976,749)

(3,919,063)

32
(8,451)

Interest received

42,206

Investment in a joint venture

(17,943)

Net cash used in investing activities

(621,378)

–
(204,423)
69,363
–
(2,188,057)

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from additional shares issued

–

Share issue costs

–

1,678,085
(8,746)

Proceeds from bank facilities, net of repayment

734,860

1,961,908

Proceeds of loan from related parties

245,200

–

Payment for finance costs

(230,366)

Payment for finance lease

(46,080)

Increase in restricted cash

(17,875)

Net cash generated by financing activities

(190,178)
–
(93,077)

685,739

3,347,992

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents

(333,979)

980,349

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

1,344,113

363,764

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year (Note 14)

1,010,134

1,344,113

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 December 2017

1. General information
DXB Entertainments PJSC (the “Company”) was originally formed as a limited liability company with commercial license
number 673692 and was established on 11 July 2012. On 9 December 2014, approval from the Ministry of Economy was
obtained and the Company was converted to a Public Joint Stock Company (PJSC) in accordance with UAE Federal
Commercial Companies Law No. 8 of 1984, as replaced by UAE Federal Law No. 2 of 2015 (“Companies Law”).
The Company is a subsidiary of Meraas Leisure and Entertainment LLC (the “Parent Company”) and ultimately owned
by Meraas Holding LLC (the “Ultimate Parent Company”).
The registered address of the Company is P.O. Box 33772, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (“UAE”).
The licensed activities of the Company and its subsidiaries (collectively the “Group”) are investment in commercial
enterprises and management, real estate development, amusement parks, investment in and management of tourist
enterprises and sport and recreational events, tickets e-trading, marketing management, facilities management
services and event management.
The consolidated financial statements include the following subsidiaries:

Name of subsidiary

Place of
incorporation

Date of
incorporation

Motiongate (LLC)

Dubai, UAE

18 March 2013

Mgate Operations (LLC)*

Dubai, UAE

8 April 2013

Dubai Parks Destination
Management (LLC)

Dubai, UAE

Bollywood Parks (LLC)

Percentage of ownership
Legal

Beneficial

Principal Activity

99%

100%

Theme park development

100%

100%

Amusement park

25 August 2014

99%

100%

Ticket selling/marketing
management

Dubai, UAE

25 August 2014

99%

100%

Theme park development

Dubai Parks Hotel (LLC)

Dubai, UAE

25 August 2014

99%

100%

Five star hotel

River Park (LLC)

Dubai, UAE

25 August 2014

99%

100%

Leasing & management
of self-owned Property

LL Dubai Theme Park (LLC)

Dubai, UAE

7 September 2014

99%

100%

Investment in commercial
enterprises & management

LL Dubai Operations (LLC)**

Dubai, UAE

14 October 2014

100%

100%

Amusement park

BWP Operations (LLC)***

Dubai, UAE

25 March 2015

100%

100%

Amusement park

SF Dubai (LLC)

Dubai, UAE

21 May 2015

99%

100%

Amusement park

Do Trips (LLC)****

Dubai, UAE

29 May 2016

100%

100%

Travel agent

DXB Project & Management
Services (LLC)

Dubai, UAE

5 April 2016

99%

100%

Project management
services

* Subsidiary of Motiongate (LLC) ** Subsidiary of LL Dubai Theme Park (LLC) *** Subsidiary of Bollywood Parks (LLC)
**** Subsidiary of Dubai Parks Destination Management (LLC)

2. Application of new and revised International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRSs”)
2.1 New and revised IFRSs applied with no material effect on the consolidated financial statements
The following new and revised IFRSs, which became effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017,
have been adopted in these consolidated financial statements. The application of these revised IFRSs has not had any
material impact on the amounts reported for the current and prior years but may affect the accounting for future
transactions or arrangements.
Amendments to IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows that require a company to provide disclosures that enable users of the
consolidated financial statements to evaluate changes in liabilities arising from financing activities.
IAS 7: Statement of Cash Flow
The Group has applied IAS 7 amendments for the first time in the current year. The amendments require an entity to
provide disclosures that enable users of financial statements to evaluate changes in liabilities arising from financing
activities, including both cash and non-cash changes.
The Group’s liabilities arising from financing activities consist of a loan from related parties, obligations under a finance
lease and bank facilities. A reconciliation between the opening and closing balances of these items is provided in Note
16. Consistent with the transition provisions of the amendments, the Group has not disclosed comparative information
for the prior period. Apart from the additional disclosure, the application of these amendments has had no impact on
the Group’s consolidated financial statements.
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 December 2017

2. Application of new and revised International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRSs”) (continued)
2.2 New and revised IFRSs in issue but not yet effective and not early adopted
The Group has not yet early applied the following new standards, amendments and interpretations that have been
issued but are not yet effective:

New and revised IFRS

Effective for annual periods
beginning on or after

Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2014 – 2016 Cycle amending IFRS 1 First-time
1 January 2018
Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards and IAS 28 Investments in Associates
and Joint Ventures (2011).
IFRIC 22 Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration

1 January 2018

The interpretation addresses foreign currency transactions or parts of transactions where:
•	there is consideration that is denominated or priced in a foreign currency;
•	the entity recognises a prepayment asset or a deferred income liability in respect of that
consideration, in advance of the recognition of the related asset, expense or income; and
• the prepayment asset or deferred income liability is non-monetary.
Amendments to IFRS 2 Share-Based Payment regarding classification and measurement
of share based payment transactions.

1 January 2018

Amendments to IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts: Relating to the different effective dates
of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments and the forthcoming new insurance contracts standard.

1 January 2018

Amendments to IAS 40 Investment Property: Amends paragraph 57 to state that an entity
shall transfer a property to, or from, investment property when, and only when, there is
evidence of a change in use. A change of use occurs if property meets, or ceases to meet,
the definition of investment property. A change in management’s intentions for the use
of a property by itself does not constitute evidence of a change in use. The paragraph has
been amended to state that the list of examples therein is non-exhaustive.

1 January 2018

IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures relating to the additional hedge accounting
disclosures (and consequential amendments) resulting from the introduction of the
hedge accounting chapter in IFRS 9.

When IFRS 9
is first applied

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (revised versions in 2009, 2010, 2013 and 2014)

1 January 2018

IFRS 9 issued in November 2009 introduced new requirements for the classification and
measurement of financial assets. IFRS 9 was subsequently amended in October 2010
to include requirements for the classification and measurement of financial liabilities
and for derecognition, and in November 2013 to include the new requirements for
general hedge accounting. Another revised version of IFRS 9 was issued in July 2014
mainly to include a) impairment requirements for financial assets and b) limited
amendments to the classification and measurement requirements by introducing a ‘
fair value through other comprehensive income’ (FVTOCI) measurement category for
certain simple debt instruments.
A finalised version of IFRS 9 which contains accounting requirements for financial
instruments, replacing IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement.
The standard contains requirements in the following areas:
• Classification and measurement: Financial assets are classified by reference to the
business model within which they are held and their contractual cash flow
characteristics. The 2014 version of IFRS 9 introduces a ‘fair value through other
comprehensive income’ category for certain debt instruments. Financial liabilities are
classified in a similar manner to under IAS 39, however there are differences in the
requirements applying to the measurement of an entity’s own credit risk.
• Impairment: The 2014 version of IFRS 9 introduces an ‘expected credit loss’ model for
the measurement of the impairment of financial assets, so it is no longer necessary for
a credit event to have occurred before a credit loss is recognised
• Hedge accounting: Introduces a new hedge accounting model that is designed to be
more closely aligned with how entities undertake risk management activities when
hedging financial and non-financial risk exposures
• Derecognition: The requirements for the derecognition of financial assets and liabilities
are carried forward from IAS 39.
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2. Application of new and revised International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRSs”) (continued)
2.2 New and revised IFRSs in issue but not yet effective and not early adopted (continued)
Impact assessment of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
Based on an analysis of the Group’s consolidated financial assets and financial liabilities as at 31 December 2017 on
the basis of the facts and circumstances that exist at that date, the management of the Group have assessed the
impact of IFRS 9 to the Group’s consolidated financial statements as follows:
Classification and measurement:
All financial assets and financial liabilities will continue to be measured on the same bases as is currently adopted
under IAS 39.
Impairment:
Financial assets measured at amortised cost will be subject to the impairment provisions of IFRS 9. The Group expects
to apply the simplified approach to recognise lifetime expected credit losses for its trade receivables as required and
permitted by IFRS 9.

New and revised IFRS

Effective for annual periods
beginning on or after

IFRS 16 Leases: IFRS 16 specifies how an IFRS reporter will recognise, measure, present
and disclose leases. The standard provides a single lessee accounting model, requiring
lessees to recognise assets and liabilities for all leases unless the lease term is 12 months
or less or the underlying asset has a low value. Lessors continue to classify leases as
operating or finance, with IFRS 16’s approach to lessor accounting substantially
unchanged from its predecessor, IAS 17.

1 January 2019

Amendments to IFRS 9 Financial Instruments: Relating to prepayment features with
negative compensation. This amends the existing requirements in IFRS 9 regarding
termination rights in order to allow measurement at amortised cost (or, depending on
the business model, at fair value through other comprehensive income) even in the case
of negative compensation payments.

1 January 2019

Amendments to IAS 28 Investment in Associates and Joint Ventures: Relating to longterm interests in associates and joint ventures. These amendments clarify that an entity
applies IFRS 9 Financial Instruments to long-term interests in an associate or joint venture
that form part of the net investment in the associate or joint venture but to which the
equity method is not applied.

1 January 2019

IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts requires insurance liabilities to be measured at a current
fulfilment value and provides a more uniform measurement and presentation approach
for all insurance contracts. These requirements are designed to achieve the goal of a
consistent, principle-based accounting for insurance contracts. IFRS 17 supersedes IFRS 4
Insurance Contracts as of 1 January 2021.

1 January 2021

IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures relating to the additional hedge accounting
disclosures (and consequential amendments) resulting from the introduction of the hedge
accounting chapter in IFRS 9.

When IFRS 9 is first
applied

Amendments to IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements and IAS 28 Investments in
Associates and Joint Ventures (2011) relating to the treatment of the sale or contribution
of assets from and investor to its associate or joint venture.

Effective date deferred
indefinitely. Adoption is
still permitted.

Amendments to IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures relating to disclosures about the
initial application of IFRS 9.

When IFRS 9 is first
applied

Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2015–2017 Cycle amending IFRS 3
Business Combinations, IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements, IAS 12 Income Taxes and IAS 23
Borrowing Costs.

1 January 2019

Management anticipates that these new standards, interpretations and amendments will be adopted in the Group’s
consolidated financial statements as and when they are applicable and adoption of these new standards, interpretations
and amendments, may have no material impact on the consolidated financial statements of the Group in the period
of initial application.
Management anticipates that IFRS 9 and IFRS 16 will be adopted in the Group’s consolidated financial statements for
the annual periods beginning 1 January 2018 and 1 January 2019 respectively.
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements (continued)
for the year ended 31 December 2017

3. Significant accounting policies
Statement of compliance
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRSs) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) including International Financial
Reporting Interpretation Committee (IFRIC) interpretations and applicable requirements of the laws in the UAE.
Basis of preparation
The consolidated financial statements of the Group have been prepared on the historical cost basis except for
derivative financial instruments that are measured at fair value. Historical cost is generally based on the fair value
of the consideration given in exchange for goods and services.
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction
between market participants at the measurement date, regardless of whether that price is directly observable or
estimated using another valuation technique. In estimating the fair value of an asset or a liability, the Group takes into
account characteristics of the asset or liability if market participants would take those characteristics into account
when pricing the asset or liability at the measurement date.
The consolidated financial statements of the Group are presented in Arab Emirates Dirham (AED) and all values
are rounded to the nearest thousand Dirhams, except when otherwise indicated. The principal accounting policies
adopted in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set out below.
Going concern
The consolidated financial statements of the Group have been prepared on a going concern basis, which assumes that
the Group will be able to meet its liabilities for a period at least 12 months from the date of signing of the consolidated
financial statements. During the current year the Group has incurred a net loss of AED 1,116 million (2016: AED 485
million) and had outstanding bank borrowings of AED 4,158 million (2016 AED 3,423 million) as at that date. The
following areas have been considered by management in determining the appropriateness of the going concern basis
of preparation in the consolidated financial statements:
(i)	During the year ended 31 December 2017, the Group secured an AED 700 million subordinated shareholder loan
(“SSL”) facility from its majority shareholder of which AED 245 million was drawn down in September 2017. The
SSL was and will be utilised for the purposes of funding working capital and debt service.
(ii)	The Group’s detailed strategic business plan approved by the Board of Directors (‘Board’), including the impact
of the debt realignment (described below) and majority shareholder support; and
(iii)	Subsequent to the year end the Group has realigned its syndicated facility with its financiers resulting in a 3 year
moratorium on principal repayments and covenant testing and a realignment of remaining payments in line with
the Board approved strategic business plan (Note 29).
(iv)	Subsequent to the year end the Group reached agreement with its Ultimate Parent Company and Parent Company
to issue in its favour an AED 1,200 million convertible instrument, subject to shareholder approval. Under the
agreement the existing SSL of AED 700 million will be incorporated into the convertible instrument (Note 29).
Based on these factors management’s opinion is that no asset is likely to be realised for an amount less than the amount
at which it is recorded in the consolidated financial statements as at 31 December 2017. Accordingly, no adjustments
have been made to the consolidated financial statements relating to the recoverability and classification of the asset
carrying amounts or the amounts and classification of liabilities.
Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of the Company and entities controlled
by the Company (its Subsidiaries) up to 31 December each year. Control is achieved when the Company:
• has power over the investee;
• is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee; and
• has the ability to use its powers to affect its returns.
The Company reassesses whether or not it controls an investee if facts and circumstances indicate that there are
changes to one or more of the three elements of control listed above. Consolidation of a subsidiary begins when the
Company obtains control over the subsidiary and ceases when the Company loses control of the subsidiary. Specifically,
the results of subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during the year are included in the consolidated statement of profit
or loss and other comprehensive income from the date the Company gains control until the date when the Company
ceases to control the subsidiary.
When necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries to bring the accounting policies
used into line with the Group’s accounting policies. All intragroup assets and liabilities, equity, income, expenses and
cash flows relating to transactions between members of the Group are eliminated in full on consolidation.
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued)
Joint Venture
Interests in joint ventures are accounted for using the equity method of accounting whereby the investment is
initially recognised at cost and adjusted thereafter for the post-acquisition change in the Group’s share of net assets
of the investee. The profit or loss of the Group includes its share of the profit or loss of the investee and the other
comprehensive income of the investor includes its share of other comprehensive income of the investee.
Revenue recognition
The Group recognises revenue, based on the five-step model as set out in IFRS 15:
Step 1 -	Identify the contract with a customer: A contract is defined as an agreement between two or more parties that
creates enforceable rights and obligations and sets out the criteria for each of those rights and obligations.
Step 2 -	Identify the performance obligations in the contract: A performance obligation in a contract is a promise to
transfer a good or service to the customer.
Step 3 -	Determine the transaction price: Transaction price is the amount of consideration to which the Group expects
to be entitled in exchange for transferring the promised goods and services to a customer, excluding
amounts collected on behalf of third parties.
Step 4 -	Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract: For a contract that has more
than one performance obligation, the Group will allocate the transaction price to each performance
obligation in an amount that depicts the consideration to which the Group expects to be entitled in exchange
for satisfying each performance obligation.
Step 5 - Recognise revenue as and when the Group satisfies a performance obligation.
The Group recognises revenue when one of the following criteria is met:
•	The customer simultaneously receives and consumes the benefits provided by the Group’s performance as the
Group performs; or
•	The Group’s performance creates or enhances an asset that the customer controls as the asset is created or
enhanced; or
•	The Group’s performance does not create an asset with an alternative use to the Group and the Group has an
enforceable right to payment for performance obligation completed to date.
The Group allocates the transaction price to the performance obligations in a contract based on the input method
which requires revenue recognition on the basis of the Group’s efforts or inputs to the satisfaction of the performance
obligations.
When the Group satisfies a performance obligation by delivering the promised goods and services, it creates a contract
asset based on the amount of consideration earned by the performance. Where the amount of consideration received
from a customer exceeds the amount of revenue recognised, this gives rise to a contract liability.
Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or receivable, taking into account the contractually
agreed terms of payment excluding taxes and duties. The Group assesses its revenue arrangements against specific
criteria to determine if it is acting as principal or an agent and has concluded that it is acting as a principal in all of its
revenue arrangements.
Revenue is recognised in the consolidated financial statements to the extent that it is probable that the economic
benefits will flow to the Group and the revenue and costs, if and when applicable, can be measured reliably.
Revenue arises from the operation of visitor attractions and theme park resorts. Revenue represents the amounts
received from customers for admission tickets, accommodation, food and beverage sales, merchandising, retail and
rental income and sponsorship.
Admission revenue
Admission revenue related to theme park ticket sales is recognized when the tickets are used. Revenues from annual
passes are recognized over a period of one year from the date of first use.
Accommodation revenue
Accommodation revenue is recognised when the rooms are occupied net of applicable discounts and municipality fees.
Sale of food and beverage and merchandise
Sale of food and beverage and merchandise is recognised when goods are sold.
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued)
Revenue recognition (continued)
Lease rental income
Lease rental income from operating leases is recognised over a period of one lease year. When the Group provides
operating lease incentives to its customers, the aggregate cost of incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental
income over that lease year.
Sponsorship income
Sponsorship income is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the contract
Interest income
Interest income from a financial asset is recognised when it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the
Group and the amount of income can be measured reliably.
Interest income is accrued on a time basis, by reference to the principal outstanding and at the effective interest rate
applicable, which is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the
financial asset to that asset’s net carrying amount on initial recognition.
Investment property
Investment properties comprise properties held to earn rentals (including properties under construction for such
purposes). Investment properties are measured initially at cost, including related transaction costs, less accumulated
depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. No depreciation is charged on land and investment properties
under construction.
Depreciation is charged so as to write-off the cost of investment property, other than capital work-in-progress, less
their estimated residual value, on a straight-line basis over the expected useful lives of the assets, as follows:
Years

Land

No depreciation

Building, infrastructure and other equipment

3 – 50

Expenditure incurred to replace a component of an item of investment properties that is accounted for separately is
capitalised and the carrying amount of the component that is replaced is written off. Other subsequent expenditure
is capitalised only when it increases future economic benefits of the related item of investment properties. All other
expenditure is recognised in the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income as the
expense is incurred.
Investment properties are derecognised upon disposal or when the investment properties are permanently withdrawn
from use and no future economic benefits are expected from the disposal. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition
of the property is included in the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income in the
year in which the property is derecognised.
Transfers are made to investment properties when, and only when, there is a change in use evidenced by the ending
of owner-occupation for a transfer from owner occupied property or commencement of an operating lease to
another party for a transfer from inventories. Transfers are made from investment properties when, and only when,
there is a change in use evidenced by commencement of owner-occupation for a transfer to owner occupied
property or commencement of development with a view to sale for a transfer to inventories. Such transfers are made
at the carrying value of the properties at the date of transfer.
Property and equipment
Property and equipment comprise of land, building and infrastructure, vehicles, IT and other equipment, furniture and
fixtures, rides and attractions and capital work-in-progress.
All items of property and equipment are initially recorded at cost. Subsequent to recognition, property and equipment
are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses, if any, except for capital work-inprogress. Cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset. The cost of selfconstructed assets includes the cost of materials and direct labour, any other costs directly attributable to bringing
the asset to a working condition for its intended use, and the cost of dismantling and removing the items and
restoring the site on which they are located. Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to acquisition, construction
or production of an asset are included in the cost of that asset.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate, only
when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the Group and the cost of the
item can be measured reliably. Expenditure incurred to replace a component of an item of property and equipment
that is accounted for separately is capitalised and the carrying amount of the component that is replaced is written
off. All other repairs and maintenance are charged to consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive
income when incurred.
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued)
Property and equipment (continued)
Depreciation is charged so as to write-off the cost of property and equipment, other than capital work-in-progress,
less their estimated residual value, on a straight-line basis over the expected useful lives of the assets, as follows:
Years

Land

No depreciation

Building and infrastructure

5 – 50

IT and other equipment

3 – 15

Rides and attractions

5 – 20

Furniture and fixtures

3 – 20

Vehicles

3–4

Assets held under finance leases are depreciated over their expected useful live on the same basis as owned assets.
However, when there is no reasonable certainty that ownership will be obtained by the end of lease terms, assets
are depreciated over shorter of the lease term and their useful lives. The estimated useful lives, residual values and
depreciation method are reviewed at each year-end, with the effect of any changes in estimate accounted for on a
prospective basis. An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s
carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount.
Capital work-in-progress
Capital work-in-progress includes properties that are being constructed or developed for future use. Cost includes
pre-development infrastructure, construction and other related expenditure such as professional fees and engineering
costs attributable to the project, which are capitalised during the year when activities that are necessary to make the
assets ready for their intended use are in progress. These properties are classified as capital work-in-progress until
construction or development is completed. Direct costs from the start of the project up to completion of the project
are capitalised. No depreciation is charged on capital work-in-progress.
Classification of properties
Management determines at the time of acquisition or construction of the property, whether the property should be
classified as investment property or property and equipment. The Group classifies a property as investment property
when the intention is to hold the property for rental, capital appreciation or for undetermined use. The Group classifies
a property as property and equipment when the intention is to use the property for its operations.
Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases whenever the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks and rewards
of ownership to the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.
The Group as a lessee
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term, except where
another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in which economic benefits from the leased asset
are consumed. Contingent rentals arising under operating leases are recognised as an expense in the year in which
they are incurred.
In the event that lease incentives are received to enter into operating leases, such incentives are recognised as a
liability. The aggregate benefit of incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental expense on a straight-line basis,
except where another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in which economic benefits from
the leased asset are consumed.
The Group as a lessor
The Group has entered into operating leases with respect to its investment properties. The Group has determined,
based on an evaluation of the terms and conditions of the arrangements, that it retains all significant risk and rewards
of these properties and accounts for the leases as operating leases. Rental income from operating leases is recognised
over a period of one lease year as management considers this to be more representative of the flow of economic
benefits to the Group. When the Group provides operating lease incentives to its customers, the aggregate cost of
incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental income over that lease year.
Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Costs of inventories are determined on a weighted
average basis. Net realisable value represents the estimated selling price for inventories less all estimated costs of
completion and costs necessary to make the sale.
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued)
Derivative financial instruments
The Group has entered into interest-rate swaps derivatives. Derivatives are initially recognised at fair value at the date
the derivative contracts are entered into and are subsequently remeasured to their fair value at the end of each
reporting period. The resulting gain or loss is recognised in the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income. All derivatives are carried at their fair values as assets where the fair values are positive and
as liabilities where the fair values are negative.
Hedge accounting
At the inception of the hedge relationship, the Group documents the relationship between the hedging instrument
and the hedged item, along with its risk management objectives and its strategy for undertaking various hedge
transactions. Furthermore, at the inception of the hedge and on an ongoing basis, the Group documents whether the
hedging instrument is highly effective in offsetting changes in fair values or cash flows of the hedged item attributable
to the hedged risk.
Cash flow hedge
The effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedges
is recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated under the heading of cash flow hedging reserve. The
gain or loss relating to the ineffective portion is recognised immediately in consolidated statement of profit or loss
and other comprehensive income within other gains/(losses).
Hedge accounting is discontinued when the Group revokes the hedging relationship, when the hedging instrument
expires or is sold, terminated, or exercised, or when it no longer qualifies for hedge accounting. Any gain or loss
recognised in the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income and accumulated in
equity at that time remains in equity and is recognised when the forecast transaction is ultimately recognised. When
a forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, the gain or loss accumulated in equity is recognised immediately
in consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.
Impairment of tangible assets
At each reporting date, the Group reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible assets to determine whether there is
any indication that those assets have an impairment loss. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the
asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any). When it is not possible to estimate
the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the Group estimates the recoverable amount of the cash-generating
unit to which the asset belongs. When a reasonable and consistent basis of allocation can be identified, corporate
assets are also allocated to individual cash-generating units, or otherwise they are allocated to the smallest group of
cash-generating units for which a reasonable and consistent allocation basis can be identified.
Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. In assessing value in use, the
estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current
market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset for which the estimates of future
cash flows have not been adjusted.
If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the
carrying amount of the asset (or cash-generating unit) is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is
recognised immediately in consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.
When an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (or cash-generating unit) is increased
to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, so long as the increased carrying amount does not exceed the
carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset (or cashgenerating unit) in prior years. A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised immediately in consolidated statement
of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.
Foreign currency transactions
The consolidated financial statements of the Group are presented in the currency of the primary economic
environment in which the Group operates (its functional currency). The consolidated financial statements are
presented in Arab Emirates Dirhams which is the Group’s functional and presentational currency.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, transactions in currencies other than the Group’s functional
currency are recorded at the rates of exchange prevailing on the dates of the transactions. At the reporting date,
monetary items denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates prevailing at the reporting date.
Non-monetary items carried at fair value that are denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates
prevailing on the date when the fair value was determined. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of
historical cost in a foreign currency are not retranslated.
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued)
Foreign currency transactions (continued)
Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items, and on the retranslation of monetary items,
are included in consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income for the year. Exchange
differences arising on the retranslation of non-monetary items carried at fair value are included in the consolidated
statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income for the year except for differences arising on the
retranslation of non-monetary items in respect of which gains and losses are recognized directly in equity. For such
non-monetary items, any exchange component of that gain or loss is also recognized directly in equity.
Financial instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognized on the Group’s statement of financial position when the Group
becomes party to the contractual provisions of the instruments.
Financial assets and financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value. Transaction costs that are directly attributable
to the acquisition or issue of financial assets and financial liabilities (other than financial assets and financial liabilities
at fair value through profit or loss) are added to or deducted from the fair value of the financial assets or financial
liabilities, as appropriate, on initial recognition. Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition of financial
assets or financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are recognised immediately in profit or loss.
Financial assets
Financial assets are classified into the following specified categories: financial assets ‘at fair value through profit or loss’
(FVTPL), ‘held-to-maturity’ investments (HTM), ‘available-for-sale’ (AFS) financial assets, and ‘loans and receivables’.
The classification depends on the nature and purpose of the financial assets and is determined at the time of initial
recognition. All financial assets of the Group are categorized under ‘loans and receivables’.
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables including cash and bank balances, other financial assets, trade and other receivables (excluding
prepayments and advances) and due from related parties that have fixed or determinable payments that are not
quoted in an active market are classified as loans and receivables. Loans and receivables are measured at amortised
cost, less any impairment. Interest income is recognised by applying the effective interest rate, except for short-term
receivables when the recognition of interest would be immaterial.
Effective interest method
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a debt instrument and of allocating
interest income over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future
cash receipts (including all fees and points paid or received that form an integral part of the effective interest rate,
transaction costs and other premiums or discounts) through the expected life of the debt instrument or where
appropriate a shorter period, to the net carrying amount on initial recognition.
Impairment of financial assets
Financial assets, other than those at FVTPL, are assessed for indicators of impairment at each reporting date. Financial
assets are impaired where there is objective evidence that, as a result of one or more events that occurred after the
initial recognition of the financial asset, the estimated future cash flows of the investment have been impacted.
For financial assets carried at amortised cost, the amount of the impairment loss recognized is the difference between
the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at the original effective
interest rate.
For financial assets that are carried at cost, the amount of the impairment loss is measured as the difference between
the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of the estimated future cash flows discounted at the current market
rate of return for a similar financial asset. Such impairment loss is not reversed in subsequent periods.
The carrying amount of the financial asset is reduced by the impairment loss directly for all financial assets with the
exception of trade receivables where the carrying amount is reduced through the use of a provision account. When
a trade receivable is uncollectible, it is written off against the allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of amounts
previously written off are credited against the allowance account. Changes in the carrying amount of the allowance
account are recognised in consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.
For financial assets measured at amortised cost, if in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss
decreases and the decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognised,
the previously recognised impairment loss is reversed through consolidated statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income to the extent that the carrying amount of the investment at the date the impairment is
reversed does not exceed what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not been recognised.
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3. Significant accounting policies (continued)
Financial instruments (continued)
Financial assets (continued)
Derecognition of financial assets
The Group derecognises a financial asset only when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the asset expire; or
it transfers the financial asset and substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the asset to another party.
If the Group neither transfers nor retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership and continues to control
the transferred asset, the Group recognises its retained interest in the asset and an associated liability for amounts
it may have to pay. If the Group retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of a transferred financial
asset, the Group continues to recognise the financial asset.
On derecognition of a financial asset in its entirety, the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the sum
of the consideration received and receivable and the cumulative gain or loss that had been recognised in other
comprehensive income and accumulated in equity, is recognised in consolidated statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income.
Financial liabilities and equity instruments issued by the Group
Classification as debt or equity
Debt and equity instruments are classified as either financial liabilities or as equity in accordance with the substance
of the contractual arrangements and the definitions of a financial liability and equity instrument.
Equity instruments
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of
its liabilities. Equity instruments issued by the Group are recorded at the proceeds received, net of direct issue costs.
Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are classified as either financial liabilities ‘at FVTPL’ or ‘other financial liabilities’.
Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities including trade and other payables, bank facilities, due to related parties and loan from
related parties are initially measured at fair value, net of transaction costs.
Other financial liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, with
interest expense recognised on an effective yield basis.
Derecognition of financial liabilities
The Group derecognises financial liabilities when, and only when, the Group’s obligations are discharged, cancelled or
they expire. The difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability derecognized and the consideration
paid or payable is recognized in consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.
Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present obligation as a result of a past event, it is probable that the
Group will be required to settle that obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate of the consideration required to settle the present
obligation at the reporting date, taking into account the risks and uncertainties surrounding the obligation. Where
a provision is measured using the cash flows estimated to settle the present obligation, its carrying amount is the
present value of those cash flows.
When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be recovered from a third
party, the receivable is recognized as an asset if it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received and the
amount of the receivable can be measured reliably.
Borrowings
Borrowings are recognised initially at fair value, net of transaction costs incurred. Borrowings are subsequently
stated at amortised cost; any difference between the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and the redemption value
is recognised in the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income over the period of
the borrowings using the effective interest method. Fees paid on the inception of loan facilities are recognised as
transaction costs of the loan to the extent that it is probable that some or all of the facility will be drawn down and
the fee is deferred until the draw-down occurs. To the extent there is no evidence that it is probable that some or
all of the facility will be drawn down, the fee is capitalised as a pre-payment and amortised over the period of the
facility to which it relates.
Borrowing/finance costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of qualifying
assets are capitalised during the period of time that is required to complete and prepare the asset for its intended use
or sale. Qualifying assets are assets that necessarily take a substantial period of time to get ready.
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4. Critical accounting judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty
In the application of the Group’s accounting policies, which are described in note 3, the directors of the Group are
required to make judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are
not readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience
and other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are
recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the period of the
revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.
Classification of LL Dubai Hotel LLC as a joint venture
LL Dubai Hotel LLC is a limited liability company whose legal form confers separation between the parties to the joint
arrangement and the company itself. The Group owns 60% of the joint venture, however, the Group along with its
joint venture partner have joint control of the arrangement and have rights to the net assets of the joint venture.
Accordingly, LL Dubai Hotel LLC is classified as a joint venture of the Group (Note 8).
Impairment of assets
Asset recoverability is an area involving management judgement, requiring assessment as to whether the carrying
value of assets can be supported by the higher of, the net present value of future cash flows derived from such assets
using cash flow projections which have been discounted at an appropriate rate, and the assets’ fair value less costs
to sell. Management has assessed that the lowest cash generating units for the purposes of impairment testing are
“Theme Parks” and “Retail and hospitality”.
For the purposes of determining whether an impairment has occurred the key assumptions management uses in
calculating risk adjusted future cash flows for value-in-use measures are future tourism projections and related capture
rates, expected pricing adjustments, revenue margins and overall cost margins. These assumptions form the basis of
the Group’s ten-year strategic business plan. As with all assumptions these are the judgements of management based
on available data and information as at the time of preparation and are subject to change based on economic and
trading conditions.
For impairment testing purposes, the respective carrying amount was compared with the value-in-use. The nominal
pre-tax discount rate applied was 9.66% and cash flow projections reflect long-term growth rates that were assumed
to be equal to the expected inflation rates in the UAE.
Following management’s assessment, the recoverable amount is assessed to be in excess of the carrying amount as
at 31 December 2017 and accordingly no impairment is required.
Estimated useful lives of property and equipment and investment properties
The asset’s residual values and useful lives are reviewed at the reporting date and adjusted if appropriate, taking into
account technological developments. Uniform depreciation rates are established based on the straight-line method
which may not represent the actual usage of the assets. An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to
its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount.
Fair value measurements and valuation processes
The Group’s selected assets and liabilities are measured at fair value for financial reporting purposes. The Group
determines the appropriate valuation techniques and inputs for fair value measurements. In estimating the fair value
of an asset or a liability, the Group uses market-observable data to the extent it is available. Where Level 1 inputs are
not available, the Group engages third party qualified valuers to perform the valuation. The Group works closely with
the qualified external valuers to establish the appropriate valuation techniques and inputs to the model. Information
about the valuation techniques and inputs used in determining the fair value of various assets and liabilities as
disclosed in note 7 and 12.
5. Segment information
An operating segment is a component of the Group that engages in business activities from which it may earn revenue
and incur expenses. The Group currently determines and presents financial information as a single operating segment
based on the information that is provided internally to management for decision making.
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6. Property and equipment
Capital
work-inprogress
AED’000

Land
AED’000

Building and
infrastructure
AED’000

IT and other
equipment
AED’000

Rides and
attractions
AED’000

Furniture
and fixture
AED’000

As at 1 January 2016

716,443

14,057

7,745

–

5,975

5,332 3,906,594 4,656,146

Additions during the
year

–

85

19,278

867

5,117

400 4,443,763 4,469,510

Transfers from
a related party

390,000

–

638

–

–

Reclassification

–

5,963,673

1,064,743

1,033,618

85,492

Transfer from/(to)
Investment properties

62,130

–

–

–

–

–

As at 31 December 2016

1,168,573

5,977,815

1,092,404 1,034,485

96,584

5,732

126,728 9,502,321

Additions during the year

–

–

3,121

1,111

5,338

287,704

Disposal

–

–

–

–

9,337

63,741

–

–

–

1,177,910

6,041,556

1,127,266 1,037,606

97,695

6,648

Vehicles
AED’000

Total
AED’000

Cost

Transfer from
Investment properties
As at 31 December 2017

28,743
(43)
6,162

–

82,380

– (8,147,526)
(158,483)

(4,422)

473,018
–
(96,353)

326,017

–

(4,465)

–

79,240

414,432 9,903,113

Accumulated depreciation
As at 1 January 2016

–

702

1,374

–

1,191

684

–

3,951

Charge for the year

–

10,207

16,896

2,735

2,017

1,502

–

33,357

As at 31 December 2016

–

10,909

18,270

2,735

3,208

2,186

–

37,308

Charge for the year

–

221,179

147,549

71,790

15,318

2,430

–

458,266

Disposal

–

–

(43)

–

–

(2,206)

–

Transfer from
Investment properties

–

357

142

–

–

–

–

499

As at 31 December 2017

–

232,445

165,918

74,525

18,526

2,410

–

493,824

At 31 December 2017

1,177,910

5,809,111

961,348

963,081

79,169

4,238

414,432 9,409,289

At 31 December 2016

1,168,573

5,966,906

1,074,134

1,031,750

93,376

3,546

126,728 9,465,013

(2,249)

Carrying amount

a) Additions made during 2016 includes purchases made from a related party.
b)	Finance costs capitalised under capital work in progress amounted to AED 145 million. The Group ceased
capitalisation of finance costs from the beginning of 2017 as the assets were available for use.
c) IT and other equipment includes certain right-of-use-assets held under finance lease [Note 24 (c)]
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7. Investment properties

Land
AED’000

Building,
infrastructure
and other
equipment
AED’000

Capital workin-progress
AED’000

Total
AED’000

179,795

–

103,549

283,344

–

–

257,806

257,806

Cost
As at 1 January 2016
Additions during the year
Reclassification

–

361,355

(361,355)

–

Transfers from/(to) Property and Equipment

(62,130)

158,483

–

96,353

As at 31 December 2016

117,665

519,838

–

637,503

Transfers to Property and Equipment

(9,337)

(69,903)

–

(79,240)

449,935

–

558,263

As at 31 December 2017

108,328

Accumulated depreciation
As at 1 January 2016

–

–

–

–

Charge for the year

–

3,730

–

3,730

As at 31 December 2016

–

3,730

–

3,730

Charge for the year

–

19,389

–

19,389

Transfers to Property and Equipment

–

As at 31 December 2017

–

22,620

–

22,620

At 31 December 2017

108,328

427,315

–

535,643

At 31 December 2016

117,665

516,108

–

633,773

(499)

–

(499)

Carrying amount

The Group carries its investment properties at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses under the
cost model in accordance with IAS 16, ‘property, plant and equipment’. At each reporting date, the Group evaluates
the fair values of its investment properties.
Fair value
IAS 40 requires separate disclosure of the fair values of investment property when the cost model is used. The Group
engages professionally qualified external valuers every year to determine the fair values for disclosure purposes. The
fair value has been performed by qualified external valuers using the Income Capitalisation method.
Valuation technique underlying management’s estimation of fair value
The ‘income capitalisation method’ involves the capitalisation of the net rent receivable, which provides a current and
potential future net income stream, in perpetuity at an appropriate investment yield. The valuation was performed in
accordance with RICS Appraisals and Valuation Standards as adapted for Dubai and UAE Law and Regulations, and is
reflective of the economic conditions prevailing as at the reporting date.
The significant unobservable inputs used in the fair value measurement categorised within level 3 of the fair value
hierarchy of the Group’s portfolios of investment property are:
• Rent growth per annum (incorporated with yield)
• Estimated long term occupancy rate (95%)
• True Equivalent Yield (9.75%) and void rate (5%)
The fair value of the investment property was AED 624 million as at 31 December 2017 based on the valuation
conducted by the independent external valuer. There were no changes to the valuation techniques during the year.
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8. Investment in a joint venture
During 2017, the Group subscribed for share capital in LL Dubai Hotel LLC (‘Legoland hotel’). Information about the
joint venture and the nature of the investment is shown below:
Name

Nature of Business

Country of Incorporation

LL Dubai Hotel LLC

Leisure and Hospitality

United Arab Emirates

As at 1 January
Additions during the period
Share of loss

% Interest held

Measurement method

60%

Equity

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

–

–

17,943

–

(514)

–

17,429

–

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

Merchandise

28,219

32,965

Other operating inventory

10,563

9,091

38,782

42,056

9. Inventories

10. Related party transactions
The Group enters into transactions with companies and entities that fall within the definition of a related party as
contained in International Accounting Standard 24 Related Party Disclosures. Related parties comprise companies
and entities under common ownership and/or common management and control, and key management personnel.
At the reporting date, related party balances are as follows:
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

28,570

20,999

5,114

–

370

–

34,054

20,999

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

1,578

–

Due from related parties
Due from Parent company
Due from a Joint venture
Due from subsidiary of Parent company

Due to related parties
Due to joint ventures of Parent company

a) The Group enters into related party transactions on an arm’s length basis and in the ordinary course of business.
b)	Due from Parent Company amounting to AED 29 million (31 December 2016: AED 21 million) mainly represents
amounts receivable for project management services performed on behalf of the Parent Company and an allocation
of common costs allocated to an operation of the Ultimate Parent Company.
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10. Related party transactions (continued)
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

2,452

–

242,748

–

245,200

–

Loan from related parties
Loan from Ultimate Parent Company
Loan from Parent Company

On 28 November 2017, the Group secured an AED 700 million subordinated shareholder loan (“SSL”) facility from its
Ultimate Parent Company and Parent Company of which AED 245 million was drawn down in September 2017. It is
intended that the SSL will be utilised for the purposes of funding working capital and debt service. The SSL and related
interest are subordinated to the Group’s existing term loans and thereafter are payable on demand subject to certain
provisions of the existing term loan agreement. Interest is charged at a fixed rate of 8% per annum.
c) The key management remuneration during the year was as follows:
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

Short term benefits

12,246

13,530

Long term benefits

303

363

12,549

13,893

2017
AED’000

2016
2016

Trade receivables

25,501

4,007

Advances to contractors

43,524

33,152

Prepayments and other receivables

72,433

52,588

589

589

142,047

90,336

Key management personnel

11. Trade and other receivables

Interest receivable

12. Derivative financial instruments
31 December 2017

Interest rate swaps

Positive fair value
AED’000

Notional Amount
AED’000

53,953

2,997,812

31 December 2016

Interest rate swaps

Positive fair value
AED’000

Notional amount
AED’000

37,121

2,199,236

The Group entered into interest rate swaps (‘IRS’) for the loan draw down denominated in USD which was designated
as a hedging instrument. These IRS are categorised as level 3, as one or more of the significant inputs is not based on
observable market data.
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13. Other financial assets
Other financial assets include margin deposits amounting to AED Nil (31 December 2016: AED 23 million) held by
banks under lien against credit facilities issued to the Group and fixed deposits amounting to AED 650 million
(2016: AED 966 million) held by banks with maturity periods of more than three months from the reporting date.
The fixed deposits earned interest rates ranging 2% to 3% (31 December 2016: 1% to 3%) per annum.
14. Cash and bank balances

Cash on hand
Cash at bank

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

3,387

3,809

1,215,371

1,531,053

1,218,758

1,534,862

Less: Restricted cash

(208,624)

(190,749)

Cash and cash equivalents

1,010,134

1,344,113

Cash at bank includes call accounts that earn interest up to 1% (31 December 2016: 1%) per annum. The short-term
deposits held by banks with maturity periods less than three months earn average interest at rates ranging from
2% to 3% (31 December 2016: 2% to 3%) per annum. Restricted cash includes reserves held to service debt as per the
requirement of the term loans.
15. Share capital
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

12,643,655

12,643,655

7,999,913

7,999,913

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

4,158,026

3,423,166

Gross borrowing costs

271,516

257,093

Less: Cumulative amortisation *

(61,223)

(37,572)

Un-amortised borrowing costs

210,293

219,521

3,947,733

3,203,645

Authorised capital 12,643,655,416 shares of AED 1 each
(31 December 2016: 12,643,655,416 shares of AED 1 each)
Issued and fully paid-up 7,999,912,670 shares of AED 1 each
(31 December 2016: 7,999,912,670 shares of AED 1 each)
16. Bank facilities

Term loans

Carrying amount net of un-amortised borrowing costs

* Amortised borrowing costs during the year includes AED Nil (31 December 2016: AED 14 million) capitalised within capital work
in progress.
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

Later than 1 year and not longer than 2 years

230,220

140,375

Later than 2 years and not longer than 5 years

1,269,312

1,029,881

Later than 5 years

2,518,120

2,192,869

Amounts due for settlement after 12 months

4,017,652

3,363,125

140,374

60,041

4,158,026

3,423,166

Amounts due for settlement within 12 months
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16. Bank facilities
Term loan
a)	The Group has available bank facilities of AED 5.2 billion (31 December 2016: AED 5.2 billion) in the form of term
loans of which AED 4.2 billion was utilised as at 31 December 2017 (31 December 2016: AED 3.4 billion).
b)	The term loan in respect of the Phase I development of AED 4.2 billion is repayable in quarterly instalments which
commenced on 30 September 2017 and has a maturity date of 30 June 2026. The AED 1 billion term loan in
respect of Phase II is repayable in quarterly instalments commencing in 2019 and maturing in 2027. The utilised
portion of the term loans carry interest at LIBOR + 3.5% and EIBOR + 3.15% per annum respectively (31 December
2016: LIBOR + 3.5% and EIBOR + 3.15% per annum).
c)	The syndicated facilities are secured by a range of mortgages over property owned by the Group, security over
bank accounts, assignments of certain contracts, certain rights to receivables and intra-group loans and pledges
over certain bank accounts and deposits.
d)	During the year the Group received an irrevocable temporary waiver from its financing syndicate with regards to
its financial covenant testing due in December 2017.
Letters of credit
As at 31 December 2017, the Group has facilities in relation to letters of credit amounting to AED 228 million
(31 December 2016: AED 173 million) and outstanding letters of credit at the reporting date amounting to
AED 1 million (31 December 2016: AED 48 million). The letters of credit are secured by way of:
• A pledge over Wakala deposits; and
• Assignment of existing cash flows from a project of a related party
Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities
The table below details changes in the Group’s liabilities arising from financing activities, including both cash and
non-cash changes. Liabilities arising from financing activities are those for which cash flows were, or future cash flows
will be, classified in the Group’s consolidated statement of cash flows as cash flows from financing activities:
1 January
2017
AED’000

Financing
cash flows
AED’000

Non-cash
changes
AED’000

31 December
2017
AED’000

–

245,200

–

245,200

3,423,166

734,860

–

4,158,026

(46,080)

5,992

303,246

933,980

5,992

4,706,472

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

218,908

94,679

Accrued expenses

517,607

1,207,755

Retentions payable

378,607

383,209

Obligations under finance lease

303,246

343,334

Rental and other advances

31,890

43,962

Deferred revenue

45,296

22,505

Loan from related parties
Bank borrowing
Obligation under finance lease
Total liabilities from financing activities

343,334
3,766,500

17. Trade and other payables

Trade payables

Employees’ end of service indemnity [Note 18]
Other liabilities

5,280

5,579

105,994

111,090

1,606,828

2,212,113

a)	Included in accrued expenses are costs incurred on capital work-in-progress amounting to AED 0.3 billion
(31 December 2016: AED 1 billion) but have not yet been certified as at the reporting date.
b)	Retentions payable represent amounts withheld in accordance with contractual terms when progress payments
are made to the contractors. Retentions payable are settled based on contractual terms.
c)	Provision for employees’ end-of-service indemnity is made in accordance with the UAE labour law, and is based
on current remuneration and cumulative years of service at the reporting date.
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18. Provision for employees’ end of service indemnity
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

Balance at the beginning of the year

5,579

1,987

Charge for the year *

6,825

4,006

Transfer to a related party

(849)

Amounts paid during the year

(6,275)

Balance at the end of the year

5,280

–
(414)
5,579

* Charge for the year includes AED 2.0 million (2016: 1.4 million) capitalised as additions to property and equipment.

19. Revenue
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

237,344

40,921

Accommodation revenue

43,114

–

Sale of food and beverage

75,768

10,175

Sale of merchandise

52,130

10,010

Lease revenue

28,687

4,065

Sponsorship

64,304

4,121

Project management

21,574

3,433

Other

29,120

3,201

552,041

75,926

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

Salaries and other employee expenses*

391,017

246,071

Depreciation (Note 6 & 7)

477,655

37,087

Utility charges

102,030

8,409

Supplies, communication and IT expenses

70,795

21,756

Repairs and maintenance

60,518

13,103

Admission revenue

20. General, administrative and operating expenses

57,715

16,557

Rent expense

43,584

21,336

Travel expense

20,759

5,314

Security expenses

17,201

3,155

Directors’ fee

3,356

3,700

46,075

32,470

1,290,705

408,958

Management and royalty fees

Other

* Pension contributions for U.A.E. citizens are made by the Group in accordance with Federal Law No. 7 of 1999.
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21. Non-operating income – net
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

Employee related accrual reversals

1,850

–

Reimbursement of rebates

6,278

–

Release of deferred liability

20,307

–

Other non-operating (expenses)/income

(5,547)

527

22,888

527

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

22. Finance (costs)/income

Finance costs
(210,839)

–

Interest on finance lease

(21,353)

–

Amortization of borrowing cost

(26,150)

(7,797)

(258,342)

(7,797)

Interest on loan

Finance income
Interest on deposits

42,206

69,330

(216,136)

61,533

23. Basic and diluted loss per share
Basic loss per share is calculated by dividing the loss attributable to equity holders of the Company by the number
of ordinary shares in issue during the year.
2017

Loss attributable to equity holders of the Company (in AED’000)

(1,116,145)

2016

(484,838)

Weighted average number of shares (in ‘000)
Outstanding at 1 January 2017
Issue of new shares – weighted average
Outstanding at 31 December 2017
Basic loss per share (in AED)

7,282,704

6,321,828

717,209

960,876

7,999,913

7,282,704

(0.140)

(0.067)

24. Commitments and contingent liabilities
(a) Commitments
Contracted-for commitments of acquisition of services primarily related to development and construction of assets
classified under property and equipment and investment properties amounted to AED 0.7 billion as at 31 December
2017 (2016: AED 0.6 billion).
(b) Operating lease rentals

Not later than 1 year
Later than 1 year and not longer than 5 years
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2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

40,000

40,000

15,000

57,000

55,000

97,000
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24. Commitments and contingent liabilities (continued)
(c) Finance lease rentals – Group as a lessee
Future minimum
lease payments

Not later than 1 year
Later than 1 year and not
longer than 5 years
Later than 5 years

Present value of minimum
lease payments

Interest

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

61,440

61,440

18,683

21,353

42,757

40,087

245,760

245,760

44,294

56,873

201,466

188,887

61,440

122,880

2,417

8,520

59,023

114,360

368,640

430,080

65,394

86,746

303,246

343,334

(d) Operating lease rentals – Group as a Lessor
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

Not later than 1 year

32,584

67,730

Later than 1 year and not longer than 5 years

65,647

103,480

98,231

171,210

25. Financial instruments
(a) Significant accounting policies
Details of the significant accounting policies and methods adopted, including the criteria for recognition, the basis of
measurement and the basis on which income and expenses are recognised, in respect of each class of financial asset
and financial liability are disclosed in note 3.
(b) Categories of financial instruments
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

1,928,902

2,549,984

53,953

37,121

1,982,855

2,587,105

5,841,282

5,458,735

Financial assets
Loans and receivables (including cash and cash equivalents)
Derivative financial instrument- at fair value

Financial liabilities
At amortised cost

(c) Fair value of financial instruments
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction
between market participants at the measurement date.
Fair value of financial instruments measured at amortised cost
Management considers that the carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities recognised in the
consolidated financial statements approximate their fair values.
Valuation techniques and assumptions applied for the purposes of measuring fair value
Valuation of financial instruments recorded at fair value is based on quoted market prices and other valuation techniques.
The fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities are determined as follows:
•	the fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities with standard terms and conditions and traded on active
liquid markets is determined with reference to quoted market prices; and
•	the fair value of other financial assets and financial liabilities is determined in accordance with generally accepted
pricing models based on the present value calculation of the expected future cash flow analysis using prices from
observable current market transactions and dealer quotes for similar instruments.
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25. Financial instruments (continued)
(c) Fair value of financial instruments (continued)
The financial instruments are measured subsequent to initial recognition at fair value, grouped into Levels 1 to 3 based
on the degree to which the fair value is observable:
•	Level 1 fair value measurements are those derived from quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical
assets or liabilities.
•	Level 2 fair value measurements are those derived from inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that
are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (i.e., as prices) or indirectly (i.e., derived from prices); and
•	Level 3 fair value measurements are those derived from valuation techniques that include inputs for the asset or
liability that are not based on observable market data (unobservable inputs).
As at the year end, the carrying value of the financial assets and financial liabilities approximates to their fair values.
26. Financial risk management
The Group’s financial risk management policies set out the Group’s overall business strategy and risk management
philosophy. The Group’s overall financial risk management program seeks to minimize potential adverse effects to
the financial performance of the Group. Management carries out overall financial risk management covering specific
areas, such as market risk (including foreign exchange risk and interest rate risk), credit risk, and liquidity risk and
investing excess cash.
The Group’s activities in future periods will expose it to a variety of financial risks, including the effects of changes
in foreign currency exchange rates and interest rates.
The Group does not hold or issue derivative financial instruments for speculative purposes.
(a) Interest rate risk management
The Group’s exposure to interest rate risk relates to its bank facilities, bank call accounts and other financial assets.
The bank call accounts and other financial assets carry a fixed rate of interest up to 1% – 3% per annum.
The Group’s exposure to interest rate risk relates primarily to its term loans. Term loans bear interest at LIBOR + 3.5%
and EIBOR + 3.15% per annum for the USD and AED tranches respectively (2016: LIBOR + 3.5% and EIBOR + 3.15%
per annum) (Note 16).
Interest rate sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis below has been determined based on the exposure to interest rates for non-derivative
instruments at the reporting date. For floating rate liabilities, the analysis is prepared assuming the amount of liability
outstanding at the reporting date was outstanding for the whole year. A 20% increase or decrease is used when
reporting interest rate risk internally to key management personnel and represents management’s assessment of the
reasonable possible change in interest rates.
If interest rates had been 20% higher/lower and all other variables were held constant, the Group’s interest cost for
the year ended 31 December 2017 would decrease/increase by AED 10 million (2016: AED 4 million) This is attributable
to the Group’s exposure to interest rates on its variable rate term loans.
(b) Credit risk management
Credit risk refers to the risk that a counterparty will default on its contractual obligations resulting in financial loss to
the Group. The Group has adopted a policy of only dealing with creditworthy counterparties and obtaining sufficient
collateral, where appropriate, as a means of mitigating the risk of financial loss from defaults.
The credit risk on liquid funds is limited because the counterparties are banks registered in the U.A.E.
(c) Foreign currency risk management
At the reporting date, there were no significant exchange rate risks as substantially all financial assets and financial
liabilities are denominated in Arab Emirates Dirhams (AED) or United States Dollars (USD) to which the AED is fixed.
(d) Liquidity risk management
Ultimate responsibility for liquidity risk management rests with management who has built an appropriate liquidity
risk management framework for the management of the Group’s short, medium and long-term funding. The Group
manages liquidity risk by maintaining adequate reserves, and by continuously monitoring forecast and actual cash
flows and matching the maturity profiles of financial assets and financial liabilities.
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26. Financial risk management (continued)
(d) Liquidity risk management (continued)
The following tables detail the Group’s remaining contractual maturity for its non-derivative financial assets and
liabilities. The tables have been drawn up based on the undiscounted cash flows of financial assets and liabilities
based on the expected maturity and the earliest date on which the Group is expected to receive for financial assets
and to pay for financial liabilities. The table includes principal cash flows only.
Liquidity risk tables
Weighted average
Interest rate %

Less than 1 year
AED’000

More than 1 year
AED’000

Total
AED’000

–

256,155

–

256,155

Fixed interest bearing financial assets

2.12

1,672,747

–

1,672,747

Derivative financial instrument

1.65

–

53,953

53,953

1,928,902

53,953

1,982,855

–

220,153

–

220,153

2

2,329,831

–

2,329,831

1.53

–

37,121

37,121

2,549,984

37,121

2,587,105

Weighted average
Interest rate %

Less than 1 year
AED’000

More than 1 year
AED’000

Total
AED’000

3.5–8

183,132

4,523,341

4,706,473

–

1,134,809

–

1,134,809

1,317,941

4,523,341

5,841,282

3.75

60,041

3,363,125

3,423,166

–

2,035,569

–

2,035,569

2,095,610

3,363,125

5,458,735

Financial assets
2017
Non-interest bearing financial assets

2016
Non-interest bearing financial assets
Fixed interest bearing financial assets
Derivative financial instrument

Financial liabilities
2017
Variable Interest bearing financial liabilities
Non-interest bearing financial liabilities

2016
Variable Interest bearing financial liabilities
Non-interest bearing financial liabilities

27.Capital management
The capital structure of the Group consists of cash and cash equivalents, equity attributable to equity holders of the
Company and bank borrowings. The Group’s objective when managing capital is to maintain a strong capital base so
as to maintain investor and creditor confidence and to sustain future development of the business; to provide returns
for shareholders; and to optimise the capital structure to reduce the cost of capital.
To enable the Group to meet its objective, management monitor capital through constant review of the Group’s
capital investment programme and through regular budgeting and planning processes.
28. Reclassification
Certain comparative figures have been reclassified to improve the quality of information previously presented. The
reclassification does not have any effect on the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive
income, consolidated statement of changes in equity and consolidated statement of cash flows.
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29. Subsequent events
Debt realignment
Subsequent to the year end the Group received consent from its Phase I syndicated term loan financiers for a 3-year
moratorium on principal repayments and covenant testing with no change to interest rate. In addition, remaining
principal repayments were re-aligned to the Group’s ten-year business plan, the effect of which is detailed in the
table below.
2017
AED’000

2016
AED’000

–

140,375

464,975

1,029,881

Later than 5 years

3,693,051

2,192,869

Amounts due for settlement after 12 months

4,158,026

3,363,125

–

60,041

4,158,026

3,423,166

Later than 1 year and not longer than 2 years
Later than 2 years and not longer than 5 years

Amounts due for settlement within 12 months

Issuance of convertible instrument
Subsequent to the year end the Group reached agreement with its Ultimate Parent Company and Parent Company to
issue in its favour an AED 1,200 million convertible instrument, subject to shareholder approval. Under the agreement
the existing SSL of AED 700 million will be incorporated into the convertible instrument.
30. Approval of the consolidated financial statements
The consolidated financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors and signed for issuance on
25 March 2018.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
THIS ANNUAL REPORT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION OR
DISTRIBUTION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY IN OR INTO ANY JURISDICTION
WHERE SUCH DISTRIBUTION IS UNLAWFUL.
This Annual Report has been prepared and issued by DXB Entertainments PJSC (the “Company”). For
the purposes of this notice, “Annual Report” means this document, its contents or any part of it, any oral
Annual Report, any question or answer session and any written or oral material discussed or distributed
during the Annual Report meeting.
The information set out in this Annual Report may be subject to updating, revision, verification and
amendment, and such information may change materially. Neither the Company, any of its parent or
subsidiary undertakings, the subsidiary undertakings of such parent undertakings, nor any of such
person’s respective directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers is under an obligation to
update or keep current the information contained in this Annual Report to which it relates, or to provide
the recipient with access to any additional information that may arise in connection with it and any
opinions expressed in this Annual Report are subject to change without notice. None of the Company or
any of its parent or subsidiary undertakings, or the subsidiary undertakings of such parent undertakings,
and any of such person’s respective directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers shall have
any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss whatsoever arising from any use of this
Annual Report, or otherwise arising in connection with this Annual Report.
This Annual Report is an advertisement for the purposes of the United Kingdom Prospectus Rules and
the information contained herein is not an offer of securities for sale in the United States nor any other
jurisdiction. This Annual Report does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any
offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation to purchase, sell or subscribe for any securities in any
jurisdiction, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any
contract or commitment whatsoever.
This Annual Report is for information purposes and convenient reference. It is not definitive advice, nor
should it be relied upon as such. This Annual Report does not purport to contain all of the information
that may be required to evaluate any potential transaction and should not be relied on in connection
with any such potential transaction. Any projection, estimate, forecast or other ‘forward-looking’
statement in this Annual Report only illustrates hypothetical performance under specified assumptions
of events or conditions, and is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
To the extent available, the industry and market data contained in this Annual Report may have come
from official or third party sources. Such third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally
state that the data contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that
there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that
each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable source, the Company
has not independently verified the data contained therein. In addition, certain of the industry and market
data contained in this Annual Report come from the Company’s own internal research and estimates
based on the knowledge and experience of the Company’s management in the market in which the
Company operates. While the Company generally believes that such research and estimates are
reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been verified
by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without notice.
Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry or market data contained in this
Annual Report.
You agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations and conditions and, in particular, will be deemed to
have represented, warranted and undertaken that you have read and agree to comply with the contents
of this notice.
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